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FRYE ON THE

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
MEDICAL BOODIN

ME.

ST^ PORTLAND,

Or. Reed treats all chronic diseases tbat flesh is
heir tu; all cases that aie given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can

Examination at a distance by
with their full name and place of residence and
on· 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
office $1, ami consultation free.
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IVoi'lh Yarmouth.

The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the Town House on Thursday,
August 9,1886, at 4 o'clock 1". M., for the purpose
of electing a candidate for Representative to the
next Legislature, to represent the classed towns
North Yarmouth and Yarmouth.
Per. order of Republican Town Committee.

of

Windbam.

Republicans of Windham ire requested to
meetjat the Town Houae on Saturday Aug. 28th,
The

o'clock p. m. to nominate a candidate for
to the State Legislature.
Per order Republican Town Committee.
Windham Aug. 21,1886.

at 2

Representative

EDUCATIONAL.

Mrs. Caswell's Panor masses
—AND—

School for Young Ladies and Misses,
WILL

No. 96 Park Street,
KIÎ-OPKI*

SEPT.

I8S6.

15,

Special attention is given to tlie common and
higher English Branches, Arithmetic, Bookkeep
ing, etc. Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes in
Composition, Reading, Art History, General History, English Lit«ralurr, and Bottii'« History of Universal Literature. Girls
who have already finished a High School course
can In one year combine the study of General Liters tu re with the analytical reading aloud of the
Iliad, the Odyssey, the -Eniead, Paradise, Lost,
and the Inferno, and with any two branches of
Art History, Architecture, Sculpture, and Tainting. The class In composition will meet twice a
week and will begin with "Greene's Analysis," as
special attention will be given to the technicalities of English construction. Classes will recite
four times a week each iu Astronomy, Physiology, French nnd German. Special students
will be received in all these classes. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as
consistent with the plan of the school, the discipline of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
day pupils and places in the family may be secured by personal application after Sept. 1st. or
by letter at any time. Wo Meat· will be Be·
•erred unless previously engaged.
Miss H. It. Creighton will continue her classes
in Drawing nnd Pninting and will also receive private pupils. China Painting a specialty.

Miss Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils in 1nSTKUMKNTAL MUSIC.
Special rates In IHusic, Drawing an<l Painting to pupils of the school. Apply for terms, &c.,
aulfidtf
at w; 1Ά Κ Κ STREET.

CLASS IN PRACTICAL

SHORTHAND

Boom
Begins Mon lin y livening. Sepl. 13th.
6, Davie 11 lock, opp. fJity ISnll.
"Plan
Pupils taught according to an original
of Innirnction" (copyright applied for) and satThorough training
isfactory results guaranteed.
in the manipulation and mechanism of the Type-

Practicing Phonographers, and all interested in
Bhorthnnd, cordially invited to visit our rooms.
For further information regarding* Evcnins
ClnsMCN, address

BATES TORREY, City.

Great Britain
viewed from the
Beginning.

Mr. Bayard'b

Compared

d2w*

Peu.

aug24

Re-

Pusillanimous Course
With What Mr. Blaine

Would Have Done.

Eastpokt, Aug.

24.—Senator

Frye spoke

enthusiastic audience liere
last eveuing. He dwelt on the record of the
Republican party, on the attitude of the
Democratic party towards the shipbuilding
industry,and on the fisheries. This is what he
said on the last subject:
For a hundred years we have been having
a row about fish.
Yet in the Morrison bill
the Democrats put fish on the free list. When
we were a part of Great Britain we could
fish anywhere we pleased. Then we fought
her and beat her and got free. But Great
Britain did not think of punishing us, for
she gave us the right to fish upon the Grand
Banks, a locality over which she had no control.

(Laughter.)

Things

along

and
Great Britain proceeded to stop our vessels
upon the high seas, and if she found any
man who had any brogue of the Irishman
she impressed hi ω upon her own ships. We
ran

her
again. She then said we had forfeited our
right to fish anywhere, and we made the
treaty of Ghent, and the strangest thing of

all was that in the treatv we never mentioned one single word about fish. It ran
along for a while and we made the treaty of
1818, and surrendered all our rights to fish
in Canadian waters, reserving to ourselves
only the rights of hospitality, and not
another single thing on the face of the
earth.
Next the British Parliament said they
should insist upon the three-mile limit from
headland to headland, which, in some cases,
whould keep our fishermen thirty miles
from shore. When our markets became valuable she undertook to negotiate for them,
But we did not negotiate. Then she began
to seize our vessels wherever she could find
them. She seized thirty or forty of them
and tried them in her co lonial courts and
condemned them upon the evidence of men
who stood on the shore and guessed where
the vessels were at the time of their seizure.
We sent men-of-war down there during
these times, and while they were about, the
Canadians behaved themselves. But when
we took them away she went at it again, and
she fairly drove us into the reciprocity
treaty, which was as one-sided as a jug, and
What did she do
we finally abrogated it.
then ? She said we must pay a license upon
the tonnage of our fishing vessels, and she
increased that each year till our vessels
could not afford to fish in Canadian waters
and so ceased to pay the tax. She then began to seize our vessels and we finally provided for a commission to settle the matter.
Great Britain had her commissioner and also
had Mr. Delfosse, whom she owned body
and soul. We had for a commissioner a
With the help of
broken-down old man.
Delfosse they got five and a half millions for
allowing our vessels to fish in Canadian
waters where there were no fish and the
right was not worth three cents. The result
of that settlement was that it has cost us
two dollars
for every dollar's worth of
mackerel we have taken within Canadian
waters. Well, that ran along and the number of Canadian vessels was constantly increasing, while ours were continually decreasing. About two years ago I was looking into the matter and saw that the treaty
could be ended by giving two years' notice.
Accordingly I offered a resolution giving the
President the right to terminate it. The
treaty ended, every one supposed nothing
could revive it, but, to our amazement, Mr.
Bayard went to work and made a new treaty
with Mr. West, the British minister, in
which he agreed that the Canadians might
fish
within our three-mile limit and we
might fish within theirs. He also agreed
that the President should recommend the
appointment of another commission for the
I offered another
settlement of the matter.
resolution that we did not want any such
stuff, and it was passed by a two-thirds
vote. That made Mr. Bayard mad, and from
that time till now Canadian cruisers have
been seizing our vessels. We seized one of
theirs for violation of our laws, but the Secretary of the Treasury, as soon us it was
brought to his notice, remitted the fine and
let the vessel go free.
The Canadians don't
allow our vessels to go into their ports or our
ii fil tu

Ageul "Paul £. Wirt" Fountain (Shading)

$1000 GIVEN AWAY
Af Morrison & C«.'« New Jewelry MI ere.
Every customer lias a chance to secure a valuable
present. MORRISON & CO., Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers tn Diamonds, Watches, .Jewel-

Latest
ry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods,
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Jewelry
Watches Cleaned, SI.00;
carefully repaired.
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Springs, GOc.; Watch
Crystals, 10c. 365 t'en gré»· wt., under G. A·
K. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. jyl2dtf
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They do this to compel us to make another
treaty by which they can get the advantages of our markets. In all treaties with
Great Britain she has gotten the advantage

of us, but it has remained for the Democratic party in its Morrison bill to offer to
the Canadians for nothing what we
ave for twenty-five years been fighting for.
We have been giving Great Britain everything else, and now the Democrats propose
t6 give her free fish. If Mr. Blaine had been
President, or even Secretary of State, we
should have heard nothing about any
trouble with Canada. (Applause.)
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MAINE.

Take Notice.
WHEREAS
forbid
I

A Veteran

my wife. Hattie A. Small, has left

board

my bed and

without due

provocation.

any person or persons harboring
or trusting her
my account, as I shall pay uo
bills of her contracting after this date.
CHARLES E. SMALL.
au23dlw
North Raymond. Aug. 23.

hereby

on

WEATHER.

THE

Washington, Aug. 20.
The indications for Maine and .New Hampshire are fair weather and warmer.
The indications for 24 hours commencing
at 7 a. m., August 26th, for New England are
fair weather, northerly winds, becoming
southwesterly, warmer. For Friday warmer
weather.
«
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FOREIGN-

Prince Alexander to be

Taken Back

Sofia.
London, Aug. 25.—A despatch from Bucharest says that the commander of the
yacht ou which Prince Alexander is kept a
prisoner lias telegraphed from Keni, in
Bessarabia, to Sofia, asking χ or instructions.
He received orders to convey the prisoner
to

hack to Sofia.

Despatches from Widdin state that

the

counter revolution has been successful.
Alarm in London.

The English government has received a
number or important despatches from the
East and the Marquis of Salisbury has been
requested by telegraph to return to London

Republican.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Saxfohd, Aug. 25.—Hon. I. S. Kimball,
a?ed 87, the oldest member of York County
Bar, attended the Republican mass meeting
Blaine was the
at North Berwick today.

speaker.
Attempt at Highway Robbery.
[Special to the Pkess.]
Fkickdoji, Aug. 25.—Two unsuccessful attempts were made late Saturday night to
«top teams in the road near the town house
by some one who concealed himself in the
bushes by the roadside.
Knights of Labor at Maranocook.
Lake
Majîanocook, Aug. 25.—The
Knights of Labor of Maine are holding a
mass meeting here. A large crowd is in attendance.

The forenoon

was

pleasantly spent socially,

Glover's Auburn band, and Livermore Falls' band.
There was also dancing, to the music by
Glover's orchestra. The meeting opened at
and

listening

to

concerts by

o'clock. Three thousand people were
present. Among the members a large delegation of Knights of Labor from different
sections of Maine, and many well known
representatives. O. C. Phillips, Auburn,
District Master Workman called the meeting
to order. T. I''. Murpliy of Augusta, presided. The speakers were, Frank K. Foster
of Haverhill, Mass. ; Charles II. Litchman
of Marblehead, Mass. ; Col. Eustis of Dixfield, candidate for Congress in the second
district of the Prohibitory and Labor parties ;
Geo. M. Penniman, Minneapolis, Minn.;
Prof. J. W. V. Rich, of Great Falis Χ. II.
The speakers dwelt on the main issues of
the labor movement, claiming the right of
the organization, under the constitution of
the United .States, referred to the aims of the
organization and political desires, argued for
a reduction of the hours of labor, weekly
payments, against child labor and imprison-

one

debt,

immediately.

ment for

The British In the South Pacific.
The British corvette Diamond took possession of the Kermadec Islands, in the
South Pacific Ocean, the first of August.

A Portland Schooner Wrecked.
Galveston, Tex., Aug. 26.—Schooner Ella
Elliot from Boston, was diiven ashore at
San Huzposs during the late storm and is a
She
total wreck. The crew were saved.
was owned in Portland, Maine.

THE DOMINION'
The Creat Corruption Among Canadian Customs Officials.

Montkeai., Aug. 24.—The continuation

of the preliminary inquiry in the case tf
with offering Customs
Walters, charged
Officer Brosseau #10,000 to deliver up J. C.
Ayer & Co.'s books when under seizure by
the government, developed nothing particularly new today. Brosseau swore that Walters repeatedly offered the bribe and assured
him that MacMascer, a leading lawyer here,
had 810,000 to disburse to buy up the evidence against Ayer ; that Ayer was bound to
bea* the government and would spend #200,000 to do it.
The Police Magistrate will deThe business
cide probably tomorrow.
freely denounce the scandal of
community
keeping the case hanging for nearly two
years. It appears that a month or two ago
the Minister of Customs decided to fine
Ayer & Co. $140,000. Some provincial lawyers are said to have got big fees, and it pays
better to keep the case open than to close it
up. lhe entire customs management for
the Dominion is believed to be rotten to the
core, and the demand of the press to take
the final disposition of the customs cases
out of the hands of the officials altogether
and place them in a customs court will no
doubt be adopted at the next session of Parliament. The appointment of smugglers to
positions in the customs service, giving
them roving commissions to prey upon importers, the despotic power exercised by
men of no scruples or character, the enrichment of spies and informers, and the enormous fees exacted by lawyers having influ.
ence with the government to secure favorable
settlements for business houses in trouble,
have combined to make an exposure which
has startled the Canadian public and will
have an important influence on the next

Dominion election.

English Yacht

The Trial of fiflrs

Rooke.
Bath, Aug. 25.—The trial of Mrs. Ann
Rooke of Bath, for placing Paris green in
the spring on the premises of Mrs. Mary I.
Hill, commenced this forenoon in the Supreme Judicial Court before Judge Foster.
County Attorney Buker is conducting the
prosecution and Judge Gilbert is counsel for
the respondent.
The State Grange.

Oiichard, Aug. 25.—The Maine
State Grange is in session at Old Orchard.
The morning services were at the TabernaOld

cle on account of rain. The Hollis Cornet
Band is in attendance. The lecture was by
State Chaplain, Ilev. 0. J. Hancock of Saco,
on "The Moral Teaching of our Ritual."
It is
He told what the Grange teaches.
morality, frugality, temperance and Christianity, above all. The lecture was very spiritual, and extremely able. W. II. Stinson,
AV. Master, of the New Hampshire State
asked
Grange, was glad to be with them. He
art.
them to consider the'value of agricultural
Tillers
Agriculture is a very ancient science.

formerly very degraded.
It
Every hindrance was placed in his path.
Many Presihas steadily risen ever since.
tarmdents of tlie United States have been
or not
of the soil

were

It remains to be seen whether
not.
farmers will submit to monopolies, or
PeoRally farmers to your own protection.ot tne
ple do not realize the advantages
Grange. Since the war started, 19 years ago,
It has turned the
it has grown steadily.
tide of young men who were going to cities

ers.

Calatea in the Contest

for America's Cup.

f

côntuSotstBBu Î'nat. an(T-We fought

CAUCUS S US.

The Second Trial Heat and Will Contest with the

FISHERIES.

This the police force lifted by man
from the track and the car proceed
ed on its way amid the veils and derisiv·
hooting of the crowd. Stones and brick:
were again thrown against the car smashing
one of the ventilators.
At the junction oJ
Sixth avenue, Broadway and Thirty-third
street another delay was caused by a Sixtl]
avenue car crossing in front of the Broadwaj
car, filled with men and women.
Stones
were again
thrown, one striking the Sixtl
avenue car, At this moment
Captain Williams, with a large squad of police, appeared
and clubbed the crowd right and left.
The
mob did not again collect and the car proceeded on its way unmolestedIn the meantime other cars were started
and made regular trips. At noon six cars
were running.
More trouble is feared this
afternoon and evening, as a large number of
new drivers are expected to arrive from

ENTHUSIASTIC

track.
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Description of

the Race Yesterday

and the Official Time.
Sandy Hook, Aug. 25.—To-day was the
fixed upon for the third trial race between the Puritan, Mayflower, Priscilla and
Atlantic, the skippers of which are competing for the honor of defending the America's cup against Lieutenant Henn's English
cutter Galatea in the international contest,
but owing to the light wind of Monday,
which was the day set for the second trial
race, that, that event will be sailed again today.. The course for to-day's race was
15 miles instead of the regular 20 miles of
the New York Yacht Club, the committee
having come to that decision upon the night
of the drifting match.
This moraing opened with a northeasterly
breeze and a heavy cross sea breaking along
he beach. A better breeze could not have
been hoped for, and it is just what the big
one

sloops have been wanting. Every yachstman
is happy. The wind blowing at 27 miles an

hour gaurantees a good race within the allotted time, and the rough water affords an excellent test of the sea-going qualities of the
sloops. When the sun came up out of a
band of mist this morning a welcome breeze
accompanied it. At 7 o'clock the wind
gauge at the signal statien registered 15
miles an
"the- Attentte -ocean,
stretching out from the hook, became dotted
A steady blow set in, and
with white caps.
at 8 o'clock a 20-mile streak was registered.
The direction was E.N.E., just what every
good yachtsman wanted.
8.50—The weather is cludy, and at the government station storm signals are displayed.
Very few of the schooners bound in carry

Philadelphia this afternoon.

Rambler is pushing
through the water in and around the Horse
Shoe, with a single reef in her mainsail.
The wind at this liour is brisk and the air

clear.

The breeze seems to be

freshening.

Long before the sloops appeared from the

upper bay the wind had increased to 20 miles
and there was a heavy swell on the ocean.
White caps to be seen as far as the eye
The waves broke upon the
could reach.
ltomer shoals » with vicious intensity and
formed into breakers quarter of a mile from
shore.
At 9.SO cautionary signals were run up at
the government station,denoting that a blow
of 35 miles was likely to occur. The weather
is always changeable at the Hooï, however,
and this was shown at 9.45, when the storm
signals were ordered down, and the wind
took a sudden drop to 19 miles. It freshened
again a few minutes later, and seemed to
promise a heavy blow.
The New York yachtsmen in the Horse

just

rolling high.
yachts figured around the Scotland
lightship for half an hour, and the wind bethen
north-northeast, it was seen that
ing
the racing fleet could not make the 20 miles
to windward from the wreck of the old

were

The

Scotland.

Signals were immediately hoisted upon
the steam yacht Electra, and the yachts
were ordered to the Sandy Ho»k lightship,
three miles further out and seven miles from
iinïnt r»-f

tho

ΤΤαλΙτ

The Mayflower at 11.20 stood out for the
starting point on the starboard tact, the
Puritan following close behind and pointing
The Atlantic, half a
better to the wind.
mile behind, weathered the Scotland lightoff
two Boston boats.
stood
for
the
and
ship
She went through the water better than any
of her rivals. The Priscilla lagged behind,
and did not seem to like the thrash to windward. The four sloops made a rapid run for
the starting point, the Atlantic sailing best.
The Atlantic crossed the line first in 12.0G.
40 ; the Puritan second at 12.07.30 ; the Priscilla third at 12.09.00; the Mayflower last at
12.11.20.
12.25—The Puritan is leading the fleet.
The Atlantic is second.
12.30—The Priscilla has just passed the
Puritan and taken second place ; the Atlantic is apparently Increasing he lead, while
the Mayflower seems to be just holding her
own.

12.54—The Priscilla is passing the Puritan,
with the Atlantic still leading by half a mile.
The Mayflower is nearly half a mile astern
of the Priscilla.
12.55.—The Atlantic now leads, and is inThe Puritan is
creasing her advantage.
next, and the Priscilla is gradually drawing
upon her.
1.25.—The Atlantic still leads, with the
The Mayflower is now
Priscilla second.
passing the Puritan.

The Mayflower won the second trial race
the yacht contest today, and has been
selected to contest with the Galatea for the
America's cup. The following table shows
how the yachts finished today :
Elapsed Corr't'd
in

Time.
Finish. Time.
Mayflower...12.00.00 4.50.00 4.41.45 4.41.45
12.07.34 4.55.05 4.47.29 4.45.36
Puritan
12.09.00 4.59.47 4.50.47 4.49.50
1'ricilla
12.00.38 4.58.58 4.52.20 4.51.32
Atlantic
Name.

Start.

RIOTINC IN NEW YORK.
Strikers Attack a Street Car of the

Broadway

in the habit of chewing gum, aud
took advantage of this to mix the
poison with it. The father had been sick off
and on for two or three months, but the physicians could not tell what the matter was.
As his father did not die soon enough, Johnny sprinkled blue vitrol on his father's bread
at every meal. This the elder Towle soon
discovered and accused Johnny, who confessed. His only motive to get rid of his
father was that he might go to New Bedford.
was

Johnny

Cars Now

Running

on

Time—Further

Looking

for Issues

in

the

Cam-

paign.
Hostility

to

Civil

Service

Reform

Openly Expressed.

Poktxand, Me., Aug. 22.
the Democratic campaign has
developed in this State it has one striking
feature, that of hostility to the civil service
reform professions of the administration.
So far

as

Pillsbury who has done so much for the n.'irtv. So
wnen ne was rejected
asea tue President to rehim. But lie said that he could not do it,
as such a course would be in contravention of the
tenure of office act, which declares that if the
Senate shall reject a nomination in place of a
suspended officer the President shall nominate
another person as soon as practicable to the same
session of the Senate for the office. After reading to me that act the President said that lie
could not renominate Mr. Fillsbury. I took what
he said in good faitn, and not wishing to urge him
into a controversy with the Senate I dropped the
matter right there and then.
You can imagine
my surprise and that of the other friends of Mr.
when
we
learned
that
the President had
Fillsbury
reappointed Matthews to succeed Douglass,
Matthews
was
though
rejected by a much larger
majority than that recorded against Mr. Pillsbury. It seemed by this that an Albany negro,
who joined the party to secure office, is of much
more account in the eyes of the President than an
old and hard-working Democrat such as Mr.
PiUsbury. Handicapped in such a way we will
have to make unusual exertions to carry Maine
this year, or even to hold our own."
The President's order about ''pernicious
activity" on the part of federal officials will
not have much effect here. Internal Revenue Collector Redman, who attended a convention and made a speech the other day,
said that it was his holiday, and he had a
right to do as he pleased on those days.
That seems to be the general way of looking
at the order here. It has only added to the
Democratic discontent. The party leaders
will conduct tbe canvass here with just as
little reference as possible to the adminis-

appoint

Τ Ιιλτγ Η

trotinn

Bayard's

«votnnil +»\ /1nfon/i Vf»·

λ

the fishery matter.
Democrats are as indignant as Republicans
over the extraordinary conduct of the administration on this question, anil as Maine
is deeply interested in the question, it will,
of course, have its effect on the canvass.
Canadian vessels are allowed to enter the
ports along this coast and purchase all the
supplies they need without restriction. They
are allowed to land their catch without obstruction either in bond or duty paid, it
making no difference whether these vessels
come directly from the Banks or from Canadian ports. They can enter American harbors at any and all times and remain as long
as they desire without being disturbed.
But
all these privileges are denied American
vessels in Canadian ports, and outrages are
almost daily perpetrated on them by Canadian cruisers. Mr. Frye and Mr. Dingley
were instrumental in getting a bill passed
promptly by Congress authorizing the President
to
to
Canadian
vessels
deny
such
as
are
in
denied
privileges
Canadian ports
to
American
vessels.
The
President
lias
steadilv
refused
to take advantage of the provisions of that
act for the benefit of American fishermen ;
and absolutely nothing has been done so far
as is known here to secure to American vessels the rights guaranteed to them by treaty
and English statutes. To say that the people here, without respect to party, are highly
indignant toward Mr. Bayard and the administration is to put the ease mildly. That the
Democratic party should disavow, as they do
any purpose to defend the fishery policy of
the administration is not surprising. Their
candidate for governor, when asked what
theadministration was doing in regard to this
matter, is credited with replying : "I don't
know. I suppose that is one of those things
no fellow can find out."
Still another very troublesome matter is the
President's pension vetoes. It is no use for
Democrats to talk of economy, or protecting
the treasury, when this matter is brought uj>,
as his signature to the river and harbor bill
and to other similar measures is an estoppel
on all such excuses.
His record of having
vetoed more bills than all the other Presidents together from the time of the foundation of the (government does not influence
thinking men. Even Democrats are willing
to concede as much wisdom and honesty to
the other Presidents as to Cleveland.
One
of the difficulties which the Democratic managers meet with is to explain away the Prèsconduct

on

gressional Campaign Committee

has promised to supply a document for that purpose
and the Democrats here are awaiting its
coming with a good deal of anxiety, As
things look now it is doubtful if 100 veterans
in the entire State will vote the Democratic

ticket.

Further on the mob again appeared and
overturned a large dry goods truck on the

Third Party

by

Prohibitionists,

Besides Pointing Out the Workings
of Reciprocity with Canada.

retaken,

as

Reed

he did not know there were

so

people in Maine. Republicans of York
county had sent a great delegation to attend
the mass meeting. The arrivals commenced
many

to pour into town in the forenoon and early
in the afternoon the fences around the grove
where the meeting was to be held were lined
with horses hitched there while their ownspent a pleasant and profitable afternoon
before the stand from which speeches were
made by Hon. Thomas
B. Reed. Hon.
Junius G. lilaiae and Hon. λν. Η. Gibson of
Ohio. At noon a special train arrived Trom
Portsmouth via Dover, bringing eight heavily laden cars, the occupants of which went

England League.

GAME TOMORROW.

Tomorrow will he ladie'.' day at the Port;
land grounds, when the Portlands will play
The battery for Portland
the Brocktons.
will probably be Madden and O'Kourke.
THE STANDING.

playing again reversed the
of the Haverhills and Portlands,
club
once more heads the
former
and the
league. Lynn goes above Lawrence and is
tied with Brocktons for the third place. The
positions

standing :

ΕΊ

W

Ol C

Clues.

Haverhills
Portlands
Brocktons

751.613

10|10

76'.605

11
4

.468

.468
.455

Lawrences

Lynns

.383

Bostons

Games lost...

40

Cames

45

Yesterday.

At Chicago—Chicagos, 8; Bostons, 1..
At St. Louis—Washingtons, 2; St. Louis. 0.
At Kansas City—New Yorks. C; Kansas
Citys, 2.
At Boston—Blues, 7 ; Lawrences, 5.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburgs, 7 ; Louisvilles, 2.
At Lynn—Lynns, (i ; Portlands, 0.
At Philadelphia—(Morning.) Athletics, ο ;
Baltimores, 4.
At Philadelphia—(Afternoon.)
Athletics,
4 ; Baltimore», 2.
At Cincinnati—St. Louis, 6; Cincinnati», 3.
At Staten Island—Brooklys, 2 ; Metropolitans, 1.
At Detroit—Détroits, 12 ; Philadelphias, o.
At Brockton—Haverhills, 5 ; Brocktons, 4.

Notes.
The

they

at once to the grove or awaited the arrival
of the speakers, who came from Portland
in the train leaving this city at one o'clock
the Eastern Division of the Boston and
Maine. The three gentlemen who were to
address the meeting occupied seats in the
parlor car, which was a part of the train.
The station platform was crowded when the
train came to a stop,and as the crowd caught
sight of Mr. Keed, followed by Mr. Blaine,
they tendered them an enthusiastic reception. Carriages were in waiting, and the

gentlemen

Lynns have

were

Lynn.

won

transferred from

two

games since

Newburyport

to

The Portlands have not lost a game on tne
home grounds for a month.
The Portlands have won 31 and only lost 7
this
league games on their own
season.

grounds

far
The Portlands have lost four
games so
this month and the Haverhills have lost live.
There is a rumor that the Conway brothers
are to join the Portlands in a few days.

to the

immediately driven

were

grove.

The meeting was not opened until 3 o'clock
in order that the people who were still arriving might become comfortably settled.
At about five minutes before three, Mr.
Blaine, accompanied by Mr. Keed, entered
the stand and was greeted with cheers and
hand clapping. When Chairman Went worth
of the county committee called the meeting
to order there were fully 3500 people in the
grove, and during the two hours which the

meeting occupied, the great audience gave
the closest attention to the proceedings, appuuiuiuy ncviuciiu,y
coming with a keen

auu

nctti.

ι<ιι_ν,

auu

nci

the many
passages in the remaks of the different

appreciation

witty
speakers.
After calling

the meeting to order, Mr.
Wentworth announced the following organization which was ratified by the applause of
the crowd :
President—Judge Hobbs of North Berwick.
Vice Presidents—J. S. Kimball, James Hall,
James 1Î. Hewey, Sylvester Bartlett, Joseph E.
Lord, George Getehell, Dr. C. K. Hussey, Amos
L. Allen, Judge Emmons, Mark F. Wentworth,
Wm. H. Klcli, John Holt, Nullum 1'. Allen, Roscoe
L. Bowers, Charles H. Frost. B. F. Pease, Robert
W. Lord, C. H. l'rescott, Thomas Goodall, Win.
Weymouth, C. K. Marshall, Zachariali Donnell.
Chairman Ilobbs extended thanks for the
honor conferred upon him by the meeting,
and said, "We have with us this afternoon
some gentlemen of great distinction who
will discuss measures of importance to the
American people. I have the honor to introduce to you Hon. Thomas B. Reed, our
representative to Congress from this district. Perhaps some of you have heard of
him before ; if not, you will have an opportunity to hear from him now."
Mr. It.ed was greeted with a burst of applause, which was long continued. He spoke
over half an hour, discussing the questions
of the day with the clearness and humor customary in his speeches, and arousing the
greatest interest on the part of his hearers.
Mr. Reed spoke substantially as follows :
MB. HEED'S
Ladies and Gentlemen:

SPEECH.

supposed

politeness

find myself thrust forward unexpectedly,
and as my campaign speech is not yet very
far along you will have to take what I say as
I am gobeing purely extemporaneous.
ing to give you a careful statement of
facts in regard to the actions of the Democratic party to aid in the progress of the
country during the last two years. Tou
know that for a great many years the Republican party had constantly to defend its
ÏIUI/IUI15.
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cratic party has come into power, and judging from its papers, it does not tell of the
performance of progress during the past two
years,

so

that much is left to

us,

and it is

left in friendly hands.
Just think of it! All the bold, bad Republicans are out of office. Von remember how
you used to be told that there were 100,000
office holders whom it was necessary to

turn out. How many Democrats here can
tell me how many it has been necessary to
turn out for badness? What a tribute to
the goodness of Republican office holders
Of course
that so many of them are kept
they will go ; all good things fade and go
the Demthink
after a while. Did you ever
crats were making mis-statements? If they
didn't, then they are derelict in duty today.
Then they told us that the financial affairs
of the country were in a bad way. Wicked
men in Wall street, they said, had too much
sway, and that when the Democratic partycame into power we should have a great
change. We have had, but is it in the .diYou remember the
rection they stated?
made in regard to the
statements they
in
the
of
amount
Treasury, and the
money
amount depended very much on the size of
the Democrat naming it. My friend Samuel
J. Randall said $300,000,0000, and a bigger
man than he, the Democratic candidate for
the Vice Presidency, said $400,000,000 were
in the Treasury, which might be poured out
In fructifying streams all over the country.
Men said, "What does this mean ? Four
hundred million dollars kept from the people, the industry and the business of this
country ! Why, what bad fellows these Republicans are !" Now, among the consolations of the change in administration is one
of the first acts of the Treasury Department.

They adopted a new system of bookkeeping
evidently intended to give the lie to these
assertions. The report of the Secretary of
the Treasury showed a surplus of $8,000,000, and some of them silver at that. That
Jiuii
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to Mr. Ilcndricks or Mr. Randall. One of
them survived it, one of tliem did not.
What next? They increased the surplus
of $8,000,000 to $80,000,000—$72,000,000 worse
than they found it. Isn't that singular of a
party which made its political capital out of
this same surplus? It is true Mr. Sherman
showed that the money kei)t in the Treasury
under Republican administrations was for
necessary uses, but the best proof, of course,
What was the
was the new bookkeeping.
result of the $80,000,000 of surplus? It was
in Congress to
a little hard for a Democrat
talk of finance, for he was told of this surplus, which was so much greater than the
Republican surplus. Then Mr. Morrison
introduced a resolution directing the Secretary of the Treasury to issue a bond call of
$10,(XX),000 a month. This was passed in a

Democratic House by a majority of forty,
and this majority said to the administration,
The administra"You have done wrong."
tion retorted that the party was wrong.
One must be
which
was
Now,
light?
wrong, the Democrats who voted to spend
the money or the Democrats who had hoarded it in the Treasury. There is the problem,
I leave you to consider it. You must remember that the House has been Democratic since 1874, and never did they pass a

resolution directing

a

Republican Secretary

•to pay the public debt. He always had discretion in the matter. When they had a
Democratic Secretary they gave him instructions, and the President pocketed the bill.
This is not an argument or an assertion of
mine. It is a fact that nobody can dispute
or gainsay. It is the opinion of a Democratic House, of a Democratic official, and the
pocketing of that bill by the President is the
opinion of the administration about the
House. And, for my part, I think they are

both right.
The Democrats were so long out of power
that they became suspicious and said, "The

Republicans are spending

There are three forts in
land defences.
Portland harbor not as good as the old block
But they say that if
house in York county.
they make big guns, bigger ones are made
after.
That
is something like
immediately
it would be for a man to say '·! have not
died yet, so it is of no use for me to have
my life insured." They have done nothing
that they might keep down the appropriations. They have sacrificed all things and
In the 47th Conhaven't gained anything.
gress, under Mr. Iliscock of New York, the
were
cut
down
as low as posappropriations
sible. You know that the salaries of postmasters are fixed, yet in the next Congress
the Democrats cut down the appropriations
so that these salaries could not be paid in
full out of them.
They acted in this way
knowing that the Republican Senate would
and
that
not concur,
they could then turn
around and say "See how economical we
would have been if the Republican Senate
would have let us." This is no new thing.
I have told of it in their presence, and Mr.
Senator Beck has made a statement admitting it.
This is modern history.
The Democrats
have told us that it was disgraceful to tell of
a glorious record.
It would be better, they
said, to tell of what you were going to do in
the next twenty years than of what you had
done in the past twenty years. The fact
that nothing has been done so far by the
Democrats is acknowledged by their own
papers. The past Congress has been nothing but noise and fury.
In conclusion, Mr. Reed said that he spoke
of these things to both Democrats and Re-

too much money.

We must cut them down." For years they
Now
have been cutting down expenses.
they have everything. What is the result ?
Their appropriations call for $29,000,000
more than under the previous Republican
administration.
You know some people
suffer everything to obtain a certain thing,
and then fail to get it. The Democrats have
been trying to reduce the expenses, and now

have a larger appropriation than was called
for in any year but one since the war.
What have they sacrificed toit? We had
a navy at the close of the war, as good as
But navies wear out, and
any in existence.
iron ships came into use. The Democrats
won't build a navy. They will rebuild an
old ship from nothing but a hawse hole. I
called attention to the needs of a navy during my first session in Congress. They have
had a chance to build both a navy and new

free,

plause

and

expressions

approval

of

from his

spoke of the temperance question.
spoke as follows :

Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
There is nothing so practical as an election.
It is a plain down right matter of
fact. We indulge ourselves in a great many
theories during a campaign and we have as
many individual opinions as we have individual heads. But when we reach election
day it always happens that we are compelled
to choose between two things presented. If
Mr.

just exactly

as he
government of majorities and it is therefore necessary in the conduct of a popular government
that voters are compelled to choose which side
they will take upon a well defined issue. I think
I am justified in saying that in this large
audience there is not a man who does not
lrtinvv t.hnt nn t.liA spnnnri Mnnriav of Spntamber either Mr. Edwards or Mr. Bodwell will
be chosen governor of Maine, either the
Democratic party or the Republican party
will triumph, either Mr. Reed or Mr. Clifford. will be elected Representative in ConI address myself
gress in this district.
therefore for a moment to two classes of persons in the district and in the, State who
propose to throw away their votes on that
direct issue. We have in the first place a
class of men who after having remained in
the Republican party until it had enacted
twenty different varieties of Prohibition acts
in
the
and
embodied
prohibition
the
State
of
constitution
propose
at
hazard
to
now
put everything
by so voting that the administration of all
those acts shall be handed over to the men
who have constantly opposed them. I met a
very zealous Prohibitionist as I was coming
from my home, day before yesterday, and 1
put this question to him, whether withis the
to
issue brought down as it necessarily
Bodwell and Edwards it would not be wise
for him to vote for that one of those two men
who most personated that issue?
"Well,"
he said, "Prohibition is in the constitution
now and we can do as we please.
They
can't get it out." And I venture to correct
him upon a popular fallacy which I think
lies in the minds of many people, that merely getting it in the constitution executes a
law. Suppose you put in power a Democratic administration throughout and they simply
repeal the prohibitory laws of this State ;
what good will the article in your constitution do? There is 110 penalty prescribed.
There is nothing done, and I desire to assure my prohibition friend if he thinks he
can take a vacation on that subject because
it is in the constitution of the State he is laboring under a tremendous error and, as I
i.
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trict.

on

this

independent

movement,

and they went into the Democratic party ?
They will have the whole State. Do you
think you will have gained much for prohibition? I will tell you what you will have
got. You will have free rum and free trade,
(laughter) and for one I am going to vote so
as to preserve prohibition in Maine and protection in the United States.
(Cries of
"good" and great applanse.) And I believe
this large assemblage is going to vote the
same way.
The practical thing to do is to
elect Joseph R. Bod well Governor, and send
Thomas B. Reed back to his position as
leader of House of Representatives. (Great
applause as Mr. Blaine resumed his seat.)
General Gibson of Ohio was introduced
as the last speaker and kept the audience in
merriment during the course of his remarks
in which he made many witty sallies at the
action of the Democracy, reviewing the
history of that party and its record during
the war.
He referred to President Cleveland's vetoes of pension bills instancing one
of
case
hardship entailed by the veto of one
of the bills, upon a woman seventy-six
years oW, who liad lost two sons in the war.
Tr.is ease had come under the personal
knowledge of the speaker.
The meeting broke up at the close of Gen.
Gibson's remarks with three rousing cheers
for the speakers.
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Address at the

Rich-

Campground.

Rev. Mr. LcLacheur Argues
the Third Party.

Against

Republican party is in alliance with the
Third Prohibitory party is a necessity. lie
repeated in substance the assertions and
charges that he has so frequently made the
past year, contending that the Republican
party of Maine is under the control of men
who are opposed to prohibition ; charging
that Republican legislatures had refused to
properly strengthen the law; and alleging
that Republican officials, especially in Portland, have protected rum-sellers and refused

party.

to enforce the laws.
Rev. D. W. LeLacheur

1

of

Portland,

re-

He said :
IiEV. MR. LE LACIIEUR'S ADDRESS.
Mr. President.—I may concede that there
is a necessity for a party which supports
minhiKifinn K..+- Τ η1οΐ»ν» thnt thn TioniHllÏMll

plied

at

length.

party of Maine is that prohibitory party.
Prohibition was one of" the fundamental
party at
principles of the Maine Republican
its birth, antl prohibition has continued to
The
be one of its fundamental principles.
Republican party gave us the existing prohito
from
year
year
bitory law in 1858, and has
given us such amendments as the majority of
When
the friends of prohibition asked for.
a law was deiired
putting temperance instruction in our public schools, the RepubliThere is no
can party gave us such a law.
need of a third prohibitory party to secure
the
Republican
jiroliibitory legislation, for
party has given us all we have asked for.
What has been accomplished through the
Republican party? I allow Gen. Dow to
state the salient features, as he has in a letter to the Alliance News of England, under
1880. In this letter Gen.
date of June
Dow sums up the results as follow :
1st. Every distillery and brewery In Maine lias
been suppressed ; and we had many of them.
2d. The volume of the liquor traltlc has been
reduced by at least nineteenth twentieth of its
former amount, whereby we save at least $10,000,000 annually directly and indirectly nearly
quite as much.
3d. As the result of this direct saving, Maine
from the poorest State in the Union, has become
one of the most prosperous.
Isn't this result as stated by Gen. Dow a
most remarkable tribute to the good work
accomplished for temperance through the
Republican party ?
Rut the resolution which was adopted
June 17,1886, by the Third Party Prohibitionists at Portland, affords even more conclusive evidence of the good work accomplished through the Republican party. The
Third Party Prohibitionists resolved
"That the Impressions of thousands of candid

observers in every part of the State, the records
our courts, the deposits in the savings banks of
Maine as compared with other States, the proportion of taxes collected by United States authorities for the sale of liquors in Maine, the total destruction of alcoholic liquors throughout the
State, and the vast increase of sentiment in favor
of total abstinence among a generation growing
up undebauched by legalized saloons, all show
that Maine may proudly claim to lead in this reform, and that she is a quarter of a century ahead
of States which license tlie gigantic crime."

of

This is not the claim of Republicans, but
men who, after presenting such conclusive testimony of the merits of the Republican party of Maine as a temperance party,
turn around and inconsistently ask that the
party through which such good results have
been achieved, should be destroyed. Is this
not as though a son who had received all the
glory of his father, should seek to thrust the
dagger through his father's heart'/ laws and
Parties are necessary to secure
formulate policies. Rut we have the prohibof
itory laws which the temperance people
Maine have asked for: we have the pr liibi
constithe
in
tory policy even incorporated need a I bird
and therefore we do not

of

tution,

Prohibitory party

for this purpjse.

Φίχβ/çrtainly tojuch

would say that the church is to judged by
the great body of its membership, and not
by a few exceptions. So with a party. The
Republican party is to be judged by the
general course of its officials, and not by a

few exceptions.

Why,by this test what a sorry spectacle our
Prohibitory Third Party would present. According to a statement made here yesterday
by Mr. Thomas, a member of this Third
Party, the only Third Party man who has
been elected to a position in this State (Mayor
Ladd of Gardiner) must have seriously back-

Mr. Thomas informed us that in
slidden.
Gardiner liquor is sold openly, and that the
will
not enforce the law in that city.
officers
If this be true, not simply a mere fraction,
but all of the officials of the Third Prohibitory Party are already in alliance with the
If this new party backslides
rum power!
so greatly in two years, what a sad spectacle
it would present in thirty years. Seriously,
does not this single illustration show that
this attempt to represent that a party is to
be judged by exceptional instances of dereliction of duty by its officials, is all wrong?
Does it not show that anv attempt to organize a party to enforce a law, is unnecessary
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there be found an instance where a political
has been organized to enforce a law.
party
The party enact a law ; the people enforce it.
It will be found on investigation that even
in those cities where it is charged that Itepublican officials have been seriously derelict in duty in enforcing the prohibitory law,
the charges have either been untrue in fact
It shonld be borne in
or greatly overdrawn.
mind that any law against panderers to vice
is enforced w'ith more difficulty than laws
against larceny or robbery. In the former
case the sufferer pursues and prosecutes.
Some people seem to assume that officers are
derelict in duty if any liquor Is seoretly sold.
Why do they expect more of a law against
drain shops than the law against theft and
robbery? Nobody thinks of charging that
the officers are lax because there are secret
thefts.
I venture to say that there are more efforts
put forth to enforce the liquor laws than any
other laws. But it will be found that where
there is a lax public sentiment on the temperance question, there are unsatisfactoiy
results in enforcing laws. The way is to educate and improve the public sentiment of
the localities where the law is not effectively
enforced.
Take Portland, the largest city in the
State, for example. Our third party friends
charge that the present Republican officials
of that city are in league with the rum power. notwithstanding last year they were eulogizing the Democratic Mayor Deering and
Marshal Andrews for their alleged splendid
enforcement of the prohibitory law.
Now I have been a resident of Portland,
and actively identified with the enforcement
οι tne law uunng me year 01 iuayor veering
and the live month's administration of the
present Republican Mayor Chapman and
Marshal Hawkes, and I stand here to say
and to prove from my own observation and
from official ligures that the prohibitory law
in Portland has been more effective during
the past five menths than in the corresponding live months of last year, notwithstanding
last year the Law and Order League gave
special assistance to the city officers.
The official figures show that from April,
the Deering ad1885, to August, 1885, under
ministration, 70 barrels, 210 half barrels, 128
kegs, 35 jugs, 3,001 bottles of liquor were

seized.

In the corresponding period of 1886, under
the Chapman administration, 159 barrels, 300
half barrels, 59 kegs, 26 jugs, |ti,477 bottles of
liquor were seized.
From May 1, 1885, to Sept. 1, 1885, under
the Deering administration, the number of
search andt seizure cases before the court
were 60; number of liquor nuisances, 5.
under
in the corresponding period of
and
Mayor Chapman, the numoer of search
64
numcourt
were
the
bofurê
;
seizure ease
ber or liquor nuisances 17.
For the whole municipal year of 1885, the
Deering administration of 1885 paid into the
city treasury as the receipts from the sale of
empty liquor vessels from which seized
liquors had been poured, the sum of $1,150.38.
But under the present Republican administration already, in five months only, the
It will be
sum of 81,252.47 has been paid in.
seen by these official comparisons that even

compared with the only Democratic administration in Portland that ever attempted to

liquor law—the administration
which commands the admiration of our
Third Party friends—the present Republican
administration, which it is charged is in
league with the rum power, has done far
more effective work.
Is it not evident from this that our Third
Party friends are assaulting Hepublican officials for quite another purpose, than for the
enforce the

At the Richmond campground yesterday a
discussion took place in regard to the third
party movement. Gen. Neal Dow opened
the discussion at length, claiming that the

(Great applause.)

Then we have another diversion for a labor
Is there any member of a labor organization here or elsewhere in Maine, that
is willing to say that the cause of labor is to
be promoted by sending Mr. Clifford to Congress instead of Mr. Reed or the election of
Mr. Edwards as governor instead of Mr.
Bodwell. Are you willing, gentlemen, either
of the Prohibition party or of the labor
party to throw your votes away ? Are you
willing in a contest that involves great
principles to play the part of neutral and
allow the Maine fight to go on between the
Republican iand Démocratie armies that
stand over against each other divided by distinctly announced and everywhere underAre you willing to count
stood principles?
yourself neutral in that fight?
Mr. Blaine then spoke of the fishery <iucslie said
tion and reciprocity with Canada,
that the last annual message of the President
foreshadowed that the fishery question
wouia ue so useu as 10 uring aooui .muumi
reciprocity treaty. He read from the last reciprocity treaty to show the advantage derived by Canada who gave little or nothing
in return for the markets of the United
ConStates with sixty millions of people.
tinuing, Mr. Blaine said: This morning I
went to the proper place in Portland to look
at the Canadian tanif and I found thai in
the case of every article which under the reciprocity treaty of 1854, we can import to
Canada, Canada in her new protective tariff has made free. It was so much to her advantage to receive the articles which she allowed us to import in consideration of opening
our markets for all her products, that when
she came to construct a protective tariff she
admittedt hem all free. So that as a matter
of fact today we get from Canada every concession in the shape of duties that we could
I
get if a reciprocity treaty "were enacted.
know it might look as if we were rather illiberal, as if we were rather having a restrictive policy not to agree to trade with Canada on these matters that she wishes to send
to us and for one I should be willing to. Hut
she won't make it reciprocal. If she asks us
to take her timber and lumber we ask her to
Oh
take from us the axes to cut the trees.
no, she will import those from England. We
ask her to be allowed to send in the saws
and the mill gear that shall manufacture the
lumber. Oh no, we must import those from
England. And when you go through the
whole treaty every article of manufacture in
the United States is excluded. Our market
is to be open to their raw products and they
take the whole list of their manufactured articles from Great Britain.
Let me now say a word personal, although
I dislike to bring any personal act of my
I have been met,
ολνη into a public speech.
since I came into the canvass, with a circular everywhere distributed through the State,
charging me with having advocated the distribution of the whisky tax among the several States, and in doing that I am ctiarged
with being guilty of something very hostile
to the temperance cause. The United States
today gets very nearly one hundred millions
of dollars from the whisky tax. Two dollars
out of every seven that the government gets
Do you think that
comes from that source.
wrong? Did you ever see the use of any
article increased by putting a heavy tax on
it? Do you think putting a heavy tax on
whisky has tended to increase its consumption among the people? No, it has constantly
decreased it, and the consumption of strong
drink has steadily decreased within the last
few vears. It has decreased much in the
last sixty years, not by reason of the tax
wholly. Today the people of this country
do not consume more than one-sixth part per
which our
capita of the strong liquors
Four years ago a
grandfathers consumed.
some
Republican
movement was made by
and Democratic members in Congress to
and
let
tax
whisky go
abolish the whisky
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know anything in the shape ofiinconsistency
and, if I may De pardoned for a stronger
phrase, ingratitude, than that having asked
the Republican party and the Republican
party having responded in thirty different
instances in its legislature and finally in an
amendment to the constitution, no sooner is
that legislation complete than certain gentlemen say,
We propose to have an independent prohibitory law and we intend to beat
your governor and we propose to have an independent prohibitory member of Congress
and we intend to beat Mr. Reed. Well, they
don't think they are going to elect Mr. Eustis, and they don't think they are going to
elect your respected citizen of this town (Mr.
Hussey), but they think they may olect Mr.
Edwards, governor ; and Mr. Clifford, representative. Is there any man in this assemblage or in any other tliat can be called together on the soil of Maine, in this year
188G, who has been honestly for prohibition,
that desires to rise in any assemblage and
say that is a wise course of action ? Is there
any gentleman here that is willing to take
the responsibility of saying that in his judgment that promotes the cause of prohibition
in Maine? Or is there any gentleman, if I
of State pride,
put it only on the ground
is there any gentleman in the First ConState and
of
this
district
gressional
I address that especially to this audienceis there any voter of Republican principles
in the First Congressional district that is
willing to strike down the brilliant leader
of the House who now represents this dis-

Secondly, the Third Prohibitory Party

g&Mll

Mr. Blaine spoke of the tariff and its benefits to the American people. In regard to its
aid in increasing sobriety among the peojde
lie said: lam going now to say something
radical and I specially want gentlemen who
think of going in to tne third party to listen
to me.I say that if you destroy the protective
tariff in this country and reduce the wages
of the laborers in America to the standard
of European wages you will increase the
number of intemperate men in the United
States more rapidly than the prohibitory law
can reform them.
(Applause.) Now, why?
are
British
the
Why
workingmen
look
Because
they
intemperate?
forward
to
a
future
of
despair.
They say: "We work ana dig and delve with
all our strength and can just keep soul and
body together. We have got nothing in the
And the man who is in that condifuture.
tion very rapidly argues that he might just
He thinks he has
as well get drunk as not.
jv muu ia
notning to gain uy Keeping souer.
never so much a candidate for strong drink
as when he is in trouble bordering on dispair.
You double that man's wages, let him know
that he can ge an independence, that he can
acquire a competency, that he can own his
home, that he can be master of a piece of
land and you make him sober by a stimulus
the strongest that can inspire human nature.
(Great applause.) Therefore, I say to the
Third Party Prohibitionists that if they drag
down the protective tariff in this country
they have done more, I repeat, to increase
intemperance in the land, a thousand fold
more than they will ever cure by their independent movement for prohibition. (Cries
of "true" and applause.
The speaker said that while prohibition
had largely aided in accumulating the deposits in the savings banks of the State, it could
not make the opportunity to earn the money
which was given to the people by the operaIn conclusion, speaking
tions of the tariff.
of the third party, Mr. Blaine said : Supfifteen
thousand votes ; I
could
pose you
get
don't think there Is very much danger that
But suppose you
(Laughter).
you will.
thouor
could get fifteen
eighteen
sand
votes
from
the liepublican par-

SPEECH.

CENTS,

and
if
increasnecessary
its taxation until
could
tax
you
it
out
of
if
it
were
existence
possible.(Cries of good, and applause). And
I should, as a citizen of the United States. 1
voted, 1 believe, for every tax that was
placed on it, and if the day conies when the
national government no longer needs the
tax, I would rather keep it on and distribute
it among the States than to increase the tax
on the poor man's house and on every farm
and 011 every article of property in this
country. I say we could use that to good advantage, and I believe it is according to the
most orthodox religion to make the Devil
serve the cause of good.
(Great applause)
Therefore, instead of apologizing for that
act, I say I would do it again. (Cries of
good, and applause). And if the issue ever
comes where the United States does not need
the tax, then let the United States still raise
it and give it per capita to the States, and
they will find some good use for it. Well,
but, they say, that is recognizing the permanency of it. Why any more than now ? The
prohibitory lew is fighting it. The movement for temperance in the country was
never so strong as it is today and yet the
whisky tax goes on.
Putting the tax on
whisky does not say that you shall not prohibit its sale. It only says that that which
is sold shall pay the tax. Where is the con-

plause.)

Mr. Blaine

THREE

weakens and divides that temperance sentiment which is so indispensable in the enforcement of prohibitory law. Acting together, and through existing parties, lifting
the question of enforcement of law above
we should rapidly secure such a senparties,
timent as would overcome the difficulties of
enforcement in those exceptional eases
where local support is weak.
Two years
ago, on a non-partisan appeal to the citizens
of Maine, the friends of temperance gave
64,007 votes for the prohibitory amendment.
At the same election only 1157 votes were
cast for the Third Prohibitory party. Is it
not desirable to obtain the sympathy ami
support of the 64,507 rather than to adopt a
policy which will confine our support to the
1167?
A distinguished advocate of the Third
Party recently said in a public speech, "I
think a half a dozen earnest temperance
men in any town can make it so hot for the
municipal officers that they will be obliged
to enforce the law."
Then what we want are the earnest temerance men in any municipality, working
y their ordinary methods, and not a third
party which suggests weakness and division,
in order to enforce the law.
The complaint of the Third Party men is
that Republican officials do not everywhere
properly enforce the law. They point out a
dozen places where they allege that this is
the case, ignoring the 450 towns in which
the laws are enforced, and then triumphantly turn round and claim that the Republican
party is in alliance with the rum power.
Now supposing this method of judging a
political party is applied to any of our
churches. In nearly every church a few
members may be found that do not honor
their profession.
Would it be just for an
infidel to point to them and say that tnese
few members show that "your church is in

from tobacco and from spirits. The two
articles paid him 300,001),000 francs per annum, and he said that he would be glad to
find two virtues that paid so well.(Laughter.)
Let us hold it as a subject for taxation and
as long as it is in use among men let it pay a
large share of the taxes to ameliorate the
hardship, at least those which its use creates in society. (Cries of "Good", and ap-

to stop until the speaker commenced
remarks.
Mr. Blaine spoke without
notes, and his voice was in better condition
than on the preceding day. The speech was
frequently interrupted by applause, which
was especially loud and long when Mr.

every man could vote

should have

gaged in the temperance cause to argue in
favor of taking the tax off whiskey.
(Laughter.) Whed Napoleon was administering the French empire and was in his
greatest stress for money he got a large sum

his

pleased it would be idle to attempt

it

ing

position

BLAINE'S

that

taxation,

when tile chairman introduced sit: Jintnre as
Mr. Blaine received an
the next speaker.
The
ovation when he stepped forward.
men gave cheer after cheer and the ladies
waved their handkerchiefs, showing no dis-

MB.

ground

immunity from taxation, but on the
ground that we didn't need the tax, and that
for protection's sake the tax had hotter be
kept on foreign articles of consumption. If
the national government does not need the
one hundred millions of tax, don't you think
It had better be kept on the whisky, even if
the States had to take the money? Would
you give it license to roam everywhere and
leave it without tax or restraint, or don't
you think it might very wisely be turned
into some good purpose by holding it under

hearers. The applause at the conclusion of
the speech was generous, and had not ceased

Blaine

not 011 the

any

publicans.
Mr. Reed was frequently interrupted in
the course of his remarks by laughter, ap-

L·...

on a
I am here this afternoon as I
to help you welmere matter of
come Mr. Blaine and General Gibson, but I

WilS

BASE BALL.

Yesterday's

mob threatened the car at every turn, and
the sidewalks were lined with angry, determined strikers. The car started from the
stables at 10.40. Fifteen reporters were passengers. At the switch at the junction of
IJroadway and Seventh avenue the driver
ran past the turn, the switch being plugged
with pieces of wood. Immediately a mob of
about 500 surrounded the car and for a time
tilings began to look hazardous. The police,
however, drove them back. While this was
going on at this point another mob had seized
one of Simpson, Crawford & Simpson's delivery wagons and overturned it on the track
just below Forty-fourth street.
A score or more of policemen used their
clubs vigorously on the heads of the mob,
driving them back. After the wagon was
righted and driven to one side the car went
At the corner
on its charter saving journey.
of Forty-second street, car No. 117 of the
street
and
Boulevard line colForty-second
lided with the charter car. At the same instant a stone was hurled through one of the
ventilators in the roof of the car, and a
shower ofi;lass fell on the heads of those in
the "charter saver." On both sides of the
street were a howling, shouting, cursing rabAt the
ble, who ran along with the car.
junction of Sixth avenue and Broadway the
car was blocked by car No. 77 of the Sixth
Avenue road, several men having seized the
horses with the intention of unhooking them.
Detective Price arrested one of the men who
had the horses, while tall "Aleck" Williams,
Captain of the 20tli Precinct, charged the
moo.
Bricks, stones, sticks and cans were
here hurled at the car in profusion, and the
driver had all he could do to dodge them.
The mob was finally dispersed after a severe
clubbing, but rallied again. In the attempt
to get away from the police the glass door of
a large wine store was smashed.

And Replies to Some Statements

on

*(New York Tribune.)

Trouble Feared.

Ν i;w York, Aug. 25.—In order to save its
charter the Broadway road started out ear
No. 158 this morning, guarded by five policeThe poIt was run to the Battery.
men.
lice were instructed to see the car through if
they broke every club. A cursing, howling

Delivers

ers

THE MAINE DEMOCRACY.

the Clubs of

the Policemen.

Blaine

Towle

The New

by

C.

Masterly Speech,

In his speech at North Berwick yesterday
afternoon, General Gibson said that he
thought the census of the State should be

Boy Attempts to Poison His Father.
Boston, Aug. 25.—Johnuv Towle a 14
years old colored boy of this city was arrested this morning for attempting to kill his
father by administering rat poison.
Mr.

Line.

The Mob Driven Back

James
Another

at North Ber-

Yesterday.

A

The State Convention evaded the question,
as the Democratic
conventions in Ohio,
Pennsylvania and other States >.ave done.
But there is no evasion on the part of the
Democratic leaders when they discuss the
matter in priva'e. Chairman Brown, » f the
State committee, says that there can be no
"honest civil service reform until the will of
the people has been carried into effect by
placing none except Democrats on guard."
The only Democratic speakers announced to
take part in the canvass are men who have
openly avowed their hostility to this reform,
Shoe were delighted.
such as Senators Voorhees and Kenna and
All said it was just the weather for the
ex-Collector Pillsbury—who is now "stumpAtlantic. If Ellsworth's sloop does not win |
ing" the State—are very indignant at the
today, they said, he ought to run it high and President because he did not reappoint him
dry upon the beach and leave it there as a
after the Senate had rejected him. Said one
monument of thwarted skill and wasted
of them—a prominent Democrat in this city :
money.
We thought that the President would have
The blow was also considered favorable
backbone enough to stand by a man like Mr.
for the Puritan. It was in
such weather
that she defeated the Genesta. The Mayflower had a few friends among the yachtsmen on me Deacn, ana iney ueciareu uiai
the Boston beauty could outsail the others
in any kind of weather. The Priscilla was
friendless, and it is evident that the white
sloop is not considered dangerous by wellinformed men.
9.45—The Mayflower and Puritan, in tow,
Folare in sight opposite Hospital islands.
lowing tneni are the Priscilla and Atlantic,
with separate tugs.
Xo canvas is spread,
and the Puritan has her balloon jib run up
in stops. The start will be made at about
10.30.
The Priscilla followed suit a few minutes
later. The British champion schooner MiHer
randa bowled down with all sails sets.
big spinnaker was off to port, and drawing
She passed the Atlantic and
ncres of wind.
then the two Boston sloops, and with the
wind dead Mtern set a merry pace for the
The fleet presented a
Scotland lightship.
spirited picture passing the point of the
Hook. The steam yachts Electra and Stranger ploughed through the water in front of
Behind the racers came the
the sloops.
yachts Defiance, Rambler, Mascotte. Dare,
Lotos, Agnes, Grayling, Kuth and Athlon,
and bringing up in the rear were the Grand
.Republic, Ceplieus, J. B. Schuyler, and a
school of porpoises moving fast and evidently intent upon witnessing the start.
The fleet moved down for the lightship in
grand shape. The ùriscilla reached the reniezvous last, and πΓθ cynical Hook yachtsmen said it was the position she would hold
ilnring the race. All were clustered near
The
the starting point at 10.30 o'clock.
wind was blowing strong and the waves

wick

Speeches by Hon. Thomas B.
and Ceneral Cibson.

topsails.

9.00—The schooner

Meeting

A Creat Mass

Hon.

REPUBLICANS.

PRICE

advancement of the cause of temperance?
The charge that Republican attorneys and
not adminjudges in Cumberland county|do as
rigidly as
ister the law against dram shops
the laws against other offences, is disproved
At the
court.
of
the
record
by the official
last term of the Superior Court of Cumberland county, there were 502 liquor cases, 55
of which were nol pressed for want of evidence, defective complaints failures of juries to agree, and (light of accused from the
State.
At the same terms of the court there were
ill cases of other offences, of which 11 were
nol prossed. It will be seen that in both
classes of cases the number nol prossed was
exactly 10 per cent.—showing f"at the law
was equally administered in both classes of
offences.
ι nese iacis snow

uiai

mere

ia

il"

K'MXI

ground for the charges so freely made
against the Kepublican party, and no sufficient reason for organizing a Third Prohibitory Party.
It is true that it is the duty of temperance
men

to so use their votes as to

secure

the

election of faithful officials to such positions
as have to do with the enforcement of the
law, and true friends oF prohibition to
places that have to deal with temperance.
tlie Prohibitory
State or national. But
party, which nominates an opposing candi-

date when true temperance men are already
in nomination, which nominates independent candidates when one contes·· is between
two candidates already in th field—the one
in favor of prohibition and tliej other opthe very ends it
posed,—practically defeats
professes to have In view.

With prohibitory laws on the statute book
the enforcement of these laws can be best
secured |by temperance effort through the
leading parties, and by improving public
sentiment. The friends of temperance
should call to mind their splendid victory
two years ago, when, by lifting their cause
above parties and appealing to right-minded

men

of all

parties they

won so

splendid

a

victor}·.
Parsons in

Reply

to

Powderly.

Chicago, Aug. 25.—The late speecli of
Powderly, General Master Workman of the
has
Knights of Labor, denouncing anarchy,
evoked a reply from A. K. Parsons, one of
as
sent
was
which
the convicted anarchists,
He
an open letter from his cell last night.
challenges Powderly to find a man who can
truthfully say that he, Parsons, as socialist
or anarchist, ever advocated or countenanced
the destruction of life and property. Parsons' letter says : "The foundation principle
of socialism or anarchy is the same as that of
the Knights of Labor, the abolition of the
wages system and the substitution in its
stead of the industrial system of universal
every capitalist a laborer and every laborer a dapitalist, ending
forever the conflict of classes and the inevitable antagonisms of the wage slave system"
Instead of advising the use of force Parsons
claims he has always only "predicted" the
revolt of work people against the force system.

co-opcration, making

Thanks to the Country.
El Passo, Texas, Aug 23.—Cutting is
here. Last evening he published an address
to the people of the United States in which
lie thanked the citizens of El Paso, the
press of Texas and particularly Consul Brigliam, for the interest taken in his case and
the assistance rendered him during his imprisonment. He says the main issue, that
of Mexico's right to extra territorial jurisdiction over foreigners, is not at all settled by
by violently
his release.
He winds up
abusing Mexico and her institutions, and exStates will
United
the
that
the
presses
hope
soon invade and comiuer the whole country.

Cutting's

TUE PEE8S.
THl'IÎSlKiV MORNING, AUG. ati.
W-j ilo n»t read anonymous letters and conimunare
aalious. The name and address of the writer

necessarily
t all eases Indispensable,
of good faitb.
l· cation but as a guarantee
undertake
to
return
or
VV'e cannot
communications that are not used.

for

not

pub-

preserve
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Representatives
—

County Nominations.
Senators—GEORU Ε P. WKSCOTT,
DAVID H.COLE.
JOSEPH DUNNELL,
JOHNC. KENDALL.
County Attorney—(jEORCiE M. SE.IDERS.

WifrijT—ISAIAH S. WEBB.
cterk of Courts—BENJAMIN C. STONE.

JAMES H. TOI.MAN.

The Daily Pkess will be furnished, beginninji with the number issued next after

receipt of the order in each case, and
eiuting with the issue of September lutli,
with full return» from the Maine election,

the

fifty cents paid in advance. Address
Portlaud Publishing Company, Portland,
f»r
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APPOINTMENTS.
HON. JAMES G. BLAINE and HON. WM.
ttlBSON. of Oluo. willsueak at mass nieetiues in
South Paris, Thursday, August 20.
l.»wiston, Fi .day, August 27.
Houlton, Tuesday, August 31.
Dover, Tbursdav, Sept. 2.
Skowhegan, Friday. Sept, 3.
Uuity, Saturday, Sept. 4.
Etna, Monday. Sept. <!.
Farmington, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Damariseotta, Friday, Sept. loas

follows :

Flttsfleld, Thursday, August 20.
Winterport. Friday, August 27.

Orono, Saturday, August 28.
North Vassalboro, Monday, August 30.

Richmond, Tuesday. August 31.
Mechani· Falls, Wednesday. September 1.

Bridgton, Thursday, September 2.

Saco, Friday, September 3.

Freeport, Saturday, September 4.
HON. Wm.P. FltYE will speak as follows:
Reckland, Thursday. August 2G,
Richmond, Friday, August 27.
Boothbay, Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Auburn. Monday, August 30.
Canton, Tuesday afternoon, August 81.
Bethel. Wednesday, September 1.
Wintlirop, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Waterville, Friday, Sept. 3.
Belfast, Saturday, Sept. 4.
North Anson, Monday, Sept. 0.
Buxton, Center, Tuesday,Sept. 7.
Limerick, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Jay, Thursday, Sept. 9.
Saccarappa, Friday, Sept. 10.

Lewiston, Saturday, Sept.

11.

A

HON. E. G. HOEE, of Michigan, will speak

Friday

HON. WM. GIBSON will speak at
Dexter, Saturday, August 28.
Oldtown, Monday, August 30.
H out toil. Tuesday, Aug. 31.

PROHIBITION TACTICS.
Ν. Y. Mail and Express.
One of the most interesting features of the
coming political campaign in Maine will be
lhat growing out of the expressed intention
of the political prohibitionists "to break up
the Republican party." As all the prohibitory legislation in Maine lias been due to the
Republicans, this programme seems to combine the elements of ingratitude, idiocy and
suicide. And that stalwart Republican Prohibitionist, Senator Frye, with his customary pluck and frankness, goes more than
half way toward the Prohibitionists who are

Algiers on the staff of .Marshal MacMahon,
fought under Garibaldi, thrashed a miner in
California, fought a duel in Texas, and
trounced a bully in New Orleans. All this

he did before he wrote the. letter for Maurice
As a wanderer he takes high
B. Flynn.
rank among the adventurers who thrive in
New York.
The managers of the Aroostook County

μΨ.

HON. GEOliGE B. LOEING will speak

as

fol-

Brownville, Thursday, August 20.
Sebec, Friday, August 27.
Dover, Saturday, August 28.
will

speak

at

«EN. JAMES A. HALL will speak as follows:

Springvale, Thursday evening, August 26.
North Lebanon, Friday, August 27.
West Buxton, Saturday evening, August 28.
HON. T. lî. BEED will speak at
Eichmond, Friday. AuBust 27.

(Special Correspondence of the Pitr.ss.)
PALATINE

A retired sea captain who lives in New
York city and is a friend of ex-President Arthur, attributes the latter's sicknefs to poisThe captain says
oning by ailantus trees.
that the pollen which falls from these trees
in July and August is exceedingly poison-

scratches and the footprints of time impressed upon them a written language. It is
surprising that so much has been accomplished in this direction by the patient
matching of co-parts, comparing of dates and
forms, and the sifting the true from the false
testimony of prejudiced writers. These successes never satisfy, but only create visions

χ ne

cu^uim

uiiiiiiie

mat

in the dreams of the students of still greater
victorias. nn<i lead them on with fresh visor
to pursue their searchings into the mistyrecords of the past. Each tourist entertains
a secret, faint hope of coming in just at the
nick of time when some great find is brought
to the light of day. You feel impatient over
the time-serving overseers and eye servants
who throw out a handful of dirt and rest on
their spades to smoke. It has not in all
cases been easy to make the teachings of the
unwritten stones agree with the accounts of
ancient writers, and until lately there have
been some sharply disputed points. The old
foundations of Koma Quadrata, the city in

ιιυβιιιιιι-

simple.

In one city of Massachusetts base ball lias
become so firmly intrenched in popular favor that the different churches have nines,
each of which strives to overpower its ecclesiastical opponents on the hard-trodden diamond. But so far as heard from, in no place
but Aro.»otook county have base ball and
politics become entangled. There two happy
towns are at variance; and their inhabitants

which Romulus set up his primitive throne,
have recently been verified. While we were
scaling the walls and marking out with our
own footsteps the identical path over which
he drove his milk-white cow and bull yoked
together to plough the line of the city, the
workmen reached the landing 'of the Porta
Romans, alluded to by writers as "ending in
a square."
We stood upon this square,
where the flights of stairs ascend on three
sides, and the fourth is the wall itself of the
city. This is a great delight to some topographical students, who made a lucky hit in
their theory as to the positions of the gates
and walls. We went down the narrow gateway of Porta Carmen ta, where -Evander received JEneas and escorted him to the temple, a piece of whose walls still exist, in
which his mother, Carmenta, offered appropriate sacrifices. Here has been unearthed a
large stone, the inscription upon which

the Houlton club went up to Caribou to play
the nine at that place. Several hundred
people were present from the neighboring
towns, and for a while the game progressed
satisfactorily. It was so good that Senatoï
William P. Frye, who was present, manifested "much interest." But at the seventh
inning the Houlton nine refused to play lon-

might have raised many queries and unwarranted theories had not a tale in an ancient
book deciphered its meaning. Like the altar
the Athenians consecrated to the unknown
god, this is dedicated to either a god or goddess. It stands on the Palatine to substantiate the truth of a story which in old times
had been regarded as a mere myth. At one

the Caribou club to come down to Houlton
and try another game ; and it is in this chal-

lenge that the heinous crime of corrupting
base ball with politics is hinted at. "Any
umpire," is the solemn wording of the challenge, "will be satisfactory to us, providing

only that he understands the game and is
not catering for votes in the Aroostook valley."
BULGARIA.

of the First
great danger of
losing their candidate for Congress, the Hon. William H. Clifford. The
allurements of the office of Solicitor General
he resisted, the arguments urged by SecreMaine

are

as

follows:

Dedliam, Monday, August 30.
GEN. K. P. KENNEDY' of Ohio will speak at
Turner Village, Tuesday, August 31.

Sabattus, Wednesday, Sept.

1.

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain remarks "Home
rule is (lead and cannot he revived." A few
more performances like that of the last election, and Mr. Chamberlain's political hopes
will be too dead for revival.
Gov. Ilill has promptly approved the removal of Commissioner Squire. Indeed, he
could do nothing else, for Squire had confessed his guilt, and to have kept him in office would have been a public confession on
the part of the governor that the intimations thrown out by Squire's friends to the
effect that he was knowing to some crookedness on the part of the governor were true.

The last "capture" of Geronimo turns out
to be much like former ones. The Apache
merely approached a party of Mexicans, and,
as the latter say, proposed
peace in order
that he might make raids from Mexico into
Arizona and New Mexico. The Mexicans
seem to have
virtuously refrained from mak-

ing

any such

treaty,

and

peared on the approach of
ean soldiers.

Geronimo disapa

party

of Ameri-

Chairman Brown is reported as
saying
that there can be no genuine civil service
reform until all the offices are filled with
Democrats, and Collector Redman practically expresses the opinion that it is perfectly
conformable to civil service reform for officeholders to take vacations for the purpose of
delivering partisan harangues before their

out the exact spot;
founded the altar, with the
comprehensive inscription, at which no orfe
of their deities could take offence.
The ruins of the imperial palaces are piled
one upon another, as the later emperors
fitted in the cavities of earlier ruins and
built their homes on a higher level. As
many spots of earth were consecrated to
their gods, the emperors would not violate

the holy vows by putting secular buildings
upon them, and often dedicated the upper
uuiiuuiga

Boston Traveller.
It is noticed as an interesting fact that two
if tiie Minnesota Republican Congressmen
■vho voted with the Democrats for the Morrison Tariff bill have been defeated for re-

lomination.
AMERICAN* ENGINEERS SLIGHTED.

Boston Journal.
It is no light thing to officially inform
Vuierican engineers who are familiar with
ill the details of the profession that they
ack the ability and capacity to design a
nodern ship of war, and yet, in his desire to
liscriminate in lavor of England as against

wie octmc

xxi
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have stood in Ca-sar's judgment hall to meet
the charges of his enemies, it is no stretch of
credulity to think that underneath the floor
of Domitian's Basilica, on which we walked
and from which we looked out upon the
whole grandeur of Kome, the debris might
be cleared away to the very spot where Paul
would calmly face the court and give the
reasons of the hope within his heart, that

justified his "stirring up seditions" among
the people. We can fancy Paul standing on
the prisoners' stone near the door, surrounded by a mob of infuriated Romans, who regarded him as the incendiary of their homes
and the ringleader in a rebellion against
their time-honored rites. The judge was
seated in the tribunal at the end of the hall,
which corresponded to the bishop's throne
in the Bomish church ; between him and
Paul, in the place of the present communion
table, was a statue of Apollo. The witnesses
would occupy the aisles on either side, at the
door was a basin of water in which the judge
washed his hands to typify his cleansing his
mind from all prejudice ; this afterwards
yielded its place to a basin of holy water ; indeed, the analogy of the whole arrangement
and of the ceremonies, to those of the Komish church of today is quite remarkable, and
forms a connecting link where the early ecclesiastical powers grafted slightly altered
forms on old pagan customs.
If we had attempted to seethe five hundred
churches of Rome we would not bore our
friends with descriptions of the details. We
went first to Ara Coeli which we shall never see again, since the day of its doom is
fixed. New Italy is fast tearing away the
buildings behind it to make room for an imposing monument to Victor Immanuel. It
must
hide
would
give way as it
the
view of this
the
statue from

that he would make a very satisfactory
ruler for Bulgaria. (>f course Mr. Clifford
has not yet decided whether to accept this
flattering offer. Indeed the formal invitation has not yet reached him. But surely
it must prove a terrible temptation. There
are tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands of down trodden people in Bulgaria to
be uplifted—a great many more than there
are in the First District of Maine.
Bulgaria

PROMPTLY PUNISHED.

ιυ

Domitian located his private palace and state
buildings over the debris of Nero's Basilica,
which was the only judgment hall in Home
in Nero's reign. As we know Paul must

what questionable ways, said he regarded
Mr. Clifford as an able and rising young
man.
Even Prince Alexander, who would
naturally be somewhat jealous of the man
who had been selected to supplant him, after being informed of the masterly manner
η which Mr. Clifford had harmonized four
or five candidates for office in his own country, admitted that there was little doubt but

CURRENT COMMENT.

shabby church,

which will so soon pass away
to make room for the hero of liberty, we almost prayed that it might last until they had

by the system.

been called yonder, so that their eyes might
never behold their temple toppling over into

dressed in the finest of broadcloth and broad
plush hats; these we meet sight seeing everywhere in Europe. But the brown friars humbly take the edge of the walk and give a lady
room, which no other Italian will do, who
rush along indifferent to everyone, as if bent
on some good errand.
We saw them at the
door of a cottager, waiting .with a bier to
They
bear a poor brother to his last home.
seemed to be part and parcel of the church
and to have grown gray in its service. We
can see them now, stooping almost to the
ground, their white beards straggling over
their breasts, their uncombed locks straying
out of their cowls, their dirty white skirts
hanging below their coarse robes about their
unclean ankles, as they scuffed about the
church, in their wooden sandals which were
strapped over their bare feet. We saw young
priests in white, blue and black vestments,
but none in this uncomely garb. We do not
believe the present generation will take to
severe self denial and uncleanliness.
A few days afterward, the proverbial curiosity of woman overcame our good resolutions, and yielding to temptation, we paid a
uiv vu ω. me 11 pLii or me Cappucini Monastery. Of course we did not care a fig to see
such things, but for the sake of telling the
lollies

spiritual good,

shortening than any other.powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains 110 cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

requires

less

Kiimfortl Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
Th&M&wnrmly

(look Book free.
iv8

WE EMPHASIZE

all Wool Suit for $10.00.
Suits for $8.00.
and $18.00 Suits for only $12.00.
Men's Heavy Winter Suits, regular
price $20.00, now $15.00.
Special values in Young Men's fine Dress Suits at
$15.00, $18.00 and $20.00.
New Styles in Young Men's Sack Suits, straight
cut, only $12.00.
Bargains in Men's and Young Men's Pants at
much reduced prices.
Many new styles of Boys' Suits for Fall now ready.
Boys' Extra Good School Suits,«ages 14 to 17, $5,
$7, $8 and $10, medium and heavy weights.
Boys' Knee Pant Suits, for school wear,ages 11 to 16
years, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and $8.
Boys' Knee Pant Suits, ages 4 to II years, $2.50,
Men's $15.00
Men's $12.00
Men's $15.00
A few lots of

we ex-

$3, $3.50, $4, $5, $6, $7 and up.
BIG BARGAINS in Boys' Knee Pants, $1.00, all

sizes.
We are also offering many heavy weight SUITS for
Winter, in odd sizes, that were carried over from last
This is a good opseason at much reduced prices.
for
to
buy good Clothing at unusually
you
portunity
low

MEETINGS.

prices.

citizens
dwelling in the more modern
parts of the city. Except for its quaintness
Hid antiquity it is worthless.
It is filled
with queer pictures and mosaics ; the stone
ioor is worn into waves by the tread of the

worshippers ; the draperies are faded and
mattered, and the whole place lias an air of
squalor. We strayed by cliapce into a chap:1 with a devout traveller, who had made a
lilgrimage to see the "Bainbrino." After
ihe had exchanged a few words with the
iriest, he opened his treasure box and lifted
ip a doll, about a
foot and a half tall,
vrapped in cheap finery, as the Italian nurses
iwathe their babies, and bedecked with jew1 sls.
It had a fat, round face and a clever
Dutch look, and wore a crown.
The lady
melt, kissed the little image tenderly, made
; in offering to the father and retired.
The
ild friar beckoned to us, and we could not in
curtesy refuse to look upon his image of his
i ufant Lord, nor to purchase the proffered
1

COMMENCING WEDNESDAY, AUG. 25th,
Passing by the Images where Capt. Frye made his
leap for life to escape the Indians, Hawthorne
Cave, Indian Pulpit, the boyhood haunt of Nathaniel Hawthorne; a big Indian in costume will
appear on the high clilf and tire a salute and give

Including entertainment (meals and lodging over
night) at Bridgton House and Cumberland House.
Bridgton. and Martins' House. No. Bridgton, and
Elm House. Harrison, all first-class hotels.
Leaving Portland on the 12-40 p. 111. train,—Returning. leaving Harrison and Bridgton next
morning, connecting with train arriving in Porttand at 12.33, making only one day from the city.
Tickets 011 sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. GIBBS, Proprietor.
au24dlw
Bridgton, Aug. 23,1880.

FOREST CITY PAVILION.
MuccfH»! Nuccefli! Mlauilin^ room only, displayed nightly!
week corami:.\( i.\(; a»«. to.
last
the
appearance of the great CaliforPositively
nien comedian JOH;* E: IJTCE and his talented comedy company, consisting of recognized artists; also between the acts a big VARIETY
OI.IO. The Event! "Don't miss it!"
Bound trip tickets on forest City steamers, admit·
dlf
ting to Pavilion only 2» cents.
angle

TO

—

—

MR. AND UIRS·

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING GO,,
255 Middle St.,

Portland, Me.

es & 4s
Kockland
No. Pacific Gold..«s
4s

Anson

ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Mine Hill Mining Company will be held at the
office of the company, No. 30 Exchange Street ill
the city of Portland, County of Cumberland and
State of Maine on the first Wednesday of September (Sept. 1.) 1886, at two o'clock in the afternoon
for the election of Directors and officers thereof
and for the transaction of any other appropriate
JEROME B. MELVIN, Clerk.
business.
Portland Me., August 10th. 1886.
aug25d3t

Bath

tis & 4s

Central..7s & 5s
P. & Ο. K. K....6S
Maine

I!M

January

illlDDM:
1.1884.

MTKËET, Porlluutl.
^anldtf

CO.,

CROCKEIi k

POLLEN,

Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Grand Miscellaneous Concert!
PBoesin tie extra «band.

Vulgarity !
"Til ». El'BKK.lS," the leading Colored VoMASTER WIIMB
calists of America.
KKOFFT, the greatest living Boy Violinist,
In
riie "little wonders4' CUBA '■"·· KATIE.
.Wl*"
lifilitnijiii changes anil Character Songs.
Ml»»
Virtuoso.
Cornet
I' ■ «II. Prima
.11A V
and leadANNIE W. ΕΙΜΗ, Prima Contralto
Ε. P. FUBLOPIft· Club
ing Pianist. PKOE.
In HumorSwinger. THtM. N. DOUTSIKT,
Μ Κ"·,
ous Dialect Headings and Character Songs.
Concert
■ΐκι,κ.^ ι.. IMII IM: V. in beautiful
Also
Vocal Selections.

CHANDLER'S

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
NEW

Proceeds to help defray expenses of Free Temperance Meetings already held. Free meetings
every night this week, except Thursday.
dSt
aug24

BBOCKTONS

FRIDAY, LA DIE*'

&

PRINCE

Stanley T. Pullen,
.deci

CO.

Frank C. Ckockek.
eodtf

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers

CHEAP EXCURSION
THOJIASTOK, ROCKLAND,

eodtf

octl

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

jan31

JSought and Sold.
eodtf

—

VIA TIIK

—

M. G. R. R. and K. & L. R. R.
—

ON

—

SATURDAY, AUG. 28,
—FROM—

and

Way Stations.

Mprcinl Arr.-ιngr mm·· have been made with
the Warden for the Excursion, so that Every Department of the Prison can be visited by all who

wish.

—

Regular trains leaving Portland

at

7.45: Lewiston 6.50; Augusta 6.15; (Gardiner 6.32; Richmond 6.57; Kp■ Iiruinu
Leave Rockland 1.20 p.m.; and by
Special Traill at 3.00 p. m. ; Τ humas toll 1.30 and
1'assengers for Portland and Freeport
3.15;.
must return at 1.20 p. in.
Ticket·, for the Round trip, including Admittance to the Prison, only $1.50 from Portland and
Yarmouth; Freeport §1.25; Brunswick $1.00;
Lewiston, Lisbon and Lisbon Falls $1.25; Augu>!
ta, Hallowell, Gardiner and Richmond $1.50;
PAYSON TUCKER,
Bowiloinham $1.25.
Gen'l Manager.
F. Ε. ΒΟΟΤΗΒΛΥ',
G. P. Α.. M. C. It. R.
aug25d4t
Brunswick

—

BOARD OF TRADE.

CLAM BAKE AND DINNER
AT GREAT CHEBEAGUE ISLAND,

SATURDAY, AUG. 28, AT 2 P. M.
Members of the Board of Trade and of the Merchants Exchange can obtain tickets for them-

POBTL Λ \ l)

X. JOHN LITTLE.

TRUST COMPANY

shall continue the Dry Goods business at the
stand, No. 516 Congress street, under the style of
X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.
aug25dtf
August 24th. 1886.

—

Maine State Prison !

Train·
6.45 a. in. ;

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantlyon hand.

Investment Securities

AND

Portland, lewiston, Augusta

186 MIDDLE STREET.

heretofore existing beetween
MILLETT & LITTLE has been dissolved by
limitation. Alldebts and dues will be paid and colC. C. MILLETT.
lected by X. John Little.
I

I.*,

—

(Quotations constantly displayed.

partnership

DAY.

Tueaday and Wrrf.n.
day, Atty. .'SI nod Sept. 1.
Game called at 3 o'clock,
Admission 25 cents.
d3t
au25
IIA VΕ HII11<

YORK COIlKKSPOJIDENr»,

H.

PORTLANDS,

vs.

Friday & Saturday, Aug. 27, 28.

BOSTON,

F.

GROUNDS.

ISA S Ε BALL

PORTLAND

GREEN & BATEMAN.

Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and «old at mo*t favorable rate*.
Travelling and Commercial I.citer* of
Credit feaued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.

DISSOLUTION OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

Orchestra of FirstClass Musicians !

Complete

Full and

So. 218 Hidille Stmt.

NOTICES.

aid Fuu Without

Fun, aud I'leuly of it!

the IV. V. StorL £xi liante.

Members of

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

BANKERS,

THE

Thursday Might, This Week, Aug. 26.

AdniiMitioii, with Sent, 4£5 ci'nh. Children
ift'wHi'u ran m in
extra. ."Vo half price tochait*.

ARETAS SHUitTLEFF,
No.

Manager,

W.C.WAH.B,

THIS.N.DOUTNEY

—râ~f«n«.

IN VESTMENT SECURITIES

Τ

THE

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT !

$4.00,

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

FALL OVERCOATS NOW READY.

MEETING.
Η Ε Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Dracut Nickel Mining Company will be held
at the office of tbe company. No. 30 Exchange
Street, in the city of Portland, County of Cumberland and State'of Maine. on the first Wednesday of September (Sept. 1.) 1886. at two o'clock
in the afternoon ; for the election of Directors and
officers thereof and for the transaction of any
other appropriate business.
JEROME B. MEI/VIN, Clerk
aug25d3t
Portland, Me.. August 1», 1886.
ANNUAL

COPARTNERSHIP

BRlDfiTOK All) llll!KIS0\,

FlIVANCIA·..

BARGAINS this week because we are closing out many
lots of goods daily of our Summer stock at
"Wonderfully Low Prices."

onerated ourselves from blame in our apparent countenance of such monstrous absurdities, gotten up for a source of revenue to
swell the rich coffers of the church,
Here under the church is a little patch of
earth, about large enough to hold twenty
poor mortals, over whose graves little sticks
stand with tags giving their names and dates
of their burial. We do not know the order
of procedure, but suppose the brothers, as
they drop out of life, are placed beneath the
sod until the worm has done its work, and
the first stages of decay are accomplished,
and then the skeletons are exhumed and
dressed to take their places as sentinels
about the room. Heath is hideous at best,
but we fail to understand the good to be derived from adding to its horrors, and the motive in making such a spectacle of ghastly
monks in dirty clothes, who with outstretched palms and sightless eyes glare at you
as you enter. If their poor souls are wearing
the robes of righteousness today in a better
land, why not commit these disgusting caricatures of their perishable dust unto the
dust? The bones of many are made into
rustic baskets and wall brackets, or are
nailed in designs upon the ceiling and doorM. C. P. JB.
posts.
ANNUAL

TENT, FOOT OF PEARL ST.

BIG

Route

Sebago

Lake

to Promise,

—

To Bridgton and Harrison and Return.

drawing

anil

OVER

Indian War-hoop as the steamer passes on to
Songo Hiver, whose beauties have been sung by
the immortal Longfellow.
"Nowhere such a devious stream,
Save in fancy or in dream ;
Winding slow through bush and brake,
Links together lake and lake."
Two miles as the bird flies, six miles by steamer, making twenty-seven turns-ln fact the most
crooked river ever navigated by steamboat. Passing through Songo Lock, up the picturesque Bay
of Naples, and the narrow beautiful Long Lake to
Brldgton aud Harrison.
EXCEBNIUiV TICKETS

crumbling masses, like the piles of pagan ruins, which have lain about their paths all
their lives. They have none of the self asserting look of the other priests in Rome,
who are fat and well kept and go about

children about tnese
some lessons for their

—

Programmais Not Equal
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Money Cheerfully Refunded if

tne

First National Bank Building.,

selves and their ladies at the Merchants Exchange
at 81-23 each,which will include steamboat fares
both ways.

Steamer Gordon will leave Custom House wharf
at 10.20 a. m. and 12,30 p.m. Returning, leavu
Jenks' Landing at 4.20 p. m.
aug25d4t

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA HOUSE.
the earnest request of the public, commencing
IVIonday, August £3,

At

City, County

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

WILKINSON S COMIC OPERA COMPANY.
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

*-ulvv,tt

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtf
jelO

wTfjj

Ever since tlie opening of our Business in Portland, whenever we had an article
of real merit we have always called the attention of the Buying Public to it, We
now have an offer to make, and it will hold good only while this special lot lasts.
It is this :
2000 If ARDS GENUINE KOXBURY TAPESTRY CARPET, All one Pattern,
which we shall sell for just 90c. per yard. Now, lionsekeepers, yon all know the
quality, you all know that the Roxbury Tapestries are the best Tapestries woven
in the country ; and many of you know that it is the
only Tapestry Carpet which
has 2 black stripes on each side running along the back. This is the Itoxbnry
Trade mark, so you can see there is no deception. Write for Samples at once.
Also we shall offer a lot of pure ALL-WOOL CARPETS at front 55c. to 75c.,
which will never be surpassed for quality and style.
Our Carpet Rooms are now all full, and no such stock has ever been shown outside of the largest Carpet stores in New York and Boston. We shall also offer for
a few days some Choice Lowell Body Brussels at 1.25.
But order at once if you
wish to take advantage of this unheard of figure.

spoke to.him, but pointed

be able to knock spots out of
England and Prussia." Another rich old
count, who had made his money in some-

spot.

Preparation, made by the only process that
of any nutritive value.
produces a baking powder
and strength-giving phosphates required
nutritious
the
It supplies
is Prof. Hosford's Bread

ΑΜΓβΕΜΕΛΤβ.

GRAND DAILY EXCURSIONS

IX Til Κ WORLD

and here was

soon

is Mr. Clifford's

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

power in their behalf. After the miraculous
preservation from defeat the soldier's caution was remembered, and he was sent for
and questioned, that they might know to
what particular divinity they were indebted
for their deliverance. He could not tell
whether it was a male or female voice, which

in

be heard his name mentioned he exclaimed,
"With Mr. Clifford on the throne, Bulgaria

will

but afterwards the absurdity of
the whole performance so impressed us, that
we resolved that we
never would again contribute one mite to these mummeries.
The
things that interested us most hero were the
old brown friars themselves.
Everywhere
we had seen these
poor old brothers clothed
in coarse brown cloaks and cowls, and felt a
pity for the forlorn poverty of their outward
appearance. When we met them in this

the alarm ; but in a few days an enemy appeared and would have vanquished the army,
but for an apparent interposition of divine

Apparently the Democrats
of

AOTUSKJIKNTW.

MUCBLUHEOIIg.

photograph ;

time a soldier went in great terror to the au.
thorities to inform them that a voice from
the heavens had warned him of approaching
danger to the city. No heed was given to

tary Bayard to induce him to take up his residence in Mexico proved unavailing, and
HON. JOHN L. STEVENS will speak as foleven the President's Macedonian cry to come
lows:
to Washington and step into the shoes of the
Eeadfleld, Thursday evening, August 26.
Fayette Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
Attorney General was unheeded. So far he
Manchester, Friday, Sept. 3.
has proved true to his constituents.
He has
Eiverside, Monday, Sept. fi.
Wayne, Monday, August 30.
bowed and kept bowing to the will of the
Mt. Vernon, Thursday, Sept. 2.
people, and with a devotion that entirely igME. W. F. MAESTON will speak as follows:
nores self he has put away ambition and
Eeadfleld, Thursday evening, August 26.
dedicated himself unreservedly to the service
Fayette Corner, Friday evening, August 27.
of the laboring man.
But an alarming ruEast Pittston,
Academy, Wednesday, Sept. 1.
West Gardiner, Union Church, Thursday, Sept. 2.
mor reaches us, which we feel sure will throw
Manchester, Friday, Sept. 3.
the first district Democracy into consternaBelgrade Mills, Saturday, Sept. 4.
tion. Mr. Clifford's fortitude is to be subEiverside, Monday, Sept. 0.
jected to a still severer test. The fame of
OEV1LLE D. BAKEE will speak as follows :
the IIonorable'Gentleman it seems, has gone
North New Portland, Monday, Aug. 30.
abroad. The Czar of Russia has heard of
Madison, Tuesday, Aug. 31.
Monmouth, Wednesday, Sept. 1.
him, lias read and admired his speeches, lias
Bowdoinham. Tliursday, Sept. 2.
become aware of his great popularity with
Clinton, Friday, Sept. 3.
the people of his native land.
An emissary
IION. A. W. TEN Ν Κ Y will speak as follows:
from this monarch is now understood to be
Kittery. Wednesday, Sept. 1.
on the way to offer Mr. Clifford and beg him
South Berwick, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Kennebunk, Friday, Sept. 3.
to accept the crown of Bulgaria recently
snatched from the unfortunate Prince AlexHON. C. A. BOUTELLE will speak at
ander. The emissary brings in a gold box a
Smyrna Mills, Thursday, August 20.
Bridgewater, Friday, August 27.
personal letter from the Czar, assuring Mr.
28.
Sprague's Mills, Saturday, August
Clifford of his distinguished consideration,
Iloulton, Tuesday afternoon, August 31.
Calais, Wednesday, September 1.
and expressing the hope that though he has
Pembroke, Thursday, September 2.
a Congressional campaign on his hands he
M.u hias. Friday, September 3.
Etna Grove, Monday afternoon, September 6.
will accede to the request.
Mr. Clifford is
assured that the people of Bulgaria are cryHON. HENRY W. BLAIR of New Hampshire
will speak at
ing for him, that his selection for the throne
South Berwick, Wednesday, September 1.
has not been the result of political manipuSouth Waterboro, Thursday, September 2.
lation, but of a spontaneous uprising of the
Buxton Centre. Friday, September 3.
Phillips, Tuesday, September 7.
it
people.
ruwas
Indeed, though
Strong, Wednesday, September 8.
mored
in Bulgaria
that he
had exWilton, Thursday, September 0.
Readfield, Fridiy, September 10.
pressed an intention of declining, the
Monmouth, Saturday, September 11.
people were determined
to
have him
or to get along without a government.
COL. II. H. BURBANICof Saco will speak at
Several
Bnlgarian notables join in the hope that
Springvale, Thursday, August 20.
North Lebanon, Friday. August 27.
Mr. Clifford will accept. One says that when
West Buxton, Saturday, August 28.
COL. ANSON S. WOOD will speak

HILL.

Every stone on the Palatine Hill would offer to the greedy eyes of the delvers in archeology and legendary lore untold pages of
thrilling tales, could only some magician in
philology arise who might discover in the

District

HON. JOHN L. SWIFT will speak as follows:
Sniitlifleld, Thursday, August 26,
South Norridgewoek, Friday, August 27.
Fairfield Centre, Saturday, August 28.
Canton, Tuesday 1'. M.. August 31.
Bethel. Wednesday 1*. M., sept. 1.

LETTER.

their products to Bangor and Lewiston.
Aroostook products not only form a desirable feature of those fairs, but are the most
effective advertisements of the resources of
that country.

PRINCE OF

Kennebunkport, Monday, λι·^. 3q
Berwick, Tuesday, August 31.
Cornieli, Wednesday, Sept. 1.

FOREICN

OUR

formidable challenge, wherein they dared

28.

always

Prohibitionists.

ger on account of the conduct of the umpire,
although at the time no more serious charges
were made against him than that he was
"near-sighted" and "unfamiliar with the
game." But when they got home the Houlton players sent to the Aroostook Pioneer a

HON. SOLON CHASE will speak as follows:
Hermon Corner, Thursday, Aug. 20.
Levant,(Friday, August 27.

has

a Prohibitionist and even favors putting into the next national Republican platform a plank in favor of prohibition, lie occupies a peculiarly strong position from
which to overhaul the political follies of the

been

s*ys that Iloulton hopes in time to
have in this county fair what shall practically be a Northeastern Maine Fair, a rival of
the great shows at Bangor and Lewiston.
There is no reason why a county so large
and fertile at* Aroostook should not be able
to have a great exhibition once a year; but
it is to be hoped that the farmers from the
Northwest will not cease to bring samples of
oneer

stirred up to bitterness and revilings, all
because politics and base ball have been injudiciously mixed. Just the exact cause of
the grievance cannot be determined. The
first open discord occurred last Friday, when

lows :

DIGNITY

Kennebec Journal.
In elevation of tone, in calmness, candor,
clearness and force, 111 the marshaling of
facts, in its strong grasp of every question
discussed, whether relating to tariff, labor,
the disgraceful attitude of the administration
in relation to thetfisheries or Mexican question, or the remarkable features presented
it [Mr.
by the third party Prshibitionists,
Blaine's speech] Is a speech that will l»e unrivaled in this campaign, and worthy the
name and fame of its distinguished author.

are

Dover, Thursday, Sept. 2.
Skowliegan, Friday, Sept. 3.
Unity, Saturday, Sept 4.
Etna, Monday, Sept. 6.
Parmington, Wednesday, Sept. 8.
Dainariscotta, Friday, Sept. 10.
Bath, Saturday, Sept. 11.

FOR

WORTHY OF THE FAME OF ITS AUTHOR.

llollin M. Squire, the Hew York Commissioner ef Public Works, lias seen much of
life outside of New York city. He has edited a Spiritualist paper in Boston, been a
newspaper correspondent in Paris, taken
boxing lessons in England with a nobleman
and the son of the poet Shelley, served in

ex-President's illness is so

Biddeford, Saturday evening, August 28.
Portland, Monday evening, August 30.
Rath, Tuesday evening, August 31.
Gardiner, Wednesday evening, Sept. 1.
Bucksport,
evening, Sept. Π.
Ellsworth, Saturday evening, Sept. 4.

DISTINGUISHED

Lewistem Journal.
Probably few speeches of the year will
have wider currency than the initial speech
of Mr. Blaine at Sebago Lake on Tuesday
afternoon. The speecn is distinguished for
dignity of tone, mixed with plainness and
of speech, and for a striking origsimplicity
inality of presentation which will lead the
who
takes up the opening paragraphs
reader
to read the whole, attentively and profitably.

self is also suffering from the baleful tree,
and is making sucli a stir that the health *flicers of the city are investigating the subject. But even if the ailantus is shown to
be a noxious tree, there will unfortunately be
little ground to hope that the cause of the

as

SPEECH

AND TONE.

The companies seem to be entirely responsible for the tie-up on (he Broadway railThe companies agreed that no emroads.
ploye should be compelled to work more
than twelve hours daily. A new schedule of
trips just adopted practically nullifies this
agreement, inasmuch as it will be impossible
for conductors and drivers to complete the
trips assigned them without working thirPublic sympathy is
teen or fourteen hours.
with the employes, and it ought to be.
Twelve hours of continuous work is long

uuuuuua.

f»llows:

Glenburn, Saturday, August

tember next.

ous, and the cause of much sickness usually
attributed to malaria ; and he recalls the fact
that Mr. Arthur used to be much worse af'er driving in the park, where the ailantus

IION. S. L. M1LLIKEN will speak at
Athens. Tliursday afternoon, August 2Λ.
Cornville, Thursday evening, August 26.
«ast Madison, Friday, August 27.
Canaan. Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Oakland, Monday. August 30.
Belgrade Depot, Tuesday, August 31.
Center Sidney, Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 1.
Mt. Vernon, Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2.
Ilallowell, Friday, Sept. 3.
Sonth China, Saturday, Sept. 4.

HON. NELSON DINGLEY, JE.,
Eoekland, Thursday, August 20.
l.*wiston, Friday, August 27.
Booth bay, Satuiday, August 28.
Hiram, Monday, August 30.
Frjreburg, Tuesday, August 31.
Livtrniore Falls, Friday, Sept. 3.
Auburn, Saturday, Sept. 4.
Bowdoinham, Monday Sept. 6,
Mechauic Falls, Tuesday, Sept. 7.
Oxford. Wednesday, Sept. 8.
South 1'aris, Thursday, Sept. 9.

When
don't we shan't because we can't."
the treaty which the Czar lias now broken,
was made England's attitude was far different. Let her settle with Ireland in a spirit

enough.

County Treasurer—JAMES M. WEBB.
Itevisler o/Dectls-STOltER S. KNIOHT.
Comity Commissioners—JOSEPH B. HAMMOND,

EUGENE HALE will speak

G. Blaine at
The speech of Hon. James
the Republican Mass Meeting at Secago
of
Lake Tuesday is a masterly presentation
the peothe political questions no'iv before
a
forms
ple. » » » * The entire speech
and should
magnificent campaign document, circulation.
be given the widest possible
Every voter should secure a copy andinstudy
Sepit well before he deposits his ballot

justice, and she may again find herself
free to say to Russia as she did in 1878,
"Thus far and no farther."

to Congress :
first District—THOMAS B. ItEED, of Portland.
NELSON DINOLEY, JH., of
liamtul District
Lewiswn.
ΊΊUni />ύίη·ί—SKTH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast,
fmurth District—CHARLES A. BOUTEI.LK, of
Ban cor.

HON.

LITICAL QUESTIONS.
Bangor Whig.

English comment on the revolution in Bulgaria is said to amount to this : "The Czar
ought to be thrashed for upsetting Prince
Alexander and we hope Germany and Austria will give him the thrashing, but if they

of

JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
For

this
America in the matter of shipbuilding,
has essayed
is just what Secretary W hitney
to do.
OF POA MOST MASTER'!'V PRESENTATION'

There would seem to be
constituents.
plenty of work Tor civil service reform associations to do in Maine.

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

7

More
by tile Shownlier HKoriKnçe Vo.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Vermont
nt and Uliode
Ιϊΐιο
Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
Investing In tills class of securities. Call or
address for Illustrated pamphlet,

Ê

Chamber Sets,
Parlor Suits,
Stoves and

ceiiencc.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healtliiulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of lull weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efllciency."

■

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME,
dCm·

oiarG

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprie
tors of
POOR'S Ί Λ\ϊ'Λ I, OF RAI Ι,ΚΟΛ DM.

STANLEY,

KICIIAltD <

A. M.

always on

Ph. Γ).

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

Interest allowed
nvited.

apedtim

Ranges.

nrindly

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.

THE ROYAL SINGER !
NEW SINGING CLASS BOOK BY L. 0. Ε
the:

Corneer Pearl and Middle

RSON.

ISAAC C.
auglQ

all !

kest of

dtf

TENTS
7S

their selection or arrangement.
With its happily chosen title, good and interesting music and generally attractive character,
there is good ground for hope that it will he the
"favorite of the season."

superior

Poles are $1.00 a set. These answer all the
purposes
Tents costing $5.00
The cut represents our Palmetto Lawn Tent, which
we sell at $8.oo.
We have every kind of Tent, from 75c.
to $75, and shall be happy to send our illustrated
catalogue to any address.

per dozeu.

(MLAXY,

new

G. W. SIMMONS &
jly29

FINE

Sunday School

Song Book, Song* of Promiwe, (35 cts.) and our
High School Song Book, Noug Ο reeling, (00 cts.)
eod&w2w

DIAMONDS
We make

a

Σ

JEWELRY Σ
FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

.

the most thorough manner at reasona
ble prices, by first-class workmen.

MILITA BY and SOCIET V GOODS

J. A. MERRILL & GO., JEWELERS.
23» MIDDLE STREET.
I. A. Merrill.
A. Keith.
apl3
eodly

The best in the world. The
•Expert," "Standard" and "Light
[toadster." New improvements,
ind prices reduced.
New marines this year, including a Lar
lies' Light Tricycle, and the Colimbia "Safety" Bicycle.

Portland for

Insolvency.
Itcal

EsfaU'

1

LI

lie

CARTLÂND,
UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

SCHOOLS.

Softools in Deering will begin Monday Sept.
1

20tli.

aug20

ci'·

ELSEWHERE.

1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cusliman street,
now occupied by William H. MlUiken.
Lot about
00x95, two story house and L. containing nine
rooms, well built, In good repair; a convenient
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 34a Spring
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
large lot 87Vax227, adjoining the late T. C. Hersey's grounds; two story house with French roof
and two story L, containg 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of tiie nest
situations in town ; large stable, well furnished
with water,etc.; about 70 pear, and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken. individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.

dtf_

said, "a good eigar
is something to thank God for." We have
produced the acme of perfection in the S. S.
once

Sleeper & Co.'s brand of "X. & S." Long,
straight, Havana filler, with a Sumatra wrapper, gives these cigars all the essential qualities of an imported one, and makes it incomparably superior to any other 10c. cigar in
the market. The "N. & S." is sold by nearly
every dealer, and a single trial will convince
any smoker of the vast superiority of this
brand. S. S. Sleeper & Co., Propr's, Boston,
Mass. Try the "N. anilS."
jly20
TuTli&Sly

order oi Committee
dlw

p. & Ο. ». β.

COUPONS.

<lue July 1,1886 on First
Bonds of P. &0. R. K. Co., will be Mortage
paid by
SAMUEL J. ANDERSON Receiver, on presents
tion at liis office in Portland.
aug20-dlw

COUPONS

Round

4.50!
Tlie U. F. Λ. B. siailroad Co. lias arraug·
ed for three Saturday Excursions,
Aug. 21, 28 and Sept. 4, '86.
Leaving Portland on Saturday at 9.30 a. m. via
Grand Trunk Kmlway, arriving in Canton 12.00
noon ; stopping f ot dinner ; thence by Tainter's
Mountain Wagons ,pthe West tank of the Androscoggin rivei, crossing the lope ferry at East
Kumford above the Falls; spending about two
hours at the Falls : thence down the East linnk of
the river through Mexico, to Dixfleld ; and spending Sunday at that beautiful village : good accommodations can be secured at the National House
for 32.00per ('ay.
Monday, the wagons will leave
Dixfleld at 7.0» a. in. ; driving down the East bank
of the river; crrsslng the bridge at Gilbertville,
and connecting with the regular passenger train
due in Portland 12.05 p.m. that day.
Kound
Trip Exciirniou Ticket* from I'ortluml to
Kiiuit'oril F11IN nn«l Krturu £ I.30, which
will be good only according to the above schedule.
To prevent overcrowding stage and hotel, the number of tickets for each excursion will be limited;
therefore tickets must be applied for as early as the
preceeding Friday; and. with other information,
are to be obtained only at the K. F. Si B. Railroad
Co's office, 31 Exchange Street, Portland.
This
offers a rare opportunity to take a ride up the
beautiful valley of the Androscoggin river, and to
view that wonderful undeveloped water power—
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Buraford Falls.
K. C. BKAMfOKD, Treas. and G. Ί Λ.
dtf
augl8

PORTLAND THEATRE

ONE SIGHT, SATURDAY, AIG. 28.

ATKINSON'S COMEDY COMPANY
C'liarle* Alliinnoii, Malinger.
In the great Musical Comedy,

The Realistic Grocery Store
—AND—

THE
mences

and fair
prices guar? η toed.
upon

470 Congress St.
dtf

COMPANY'S liOOIIS,

with all repairs for sam

TENNEY&D

Trip Tickets only

GREAT COAT SCENE.

Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents.

The Magee Furnace
ay be found at

NHAM'S

12 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
eodlm

a,'gl7

DIXFIELD.

HIS PA.

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

my22

—

THE FUNNIEST COMEDY ON EAHT1I, PLAY·
ED 1JY COMEDIANS WHO ACT AND SING.

First Quality Custom and Steady
made

depended

AUD

Peck's
Bad
Boy
MES,

-JWJUJFACTIIBEB* OS·"—

eodtf

—

Suit·,

mediate sale.

HASKELL &

—

RUMFORD FALLS

following dwelling

A famous divine

το

—

iu

houses aiul lots
situated In tile most desirable parts of the
city for private residence, we hereby oiler for imthree

Lancaster Building,

OEERINC
d&wtf

Deiifrabte

'LEASE CALL AND EXAMINE BEFORE PURCHASING
JO. 210 MOULE ST.,

Send for t'n«nloj;iir, Free,

Sale—lu

■nay be

aug24

STKEET

Valaablc and

11HE

Saturday Excursions

Correspondence

deposits.

We also have another lot of those I^adies'
It i c Slippers for 5© cents.

DAVIS &

COLUMBIA BIC YCLES Τ

177 MIDDLE

on

CLOTHING.

LESS THAN COST.

repaired in

apl3

S ΗΟ Ε S

We shall include in this sale some JLadies'
Fine Boots, odd sizes, which we shall sell at

Latest and most Tasty Designs.

LAMSON,

eodlm

FALL AND WINTER 600DS !

American and Foreign manufacture.

J. II.

32 to 44 North Street. Boston.

specialty of

WATCHES Σ

of

CO.,

We will sell for tlie next ΤΕΛΪ days all of 0111·
Summer Goods at greatly reduced prices to
make room for

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
aul7

Eacli.

of

good and large collection of Iteed Organ Music, selected and arranged by W. F. Sudds. 40
good Marches, Galops, Waltzes, Eondos, Scliottisches, etc., and 17 popular songs, covering 96
sheet music size pages, yet sold for the very low
price of Γ>0 cts.
our

specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

au21

A

Remember

Cents

Shelter Tents, suitable for Lawn or Camp, 75c·., cotton
drill—($1·50 cotton duck)—without poles.

READY 8GPT£iTIB£R let.

PARLOR ORGM

Portland.
MANAGER.

Teachers of Singing Schools who examine this,
the last of Mr. Emerson's series of successful
class-books, will generally concede that it is, in
some degree, superior to any of its predecessors.
The elementary exercises, the graded easy tunes
for practice, the part songs or glees, and the
church tunes, anthems and chants, all excel in

Price, 60 cteu, $6.00

Streets,

ATKINSON,

Billy Taylor!

Take Star Line Boats. Franklin Wharf. Round
aug23dtf
trip, including Garden, 25 cents.

45 Wnll Slreet. New York.

Assignee's

FOM SALE BY ALL GROCERS
marlO

a

hand.

margin.

Our full line of Parlor Stoves will be in in a few days. Write for cuts and
Prices, and please remember that we are the largest distributors of Household
Goods from our three stores now in the United States, buying in such enormous
quantities enables us to sell lower than small distributors.
Don't forget the Roxbury Tapestry Carpet at 00 cents per yard. It was never
before offered at this price.

URSDAY, FRIDAY and SATLRD

■

■
■

Railway Bonds

Tlie Standard of Purity and Ex-

MIKADO !

1 hursday,

Aug.

2tf.

Sale of seats com-

aug23dlw

PORTLANDTHEATRE.
WeducMia;, gcpt.

I

at.

lilllWB, PUIUM It WEST'S

Minstrels !
jEO.

T.

Clapham,
lia

Manager.

ORKAT ARTI9TN

IS ill y IS ice,

35

Uclbnuei' A

Geycr

The E&nightM Tciuplar I'aiade,
Power», Talbot. Dewitt and Haley, the
greatesl of all i?lu»ical Fourn.
Mr. Ed Marble's Burlesque,

THE

C A

CJM.

IN

HEN.

Sale of seats commences Monday, August 30.
'rices 75, 50 and 35 cents.
aug'26dtd

PRESS.

THE

H THURSDAY MORNING, AUG. 2β.
THE PRESS.
be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Ν
Kessenden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis
Exchange St. : Armstrong, E.& M. C. R. K. De
pot ; Hodgson, 9CMi Portland and 559 Congres:
Sis. : Costello, 7 Exchange St.: Gllpatrlck, 47 Mid
die St. ; Jewett, 504 Congress St. j Peterson, 2 Ex
change St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnu
Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Con
gress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Holden 221
Spring St. : Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 19;
Congress St. ; Dani, 239 Spring St. ; f.eigliton, 40t
Congress St. ; Beardsworth, 87 India St. ; and ο
Chisholm Bros', agents on all trains running out ο
the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Batn, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Buvnham.
Blddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. (J. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, 1). P. Horr.
namariscotta, Κ. vr. Dunbar.
Freeport, \V. A. Mitchell.
i'lyeburg, A. F. I.ewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fahtield, Κ. H. Evans.
l'armington, D. H. Jtnowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gurham, Jas. II. Irish & Co.
Lewlston, Chandler & Estes.

May

Ο.
7u

1/«ue Island,

T. M. Glendenning.
Mechauie Fall*. II. S. Jordan, 1.. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, 1). P. Horr.
Sac υ, II. Β. Kendrick Si Co., Win. Stackpole.

Springval·, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Themaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalliaven, A. B. Vinal.
VTaldobero, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

αο pre!
Missouri; Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
αο prêt
Ν orth western
Νort η western preferred
New I York t'entrai
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do [pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western
Oreeon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman PaUee

a

school examiner

Mass:
"When the
have that was

in South Aldington,

A bright-eyed little boy answered,
·>« to bring down the house:
"'"Turn ; "

so

promptly

of sedentary habits, with dyspeptic
symptoms, get relief in the use of Vegetine.
a
on your horse like a butcher," said
be of royal
pert young officer, who happened to
somewhat
was
who
blood, to a veteran general
bent from age.
"It Is liiglily probable," responded the old warlife
rior, with a grim smile ; "it is because all my
I've been leading calves to the slaughter."

"You sit

In
Derangement of the liver, with constipation,
sallow skin,
jure the complexion, induce pimples,
Little
etc, Remove the cause by using Caiter's

a

dose.

well known theatre in Chicago the follow-

posted:
ing sign Is prominently
"Nothing but the air admitted free." his son atThe other evening a gentleman and
and when retempted to pass in on one ticket,
fused the gentleman said:
a free pass; ho is the
to
entitled
is
son
••My

lieir.''
The sign has been removed.

forms will yield to the
They not only
of Carter's Little Nerve Pills.
stomrelieve present distress but strengthen the
ach and digestive apparatus.

Dyspepsia iu its worst_

use

to soldier—Why Is the blade of the sabre curved instead of straight?
oniwi<»._it is nirved iu order to give more force

Corporal

to the blew.

Corporal—Humbug! The sabre is curved so it
will fit the scabbard. If it was straight how would
blockhead?
you get it into the crooked scabbard,
The Moxie Craze.
accidentSjcABfcV two years ago Lieut. Moxie
fodder plant had a
ally discovered that a common
Tests
most remarkable power as a nerve food.
the fact
made by eminent physicians disclosed
effects
exhaustion,
nervous
recover
would
it
that
a few hours,
of mental and physical overwork in
dissipation and overantidote the bad effects of
break
up a recent
«U,'.nutation at once, and even
a numin an hour. It even recovered
caused by
ber of eases of paralysis and insanity
It on
nervous exhaustion. The proprietors put
and the rush
«ale in the groceries and drug stores,
The proprietors had
avalanche.
like
an
it
was
for
the ship-load,
to bring it from South America by
quart bottles
and the first veai over δ,000,000
04,000 peowith
of
Lowell,
Îhe city
were sold.
bottles the first 13Vi

intoxication

ple, took 300,000 ijtiart
double
months. The women found they eould do never
work with less fatigue while using it, itsand
and
from
use,
reaction
get any
/eel nervous or
after it. The old drinkers
Jtvey literally swarmed
made
It
found
for
they
«juitfheir liquor for It, stimulants, and left only
ihem tepl better than
bars sell it
«olid vigorous health. iNow the liquor will have
Half the time because their old patrons
eminent
same.
is
the
Many
it. and the profit
stimumen predict that it will largely supersede
making
by
of
old
complaints
lants. It cures lots
to control the
the nervous system strong enough
when illness caufunctions of the body properly is
running Into a
notoccur. The whole country
factories
thirteen
and
perfect craze over it, ot them are large
compelled to
are making it. Some
demand.
They
the
to
supply
«ark day and night
lias it be«tali II Moxie Nerve Food. So popular
hut
have
up,
imitations
sprung
come, Numerous
and the imitators
file word Moxie is copyrighted, is no better than
counterfeiter
A
dare not use it.
a very few.
a hen-roost thief/ They deceive

ΕΙΕΓανΠοΕΕΕΓ
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET

2G.
FUIt THE WEEK ENDING, Aug.
in the
There has been α decided improvement
actual advance
tone of the flour market, with an
to the rise in
of 25c from the lowest point, due
at the advance. The
wheat, which has been active
ana to the Condemand,for export has increased,
have
tinental port» particularly the shipments
been taken
been large, 2,000,000 bushels having
show a slight
the past week. Com, Meal and Oats
last week's quotafalling off as compared with
for Pork and
tions. In Provisions, the market
steady
Lard continues firm at full prices. Sugars
for Kic
and unchanged. Coffee V« to Vsc higher
are quiet and unchanggrades, while mild grades
old figures. In
ed, Teas iu moderate request at
dull for dry
yish, Jobbers report business as being
advanced to 9 60 foi
fish, but ne»· Mackerel have
no Is here ; receipts
2s and S 00 for medium .Is ;
market is said tc
light; the stock of 1880 on the
At retail fresh Halibut is
be about 6000 bbls.
higher at 12c ψ lb ; other kinds without import
of But
ant chattge. In Produce, the best grades
Cheese aboul
ter are very flrin with more doing ;
and atrifl<
Vic better ; Potatoes in good rcceipt
;Onloii!
easier, selling at 60®55c In a jobbing way
CO by the bbl.
are lower. Apples dull at $1(&2
a
and Pears 4 50@5 50. Watermelons $25g$30
at 1 253
hundred. Bananas neglected and lower
I 7Λ.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 25 188(5.
lieeeived by Maine Central Itailroad—For Fort
fer con

39tcars miscellaneous merchandise:
riierchau
ueetiug roads 90 car» miscellaneous

nul

dise

Craln Quotations.
CHICAGO BOAKD OF T1ÎADE.
Tlie following quotations ere received daily by
¥. G. Stevens, No. 42% Exchange street:
WHEAT.

Sept.

Air].

Opening,,,,
Highest...,
Lowest

78%
78%
78%

—

*-■

7»%

78

Closing

Oct.
80

80%
79%
80%

Nov.

81%
82%
81%
82%

COKM.

Sept.
42\\
42%
42%

Aug.
Opening.... 41%

Highest

—

Lowest

—

41%

Closing

142%

Oct.
44

44%
43%
44%

Nov.
44Ve
45%
44%
45%

OATS.

An;/.

Opening....
Highest
2'j%

Closing

Sept.

26%

27 Va

Lowest

26%
28%

Oct.

28
28%
28
28

SOV.
—
—
—

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]

Π;r ion>rwtr»s Quotations oi stocks are received
dailv:
87%
Atcli.. Topeka and Santa J'V- iiailroad
84%
Eastern itailroad
189
Hell Telephone
4
4%
New Vork and New England itailroad.
137 %
do pref
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad coin
do pref
4%
Boston Water Fewer Co
.18%
Mexican Central 4s
coin— SIVa
Miirquette.HouglitonandOnt.lt.,
21 Va
Wisconsin Central
212
Calumet & Hecla
1743,4
Old Colony
184%
C. B. & y
38
Mexican (Central scrip
Mexican Central K7s
125
.Eastern Failroad es

New York Stock and Money Market

TBy Telegraph.]
was I

loan
paper 4<a5 per <
ftt 4 81% and 4 83%@4 83%. Government bond:
Itallroad bonds dull anc
are dull and steady.
closed stead;
generally heavv, The stock market
lowest
above
a
shade
figures reached.
at
Xiie transactions at the stock Exchange aggrc
gated 142.631 shares.
j.ne louowing are to-day'« quotations ol Govern
ment securities :
United States bonds,
120M
New 4s, reg
126i/i
New 4s, coup
109'/t
New4Vas, leg
110%
New 4%s, coup
113VS
Central Facltlc lsts
119Vi
Uenveiii K. Gr. lsts
115
Erie 2ds
Kausas Facific Consols
Oregon Nav. lets
llOVs
Union Facific 1st
do Land Grants
<io Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is re
ceived daily, by private wire, by Fullen, Crockei
li Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Aiisms Express
American Express
Centrai Pacific....
Ghesapeaite & Ohio
Chicago & Alton..
Chicago A Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & ^Quincy
Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack, ft Wesl
Den & Eio Grande
Erie

Erle.preferred

—

Illinois Central
Jnd Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville &
Manhattan Elevated
.Michigan Central

i2?

19%
31 l/i
134

24%
....125

58Υβ

1121/4
91%
120%
.113

45%
lOO1/^

U.

H.

14

54%
63·

itxoress

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific

18%

do pref
Western iJ uion Telegraph
a itou λ J erre Haute
•jo ρΐΉί
Boston Air Line
Burl in to. & Cedar ltapids
Canaan soncnern
Canton
Outrai Iowa
L. Tenu
Uo uref

32%
65%
29
100

43f4
18
0

14%
30%

Kansas &&3Texas
Texas

Houston &

35
180
135
104
124
13
140
147 %

—

Metropolitan iil
Richmond &j l>anville
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo hxpress
Mobile & Ohio..
Essex
Fort VVavue
Pacific 6s of '95
Loner island
Cou. Coal

42
8

141M
155

134Vi

loo

128^
2ϋΜ
31 '/<

126%
93
21

Mining

Quicksilver
do preferred

Standard
Con. Cal. & Va

112%

78

A

OKJ

18 oo
2 30

Homestake
Horn Silver
Silver Kine
Riil
war
Bulwer.

5487%
,1 25

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON |Aug 24,1886.—The following are today's quotations ol l'rovisions, &c. :
Fork—Long cut 14 00@14 50; short cuts 14 25
14 75;backs 14 50^15 00; light backs at 13 50,h>
14 00; lean ends 14 OOJÎ14 50; pork tongues at
13 00g$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50; extra prime at 10 50g$ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; do

50^$12.

new at 11

Lard—choice at TA@7¥iC ;pib in tierces; 7S/A@
8c in 10-lb pails; 8Vife8V2c in 5-lb pails; 8Va®
8%e in 3-ttt pails.
Hams 13@14c f>Hi, according to size and cure;
smoked shoulders !>®9V4c ; pressed liams at 12 Va
13c.
Dressed

hogs, city,

ψ

at 7c

lb.

Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at

21c:

fancy

higher;

firsts

extra

do

at

18®

lyf^c ; do firsts l(i@17c; do imitation creamery,
choice 14a 15c ; do good 12@13c ; do fresh factodo
ry,choice 12;»12Vic ; do fair to good 10@llc;
common lots —@9c: Northern creamery, extra,
nominal at 21ft@22c ; do extra firsts at 19®20;
Eastern creamery choice to extra 2ftS21e ; vermont cinry extra 21@22c; do dairy 17Vi@'81/ac;
do extra nrsts at 10@16Vsc. Jobbing prices 1@

higher.
Cheese—iNortheru, choice to extra, 9c; sage at
lower
9W<il0c: Western choice to extra 8%c;
grades according to quality ; job lots Vac higher.

2c

ί-g ι—. >

<t>

East firsts 16c; Ν Η and Vtermont extra 17 Vie:
New York extra at 16e;Western choice 14c;Mich14yac; Nova Scotia 15yj@16c. Job;
igan choicelc
liitrlier.
biug price
neaus—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 05®
1 7 ο 4* hush; choice New York lama hand picked
do I coal «υ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 75®1 80.
Hay—Choice prime hay at $19; fair to irood at
$17;%?18 00; Eastern tine at $14@$16; poor to
Itye
ordinary $12g$16: East swale J10@ill.
«
si raw, choice. 16 00; oat straw } : W! 1 ο ft ton.
Potatoes—Extra native ρ hbl !1 7offi2 00; Portland 1 7ό; Jersey at ?1 75@1 S7Va t>ï>bl.

Chicago Cattle

Lambs at 4 uo«4 75.

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]

25. 1886.—Floin- market
2502 bbls
and 5225 sacks ; sales 16,500
a.2
U<>
60;
at
2
2
superfine
Pioui quotations—No
Western and State 2 15:32 DO ; common to good
25
at
2
;
State
good to
70@3
extra Western and
White
choice iio ai 3 30@5 00; common to choice
do at
4
60Œ4
at
fancy
extra
80;
wheat Western
2 85
at 4 K:>g6|10; common to good extra Ohio at
at
Louis
St
2j85®
extra
to
choice
α 4 75 ; common
at
5 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime
4 85®
4 50a4 80; choice to double extra do at
4 45®
5 10, including 2,800 bbls city mill extra
su4 60; 1)00 bbls fine do 2 00@2 65 ; 750 bbls
bbls extra No 2 at 2 70®
perfine 2 5S'2 90 ; 700wheat
2
extra
at
10;
70@5
litis
winter
3 25; 4800
South5600 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 70@5 10.
ern Hour steady.
Eye Flour steady. Wheat is
137,581
higher; receipts 236,500 bush; exports
bush; sales 212,000 bush spot; No 2 Spring 89c;
No 3 Ited at 88c: steamer No 2 Red 88@88i,4c:
No 2 Ked at 89s/gffi89y2e elev; No 1 Red at 94c;
Rye quiet. Corn higher; reNo 1 White 90c.
; sales
ceipts 25,550 bush ; exports 17,790 bush
α.\J
«
at 52%@53%c delivered.
No2
ZlU.UUU
bush; XW
210,000 uusu,
ολ ir»n hnah
ATnnrts
bush;
exports
124,450
receipts
«ni» higher;
busii ; sales 124.000 bush ; No 3 at 31c ; do White
at 35
341/2.«34% c ; No 2 at 32@32VûC ; do White
33@34c; White do at 30
@35Vic; Mixed Western
firm at 10c.
Coffee—Rio
40e.
State
White
(542c;
Jixtra
ttuior strong; refined firm—Ο 4%®4'/ββ;
C 5@5 5-iee; White lixC »t 6V4®6%c; Yellow
5
A
at
Vt@o 114Vt«4y.c; OB A CVic; standard
crush16c; granulated^O l-16@oy8C; cut loaf and
ed at 6 ό l(j»63/8c; powdered 6 5-lfa@by3c;tubes
Petroleum—united
6 3 10®6l/i(T; Colli A Oe.
Pork steady; mess quoted
111.
firm.
rwmwuiu;,
la HOW 111
61c. Tallow
tilC.
10 50 for old; 11 00® 11 50 for;new. Beef steady.
5 ) ;
LhkI higher; Western steam spot at 7 45@7
refined quoted at 7 60 for Continent, 7 90 for S A.
firmer
Cheese
;
Butler firm ; State at 16@23c.
State 7@9c ;\yestern fiat 7 ya{g8c.
Freights steady.
CHICAGO. Aug 25. 1886,-Tlie Flour market
is quiet; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 15@4 50;
Wisconsin at 3 90®4 15; Michigan do at 4 00@
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50®3 75; Minnesota
o etei lit. nufMtifu Α. Λ
A SOrlmv frr;i(les
»KW

Island—^eadi

Hlrllil.

YORK. Aug.

exports
steady—receipts 24,264 bbis; bbls.

6Va(gj7
5ya®g
5 00®5 52
4Va@ 5
Ship
Leather.
Crackers t»lb..5ya®G
New YorkCoal·
215 } 22
Cumberland. .4 00igi 75 Light
Mid weight. 23J } 24
50
00«7
7
Acadia
i 25
23;j
Chestnut
,®6 T° Heavy
!
35
7 00® 7 50 Slaughter... 88®
Franklin
Gooad'mgd. 214 J 22
Lehigh
Am calf
92® !l 10
CoffeeRio lb ¥>....»%

I.uuiber.

@)ly2
®21

South pine ,30 00@40 00
Is
Clear pine—
Cooperage·
U ppers
$5C@$G5
Hlilid sliooks and lids—
Select
7"
$45®$56
Mol. city..
Fine commou|35®$42
Sug. çlty^·,;1
J12®$14
Spruce
Sug. s'd slik
Hemlock
|ll®$12
Pine sugar—
45
Clapboards@
Box sliooks
Spruce, X.. $28@$30
Suear neadlne—
20
Clear
®20®$28
Spruce 35 m 18® 20
2d clear
§22® $25
18@
Pine
Nol
20
$15®$18
Hard pine
22! Pfne
$25i |$60
Moi. heading
Shingles—
HoopsX cedar—3 75(« !4 00
$25
New 14 ft
$2' )@$23| Clear cedar.3 25<_ 3 50
Old
60
2 15®2 GO
Short do 8 ft $1' )®«12i X No 1
7 ft
«81 No 1 cedar. 1 25® 1 75
1 45® 1 65
pop'r staves $12@$l4| Spruce
121 Latns—
Smuce rough
Spruce— 2 00®2 10
OaK mid
Lime-Ocmenl.
staves
®12 50@$14
1 05
cask..
Cordalce.
! Lime
1 45
11
ib
Amer'n
{Cement
11
Nalchet.
Russia
60
13
Manilla
gross
@14 I Star,
41
Manilla Bolt Rope 14Va Dirigo...
le.
Mela
Sisal
10Vî@liy2l
Drug» and I>yea. iCopper—
20 22
Acid Oxalic
I2g>14l 14x48 com
tart...
50® 521 14x48 plau36
Alcoliol
2 20® 2 SO I
ished.
Ammonia—
I Bolts
18@ 20
12
carb
15@20 I Y M sheath
16
Ashes, pot..
81 Y M Bolts..
Bais coabia..
Bottoms
24@25
13
Beeswax
35 lingot.
Blch powders
51 Tin—
Borax
1
24® 27
Straits
Brimstone
2y2
27® 28
English
Cochineal
35
Char. I. C .5 75®6 25
.8
I.
X.
00*8 50
Char.
iya
Copperas

160®}

®q| 751

··

Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

Aloes cape....

Camphor
Myrrh
'mm».

Coke

Antimony

25®7

75

14®

15
00

25®5 50

6

Zinc

25®8

16® 17

Solder y2xya.

molasse»».

■ Τ»·

Opium

6
5

Terne

40:
12(
5i
15i
27i
5"'

Gumarabic...

ίο ΌΛ

-FKteEiee.^—<c

25 Barbadoes.... 72®
2·
85i_ 1 00 Cienfuegos.... 24®
17@
75<g4 00 Boiling
Nails.
1 25
2 30@2 4
15® 20 [ Cask.
Naval Storeit.
Lai ex
34® 40
3 00@3 25
2 10®2 35 Tar ψ bbl
Morphine
Oil bergamot.3 00®3 25 Pitch (C Tar) 3 25®3 50
3 25®3 50
1 50®2 00 Wil. Pitch
Cod liver
3 00(^.4 00
2 75® 3 00 ltosin
Lemon
Olive
126^175, Turpt'ne, gall 5B^45
3
00iOakum.
Cy2@7%
87®4
pew>t
Oil.
Wintergreen.,2 30®2 45
45®50
Potass br'rnde 42@ 50 Linseed
48Ccù 53
21(a) 25 Boiled
Chlorate
115:α>1 30
2 75^3 00 Sperm
Iodide
45^ 50
50 wliale
Quicksilver...
30@ 3»
65@70 iBank
Quiniue
28@ 33
lit rnuebarb.. 75@1 501 Shore
33
Kt snake
35@ 40|Forgie
55<_ 67
10® 16 Lara
Saltpetre
1 55@1 65
Senna
*5@ 25 Castor
90(6)1 00
4(c£ 4Ya Neatsfoot
-Canary seed.
52@ 50
Cardamons. ..1 25( •2 00 Elaine
Painta.
6%
Soda, bi-carb.3%
2 ViΌ)
Sal'
3;Pure gro lid ld700®7 50
Sulpur
3®) 3% Pure dry lead7 00®7 60
Kniiar lead... 2tX8 22 Eng Veil Red.
3® 3Va
v® vv2
Wliite wax... 55® 60 Kea Lead
8|Am. Zinz..?..5 00@7 00
0®
Vitrol, blue..
Vanilla, bean. $ 10® $121 Rochelle Yellow... 2 y2
28
25
18

Shellac

Indigo

Iodine
Ipecac
Licorice, l'1

3

■

-.

■

■

—

Sailed, schs Harmona, fm Bangor for Warren;
Ε Pratt, Calais for New York ; Velnia. Nova
Scotia for New York ; Charity, Boston for Bangor ;
Yankee Blade, do for do; Am Eagle, Provincetown for do; Geo Prescott, Boston for Newcastle;
Mt.Vernon, do for Cranberry Isles; Τ J Beckett,
do for Gardiner : Diadem, do for Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Cld 25tli, sell Fiankliu Pierce,
Holmes, Fortland.
Ar 25th, schs Ontorio, from Hoboken for Rockfor Kennebunk ;
port ; Com Tucker, Elizabethport
Olive Elizabeth, Portland for New York ; Mary L
Varney, Kennebec for Savannah.
WISCASSET-Ar 24th, fell Cock of tlie Walk,
Lewis, Portland.
BATH—Ar 23d, schs Η Β Cousins, Davis, and
Richd W Denliam. Terrill, Portland.
Sld 24tli, sell Lady Ellen, for New York.
Foreien Ports.

Penang July 10, barque Ρ J Carlton, Amesbnry, from Philadelphia.
Passed Anlier June 28, ship Timour, Johnson,
At

Hiogo for Portland.
Port Liinon Aug 13tli, sell Wyer G Sargent,
Sargent, from Satilla River, disg.
At at Cardenas 14tli, barque Miranda, Clark,
(or Corbet) from Havana.
Cld at Moncton 23d, sch Β Young, Dobbin, for
New York.
Ar at St Jolin, NB, 24th, ship Wm Tapscott,
Rav, Havre.
Cld 24th, sells British Queen, William», and
Evelyn, Wasson, Rockland.

from
At

Spoken.
July 30, lat 45 44, Ion 24 44. ship Coringa, from
London for New York.
Aug 3, lat 14 N, Ion 42 W, ship Leading Wind,
Bray, from Calcutta for New York.
Aug 20, twenty-live miles SE of Highlands, brig
Hattie M Bain, McDonald, from Georgetown. DC.

27 Elce, ψ

No 1

24
17
14
18
Gunpowder—M hot.
3 50S4 00
Blasting
6 25@6 50
Sporting
6
Drop shot—
7
Buck
No 3
No 10
8 oz
10 oz

Pressed
Straw.

Rangoon.

η

JNΟ Ζ

spring

at a·/Λ

1VCU

|ακ

%j-70V.

vvtu

firmer at 41%@42c. Oats steadv at 26y4@20%c.

No 2 at 50c.
Barley quiet; No 2 at
Mess Pork Is firm 9 57V2®9 60. Lard is
60c.
at 6 17Mi@
Steady at 7 30; short rib sides steadysalted
shoulo 20, Boxed meats are steady ; dry
0 ΟΟίάΟ 65.
at
ders at 5%ig5yec; short clear sides
1
16.
at
Whiskey

Rye quiet;

wheat. 86,000
10.000
bu; corn 35,000 bu; oats 349.000 bu; rye
bu; barley, 83,000 bush.
wheat,
109,000
bbls;
6,000
Shipments—Flour,
bush: corn,; 356,000 bush; oats, 165,000;busli;
rye 00,000 bush, barley 9,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 25, 1886.—Flour is steady;
3 20
XXX a 3δ®2 45; family 2 65@2 75; choice3 75®
at
(a,3 40 ; fancy at 3 50S3 00 ; extra fancyis lower;
Wheat
3 »5; (patents at 4 10@4 50.
at
No 2 Red at 79%e. Corn firm; No 2 Mixed
38% c. Oats barely steady at 2G%®27.
Keceipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat, 9,000 bu;
corn.3!ί,υυυ nusu; oais, ,ι,™ uu»·,
busii, barley 2,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 7,000 bis; wheat) 1,000 bu;
bu;
corn, 1,000 bush; oats 2,000 bush; rye 0,000
barley 00,00 bush.
1
No
DETKOIT, Aug. 25,1*8(5.—Wheat firmer;
White 791/2C; Mich lied 81%c; No2Ked81%c.
Receipts, 68,500 bush.
NEW OllLEANS,Aug. 25. 1886,-Cotton quiet;

Receipts—Flour, lO.OOOJ bbls;

middling Uc.

SAVANNAH, Aug. 25, 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, Aug.525, 1880.—Cotton nominal; imddling 8%c.
MEMPHIS, Aug. 25,1880.—Cotton quiet; middling OMtc.
MOBILE,Aug. 25, 18S6.—Cotton nominal; niid-

dlijg9c.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Aug. 25,1880.—Consols 1 00 13-10.
LONDON, Aug 25, 1886.—U. S. 4s at 129% ;

4%s, 113.
LIVEKFOOL, Aug. 25, 18K6.-Cuttou marketOd; sales 8,dull; uplands at 6'/ed; Orleans 5 3-1500
bales
000 baies ; speculation and export

LIVEKFOOL, Aug.25,1886.--Quotations-Win9d
Wheat Os 9d®6« lid; Spring wheat at 6s
Id. Corn—mixed
®6s lid;Club wiieat Gs 1 life?s
&c.—
ter

Western at 4s 5d ; peas at 5s 5d. Provisions,
and33s
Fork 57s Od: bacon 35s Od for short clear
;
od for long clear. Cheese at 43s Od for American
3d for
23s
lard, prime Western at 35s 3d;]talIow,
American.
Portland

Wholesale Prices Current.

Corrected lor the Ριικββ to Aug. 12, 1886.
urain.

fiour.

j Higb Mixed Corn.B 5®50
Superfine and
low grades.3 25®3 50]Corn, bag lots....57®58
lucrti) bag
uafe lots. ..B5@56
X Sgring and
|Meal,
XX Spring..4 50®4 75 Oats, car lots.....|9©41
Patent Spring
Oats,bag lots...·41 @4i
5 25@5 50 Cottonseed.
Wheats
car lots.. 23 00@24 00
Mich, straight
4 75@5 00
do bag... 24 00^25 00
roller
4 25®4 75 Saek'dBr'n
clear do
car lots. .10 50^17 50
stone ground.4 02^4 75
do bag... 18 00® 19 00
St Louis st'gt
roller
5 00 α5 25 Middlings. 18 00®21 00
clear do—4 75jj5 00 do bag lots,19 00^2- 00
Winter Wheat
5 25®5 50 ^
Patents

JProYieione·

15 50iûl6 00
Backs
υαυηο
clear.... 14 75@15 00
12 00®12 50
Mess
7 50ά8 00
Large Bauk2 50 a'J 75 Mess Beef.
9 00®9 60
2 00^2 251 Ex Mess.
Small
9 00@9 50
2 00@2 751 piate
Pollock
1 50®2 001
ExFlate.10 00®10 50
Haddock
1 25®1 75i LardHake
Tubs
i»..7y2®7%c
HerringScaled^ bx..ic@20c! Tierces.... 7Vi@7%c
8
® 834c
Fails
No 1
13gl6ci
iHams i> lb....Ki'®l SVi
Mackerel ■{» bbl—
Shore Is. 19 00®21 00| do covered. .14@14V4
Oil.
Shore 2s. 8 00® 9 SO ι
■""»
Kerosene—
Med. 3s. 6 60ά; 8 001""
«ι/*
Fort. Kef. Pet
Small
(g)
*>
Water White····.·
Produce·
...
.·
·*«

*wn«

Cod, ν qtl—

LargeSliore2 75@3 00|

....

...

Pratt'sAst'l, t)bbl.

Cranberries-

1"

Devoe's Brilliant—-12
Maine
Ligonia
"j?
Cape Cod...
7%
White
1
85
.1
Silver
Beans..
Pea
75®
Medium.... 1 75® 1 85 Centennial..
75
mdl
German
00®1
2 25@3 00
Yellow Eyes.l 40fail 65 Muscatel...
Potatoes, bush,
St Potatoes 3
2 75®3 001 Valencia.
Onions
Muitnr.
15®20|
Turkeys
6%
lb
Chickens
15® 171 granulated
5%
Fowls
12^13IExtraC Meeds.
to
Ducks
|Hed Τορ....$2174@)82%
Geese
@
20
Timothy Soed2 15®2
Apple*.
11
@13e
2 50! Clover
ρ bbl
I

Clieene.
Vermont— 10
N.Y. factory 10

Sage..

Evaporated Ï?

lb 9gl0c
I.emouH.
7 50®8 50
7
50®8 50

Palermo
Messina

■■■.

—

@10Va
(gjlOVa
li®12

Butler.

Creamery Ρ lb...21®23
Gilt Edge Ver....20®22
15® 16
Choice

WANTED—A
housework.
WANTED—A

Spice·.
Cassia, pure.. 13®
Mace

75®

Nutmegs
Pepper

50Su

15
25
15
90
65

22®

25

Btarcli.
Hay.
3Vi@
$13(3® 1Γ> Laundry
Teas.
,...
$ U®$ 10

8

Irou.

Common
Refined
Norway
Cast steel

2

Cloves

22®

Ginger

13®

Common
H.C
Russia
<iHlf
Flour. Grain,

26®
35®
25®
35®

choice..

do

2Vife2Mi

4
12
German steel 5
Shoe steel
Sheet iron-

18®

Souchong,
@2Ve Oolong

(§4% | Japan

® 15!
®7
3

do

choice..

Tobncce.
brands.. 50®

Best
Medium

40®

30®

33/4@41A Common
Halt ψ
4® 4%

13%® 14 Nat'ulleaf....
7®8%.
Provisions, &c.;

FKOSI

FOB

New York..Bremen

Eider

Elbe

Scythia
Sarnia

Polynesian

Quebec
Quebec

....

Liverpool...Sept
Liverpool... Sept

Τ

Absolutely

marvel of purity,
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be Bold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cam9. Ko val Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.'
A

ju2dly

Ν. Y.

....13
1

·■·;;;; I gf
--jHigh water}I...
8 ft 6 in

Wln_,_h,
20luelgm

MARINE

""

I

...

9tt

Ayer

Prepared by

WEDNESDAY, August 25.

'.town

\

ri#

Vf

c i'r.

SCHNAPPS.

As a general beverage an«l necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Cdolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO,,

FROM OUK

COBKKSIOKLUSHX.

EAST MACHIAS, Ang 25-Cld, sell J Baker,

Chase, Frovlncetewn.

WISCASSET, Aug 24—Ar, sells Theodore Dean
Blake, Boston; Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Portlaud.
Aug 25—Sid, schs Tena A Cotton, Cranmer, for
Philadelphia; Sadie A Kimball, Kimball, Gloucester; Areola, Lewis, Boston.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Liverpool Aug 22, ship Alice M Minott,
Percy, Norfolk.
Passed Victoria, VI, Util inst, ship Oregon,
from Wilmington for San Francisco.
Ar at Caibarien lltli, barque Agate, Powers,
Havana.
FROM

Memoranda.
Brig Addie Ifale, of Portland, before reported
at St Thomas, leaky, has been condemned and
will bo sold.
Brig Kossaek, Sproul, from Galveston for Philadelphia, has returned disabled.
Sch Abbie Dunn, Fuller, from St John, NB, for
Washington, with laths, was run into 24th, about
40 miles SE of Nantucket Light, by steamer The
Queen, from Liverpool, and hlled 111 15 minutes.
The crew were taken oil and landed at New York.
Panama, Aug 15—A lire broke out 12th In the
galley of barque Isaac Dodge, at Cartliagena for
Boston.
The bowsprit, forecastle, deckhouse,
The foremast was
and boat were destroyed.
oil
and went ovei the side of the vessel,
burnt
carrying with it the jibboom and maintopmast.
The ueck was badly burned, other parts of the
vessel not injured.
Galveston, Aug 21—Sch Ella Elliot is full of
water and will be ι total loss. The wreckers are
saving materials,

DR. F. E. BAXTER,
taking

The BEST FOOD to be used in

connection with Partial Nursing.
such
and

A SURE PREVENTIVE and CURE for

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
asBy the the use of this predigested and easily
similated Food, fatal results in this dreaded dis
ease can be surely prevented.

or

a Τ ΤΈΛΟ

iw iajlh/o

150 MEALS for $1.00.
Sold by Druggists—25c., 60c., $1.00
entitled "Medical
J3T"A valuable pamphlet Infants
and InvaOpinions on the Nutrition of
on
free
sent
application.
lids,"
Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.
d&w2mnrm
—

jlv20

DR. C. AV. BENSON'S

SKIN CURE
to

Core

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, Lg
IN FLAMMATIOJf, MILK CRUST, -g
®
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AN

SCROFULA

-ι

ULCERS,

«

1).SCALP
PIMPLES*

and TENDER ITCHINGS on all parts Β
5 of the body. It makes the skin white, soft*;
is lie
removes tan and nvvnivu,
ICHIW»CO
freckles, and
Sinuutu
ana
and
smooth;
_i-T-«ûî
i
.J
rrup ΛΧΤίΛ t>T 1»
TiMurri ntlii
BEST· toilet dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly
of
one package, consist!
in
bottles
two
put up,
lull

··

IW'U

.1

SAVANNAH—Sid 24tli, sch

Douglas Hovey,
Aniboy.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 21st, sch Wm H Stuart,
Sparks. Rockport.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 21st, sch Ruth Darling, Chipman, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Ar 24th, sclis Ella M Watts, and
Wright,

Perth

Earl S Potter, from Kennebec.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 24th, sch Oliver S Barrett, Roberts, Norfolk.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 23d, scli W L Walker,
Crocker, Kennebec.
24111 sch Celina, Adams, Boston.
Çld
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 24tli, sch Grace Davis,
Dyer, from Windsor, NS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, schs Alpha, Wooster,
Blue!) ill ; V L Hickman. Fisher, Kennebec.
Sid 23d, sells Stella M Kenyon, Williams, New
Haven; Jacob Reed, Nickerson, Providence.
Ar 24th, schs Kocheco. Jasper, Dainariscotta;
Nellie W Craig, Pierce, Kennebec.
Cld 24th, schs Mary L Allan, Goldthwaite, for
Portsmouth ; R D Bibber, I'inkham, Boston,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, sells Altston, Barbour, St John, NB ; Ida C Bullard, Peak, Kennebec.
Cld 24th, sells J R Bodwell, Metcalf, Saco; J D
Robinson, Hagen, Boston ; Jas S Lowell, Reed, do.
Cld 23d, schs Isaac Τ Campbell, Matthews, and
«eu Banks, Cole, Boston.
Cld 24th, brig Florence I Henderson, Eldridge,
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, barque Evanell.Colcord,
Nuevitas; schs A Ρ Emerson, from St John, NB;
Princeton, Bangor; Herbert E, from Kennebec;
James Freeman, Lubec ; Helen A Chase, do ; Sa
die Cory, Bristol; July Fourth, and Mary Farrow,
Providence; Para, do; Mary Means, do.
Cld 24tli, ship Continental, Wiley, San Francisco; barque Justina 11 Ingersoil, Peterson, for
Havana.

rooms at

apr8

I

Ιο
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DYSPEPSIA CAN BE CUBED.

an

infallable

cure

for

Dyspepsia,

Indi-

Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Biliousness, and all diseases of the digestive organs. Λ permanent
cure guaranteed in every case, even though
doctors fail. Thousands* have been restored
Sold by
to health and happiness by its use.
first-class druggists everywhere.
Chief of Police Tompkins says:

gestion, Constipation,

New Bedford, Mass., Jan. 15,18S5.
To ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN Î
I have suffered severely for years from Dyspepsia, so badly that it was impossible for me to keep
anything ou my stomach. I commenced taking
Herboline about July 1st, have used three boxes,
Can recand can say that I am positively cured.
ommend it to any one troubled witli this complaint.
B.
ISAAC
TOMPKINS,
Respectfully yours,
Chief of Police.

Price, 50 cts. and $1.00. Mailed on
receipt of price. Prepared by
Thk Hkkboline Co., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Η. H. HAY & SON,
COB. ΓΕΕΕ AND MIDDLE STS.,
Sole Aleuts lor Portland, Me.

Μ Ρ Ο Κ Τ Ε Ι>

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

KINDS,

ALL·

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALE BY

FOOD

The only perfect substitute ^Mother's
Invaluable in Cholera
milk.
and Teething. A pre-dlgested food for Dys-

Convalescents.
peptics, Consumptives,
Diseases.
all

Wasting
Perfect nutrient in
Care
Our Book
Requires no
free.
and Feeding orlnfantSi
Macs.
Boston,
&
CO.,
GOODALB
DOLIREB,

Boojc,-The
m"Jed

TuTh&S&weinnrm

R, STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST..
A.lso

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FKO.1I

HAItRIHOIV.

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best In the wor d.
Harmless I Reliable! Instantaneous! No d s a ρ
pointment, no ridiculous
tinte remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; leaves
the hair soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars' sent
in sealed enve-

postpaid*
on application, menlopee,

Wig Factory,

and FIHTITLA treated witt
the use of the knife or
detention from business, also
other diseases of the Bee
WM
turn. Cure guaranted.
HEAD (M. 1). Harvard 1842]
and BOBEKTM. BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876)
FvmiH Ilon.c, No. 175 Trrui.nl HI·* BonReferences given. Consultation free. 8en|
ton.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 B. »J
for pamphlet.
Office closed from August 7 th to letii
N.B.

lout

)all

feb!3eodly

THIS PAPERf$&M3fi&&
Bureau

Advertising
(10 Spruce Street), where
LxiK contracts «Ef.y |χ» made ior it IN S'liW YOKBj

MAIIVE.

of

Boston, is still at 5<5Free street, excepting Fridays
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.
Girls Wanted.

iY PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
iny22dtf
Commercial St.

Β

2 p.

For Freight, Passage,
general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
IS. A. ADAMS & CO.,

115 Miale Mirer·, Cor.

T. TODD has removed to
of Middle and Exchange

B.
12-2

Γ

Β 0 S Τ0 Ν
FARE ONLY $1.00.

CoiiHuItalioii
Iron· !♦

a.

m. 10

MALE—A handsome dark Bay Horse
years old ; weighs 900 lbs. ; also a two
seated Beacli Wagon, one work harness and two
harnesses
; Call at 1G2 Cumberland Street,
light
25-1
O. W. FULLAM.
seven

Ο Κ MALE—One of the best farms in Spurwink valley ; about four miles from Portland
kuown as the "Scott Dyer farm;" Can be bought
for a low price; terms easy. B. SHAW, 48vi Ex25-1
change St.

F

Acres,
viz. 100 Timber and Wood; bal. Plains and Interval ; fine Maple Grove ; Fine set of buildings situated ou Ellis river; saw and starch mills, store
and school in sight. N. S. GARDINER λο. 40
24-1
Exchange Street

F

weighs

_

OR male or exchange for Citv property.
Farm of 100 Acres, House and Barn situated
!» miles from Portland on road to Bar Mills; 4
miles from Gorham Corner, So. Gorham. Meeting
house and school house near; will give a good bar40
gain. Price $2500. N. S. GARDINER, No.
23-1
Exchange Street.

F

Boys

FOR SALE—Sloop Yacht Issa,
furnished ;
W. DYER,
Apply

YACHT

about 30 feet loug, completely
to ISAAC
for sale very cheap.
First National Bank Building.

19 1

OR SALE OR TO LET—The Mousam
House, situated in Kennebunk Village, York
County, Me. For particulars apply to Ν. H. BAK19-1
ER, 180 State street, Portland, Me.

F

Tickets by best
steamers to and from Continental and South of
For
sale by J. L.
Ports
at
to
$15.
§12
England

SALE—Cheap

FOR

FARMER,

22

Exchange

Ocean

18-2

St.

tne

corner of

property
Pearl and Deering Streets,Woodfords, consistFOR
of two
house, ell and stable ; aiso three
SALE—The

on

story
ng
desirable house lots ; will be sold all together
or separately at a bargain if applied for soon ;
terms easy. Inquire of Ν. B. Dalton. on the
premises or of JOHN E. PALMER, 543 Congress
u-4
St., Portland Me.

nOR SALE—In Cape Elizabeth, one mile
J? from Portland bridge, a vegetable and fruit
farm of nine acres of rich soil, well cultivated,
with buildings in good repair ; well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,
and rhugrapes, apples and pears ; alsoC.asparagus
L1NDALL, Town
barb. Enquire on premises.
28-4
House Corner.
Owner leaving the country will
SALE
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
House ill flourishing city near Boston ; furnished
year
complete, and paying $200 per month clear,never
round ; always full ; low rent; good location;
—

FOR

changed bands; investigate. Address J. W. FER13-12
GUliSON, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

FOR

SALEJN BOSTON.

LU established, in au excellent location, doing
Urst-rate trade. 12 neatly furnished rooms
for lodgers attached. Owner has been 53 years
in the business and now wishes to retire. EDWAKl) PERKINS, 1187 Washington Street.,
aug25d4t
Boston.

Ο

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale oil Great
Chebeagne Island.
d6mos

mare

I,ONT AND

FOUND.

LOST-Between rortland and Buxbe reHymalaya shawl; the tinder will 25-1
leaving at 741) CONGRESS ST.
from the

about

noon
one a

pasture,
LOST—Strayed
Sunday, 22d inst., three cows,
brackish
brown Durham, (the mother.) the next
on

a

color cow 5 years old, the next is a 3 year old
brown with some white streaks on rump and legs.
Λ suitable reward will be paid for information
sent to LAPPIN'S Gralu Store, corner of l'earl
24-1
and Fore street. Portland, Me.

morning, August 21, between
Portland and Blackstrap a lady's short brown
cloth wrap, trimmed with leather trimming ; rtnder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at THIS
23-1
OFFICE.
UP ADRIFT-In Caseo Bay,a
can have same by proving
charges. CHARLES
paying
property
HOWES. Hannaford Point, Great Cliebeague.

PICKED
dory. The owner
and

23-1

STRAYED—Three cows, two brown
and one black, in color, strayed from St. John
in Deering; suitable reward paid to
larm
Smith's
whereaany one sending information as to their
bouts. Address J. J. LAPPIN'S, corner Pearl and
23-1
Fore streets.

COW

M

ElOUND ADRIFT—A sail boat; owner can
J? have by proving property, and paying
charges. JOHN B. SiCOLFIELD, Mere Point,
5-3
Brunswick, Maine.
TO

RENT—A new tenement, with modern im-

Spring street ; rent §300 ; also
TOprovements,
rent on May street, for $250; also two douon

a

good

ble houses and a cottage house for sale on easy
M. G. PALM Kit, 541 Congress St. 25-1

IiET—Lower tenement in house 284 Conten rooms;
suitable for a
or private family;
possession
boarding
A nice rent for the right party.
1st.
Sept.
given
24-1
Inquire at the house. E. S. FOSSETT.

t, retail

H-H HAY & SON
PORTLAND.
eod3m
«

AV

I, ET.

Treats complicated Disand tliose made
clironic by malpractice.
110 pay, only for
cure
No
medicine.
frof
Examination
and
S p. 111.
augGtf

P^NTEf\S SlippUK

Γ-

^iHuîiîîpbm

Nox.-^aper AdverAg-eacy of Rleasre.

■·*-

■'-'·*

Boston! Philadelphia

«aUlu»"iaed atfeut*.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

From

10 a. m.
one-lialf the rate ol
·«·

····

«BsoŒKaeriS^galling vessel.
Freights for tlie West bv the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip 918'
Paaaaee $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. II. NAMPHON, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, KomIou.
31dtf

DAILY EXCURSION.

days excepted,)

So.

for

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing June 28, 1886.

mo LBT- Two large, nicely furnished front
rooms, in the best locality in the city ; tine
view over the Cape; with board or without.
25-1
Apply 57 SPUING STREET.

J_

TO502
Congress
53 Brown St.
street;
TO gress house

RENT—From Oct. 1st, to June 1st. 1887

FORfurnished house in of the most delightful locations in the city has sunny exposure and

Freeport, touching

at

Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
Will leave So. Freeport daily at
in. and 6 p. m.
7 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
or
For passage
freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
for
je!7dtf
of passengers
Freeport and vicinity.

MME STEAMSHIP COMPANY

BENJAMIN
21-1

EET—A desirable up stairs tenement with
modern conveniences, suitable for a small
family, at 210 New High street. Inquire of GEO.
21-1
F. JUNK1NS, 30 Exchange street.

IIO

IiET—A new house containing seven rooms,

Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
TO large closets,
STREET, within three minutes

FREDERICK

walk of horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Station. Terms moderate. Inquire at 1030 Con10-2
gress street,
IiET—Two large imfnrnislied rooms, at G8

TOFREE STREET.

18-1

f.'sc

law
P.M.

7.4.'
8.45 12.36
Arrive Portland
C.16
Leave Portland (P.&O.B.K.) 8.35 12.40
8.5C
3.07
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
for North Britlg
Stage connects with all trains
Portlan*
trains
with
leaving
and
ton and Harrison,
at 12.40 p. m. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
Je29dtf

MAINE^R. lî.

PANMENGER TRAIN NERVli'E,
in effect Jane Î87, 1886.

WESTERN DIVISION.

TRAIN* LEAVE PORTLAND
For KoMton at t6.15, t8.40 a. m., 112.40, t3.30
a.m.
to.30 p.m. BoNton for Portland 7.30,8.3· an*
ttcarboro Reach
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m. For 10.25
3.30,
a.
2.00,
m.,
8.40,
Pine Point 6.15,
Maco
|5.00,6.10,8.05 p.m. Old Orchard Reach, 2.0·,
and Riddeford 6.15.8.40, 10.25 a.in., 12.4(5,
3.30, $5.00, 5.30, 6.10, 8.05 p. m. Kennebnnl·
5.30, 8.06 p.m.
6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40,3.30, *5.00,3.30.
*5.00, I.3C
Welle Reach 6.15, 8.40 «i. in.,
Great
Fail», Doret
p. in. North Rerwick,
6.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, *5.00, 5.30 p. m. Kx
6.15
eter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Rochealrr
a.
8.40
m., 12.40,
Fariuiu^ton and Altou Ha;
3.30 p. m. Wolfboro and Centre Harbor 8.49
Manchester and Concord
a. m., 12.40 p. m.
(via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. in.
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
tConnects witn all Kail Lines to New York
South and West.
+Via Eastern Division to Scarboro Grossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,40
Boston al
a. m., 12.40, 530 p. m. Returning leave
8-30 a. in., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p. m.
TRAINN
Nl.NDAY
for Ronton 1.00, 5.3o p. m. ; for Dover 1.00, 4.15,
5.30 p. m.; for Mcarboro Reach, Pine Point.
Old Orchard Reach, feaco and Riddeford
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.0u p. in

Fare to Old Orchard and Return

Sundays,

30 CENTS.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For UoMton at 2.0U and H9.00 a.m., Tsl.00 au·.
Ιβ.ου p. m. Returning i.»»« Uoaton at 7.30
ami 9.00 a. m. anil 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. for
Hiildet'ord at 2.00 and U.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
For 1'oiu.inouih and Newburyper» M
m.
.00 and 9.00 a. m.( 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Fo>
Amehbury '.t.OOa. m. 1.00and 6.00 p.m. For91
111 in and L^ud at 2.00 and 9.00 &. m., 1.00 lu*
6.oo p. m. H1.I.1IA5I CAR.·* υη above trains
UConnects with liall Lines lor New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Llne9 for New York, Sout

clncl W6St.

Through Tickets to all points South and West
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket OUicrand at I'niou Ticlirt Outer, 40 Eichnic
Street, Cortland.
1>. J. FLANDEKS, Gen. Ρ.&Ί.Α
JAit. T. FURBEK, Gen'l Manager.

je28

dt.

Ruiiiford Falls and Bnekfield Railroad

For NEW YORK.

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 14, 1886.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

Connection» via Grand Trunk Railway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls J une t lor
10.46 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives in Buckfield at 3.50 and Cas
ton at 4.30 p.

International

a.

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
AND ALL PARTS OF
New Κ run* wick, Nova Scotia, Prince
ward.·* Island, and Cape Breton.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld foi
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner ; at Can
tou for Peru, Dixlield, Mexico and Rumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jelSdtf

—

Ed-

il»

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

_,The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.Ου p. m., for
EASTFORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (^"Freight received up to 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf
ÎSI.WO STEAM Kit."».

STAR

LINE

in.

Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9 Ό
and Bom., connecting (or Lewiston, Portland

ton.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

STEAMBOAT

CO.

TIME TAJJICE.
Steamer Cadet leave State St. Wharf 10.15 a. in.,
7.30
2.00,
p. m. ; Franklin Wharf 5^45, 6.45^10.30
5.00, é.5Ô, 8.50 p. m. ; White Head 6.10 a.m. ; 6.40
p. m. ; Cape Cottagei ll.lO a. 111. ; 2.55, 4.50 p. m.
Steamer JK mita leaves Franklin wharf 7.45, 0.00,
tl0.15, tll.00 a. m. ; 12.05, 2.00, 2.50, 4.00, 7.30
p.m. ; Peak's 8.00, 9.3q. tl0.35, tll.3oa. m. ; 1.00,
2.30, 3.15, 5.05, *10.15 p.m. ; Cusliing's 8.10, 0.40,
tll.20a. m. ; 4.20 p.m.; Cape Cottage* 8.20 a. m.
NiiudnyTime Table: State St. Wharf 10.55 a.m. ;
2.00 p.m. ; Franklin Wharf 0.15,10.30 a.m. ; 12.30,
2.15,3.15 p. m. ; Peak'.* 9.35,10.50 a. m. ; 1.00,
2.35, 5.15 p. ni. ; Cushing's 0.45,11.00 a.m.; 12.45,
2.45, 5.00 p. m. ; Cape Cottageî 11.10 a. m. ; 2.55,
4.45 p. m.
*Or at -close of Greenwood Garden Entertainment.
tMay be omitted in foggy or stormy weather.
jy31dtf
t Weather permitting.

TRIM RAMA Ï OF CAflAIM
CHANGE OF TIME.

Ou and after illONDAV, Juif 3,
train* will run as loi lew· :

ISM*

DEPAKTIREM.
For Auburn and Le wieton, 7.20 a.m., 12.ÔU
and 5.30 p. m.
ForKoi ham, 3.R0 and 5 «30 p. m.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
a. in. and 1.3t p. ni.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewinton and Auburn, 8.25 a. it..
12.05. 3.15 ana 5.4u p. m.
From (iorham, 8.25, 9.30 a. ui. and 7.00 p. liL
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. in.
From Quebec,

12.05 p. 111.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train tu c
Parlor cars on day train between Portland aid
Montreal.
TICKET OFFIC Κ :

35 Exchange St., and Deoot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

το

Detroit, Chicago, Milwault
Cincinnati, St. Lou in. Omaha, Sagi-

Canada^

naw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denrer, San FranciMC·,
and all points in tlie

Northwest,

West

and ûoulhwem.

JOSEPH HfCKSON, General Manage
WM. EDGAR, G. P. Α..
J. STEPHENSON. Sunt.
jySdtf
1886.
July 5,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO, MAIM! CESTRAL RAILROAD
(twenty miles) doun C'asco Bay.
On and after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alif e will leave Custom Uouse Wharf, Tortland, daily, as follows, viz. :
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenk's 0.30,10.20 a.m., 2.oo, 6.00,6.<»5 p.m.
For Harpswell, 0.30 a. in.. 2.00, 5.00, 6.05 p. m.
For Orr's Island, 0.30 a. m., ''δ.00 p. in.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 6.15

Delightful

Sail

June 28,
1880, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

Oil and after KIONDAV,

Hangor, Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax, and the Provinces, St. Stephen and
ArooMtook County, 12.30 p. in., via Lewintou. 12.35 and *11.15 p. m., via iuguntn; and
for EUrworth, Bar Hnrb»r, and Bangor
& PÎMcataqui* I». 14., ill.15 p. 111., foi
Skowhegau, Déliant au«l Dexter, 12.30,
12.35, ill.15 p. m. ; Water ville. 6.45 a. in.,
12.30, 12.35, 5.15 and, til.15 p. in.; for Ancfimta, Ilallowell, Gardiner and Biuuk·
wick, 0.45 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, til.15 p. m. ;
on
p. m., and
llath, 0.45 a. m 12.35, 5.15 ■»—.l.i
1 nn,i

For

8.10,11.55 a. ni., 3.25,4.55 p. m. Arrive at Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. ill.. 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p. m.
•5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
SUN» AÏS.
For Long Island, 9,10.10.30 a. m., 1, 2, 2.30 p.

—

oaiiuiunj»

For Harpswell aud Intermediate landings at
10.00 a.m., 2.00 p.m. Keturn leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at 1 l.S-J,
Kound trip tickets, Sundays, to
a. m., 4.30 p. m.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtf

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
(CiiMtoiu

Hoiimc

On and Ai'Cer

Wharf)

July 18,1886,

Steamers Forest City, Express, Minnehaha and
Mary W. Libby will run on the following times.
Forest City Tickets taken on any of the above
steamers. Amusement coupons taken at Kiiik, Pavilion, Holler Coaster 01* Elevated Kailroad.
WKEK IIAV TRIP*.
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45, 6.45, *8.00, 9.00,
10.00, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15. 1.45, 2.15, 3.00,
4.00,4.45. *5.15, 0.10. 7.30, 8.00*9.00, 9.30.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's 5.45, 0.50, 9.00,10.30,
12.15, 2.00, *3.15, 4,30, G.lO, 7.30, 9.30.
Leave Portland for Long Island 7.45, 10.3J, 2.15,
5.45.
Leave Peaks' C.10,7.15, *8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,4.45,5.15, *5.35,
6.30, *8.00, 8.30, 9.00, *10.15, 10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20,7.30,8.20, 9.40,11.40,
1.05, 2.40, *3.55, 5.10, 6.50, 7.45, "10.20.
Leave Great Diamond 6.15,7.25, 8.15.9.2o, 11.35,
8.05, 9.30,
Leave'Evergreen 6.05, '7.15,
6.40, 8."0.

11.25,
12.55, 2.30. *3.45, 5.00,
Leave Trefethen's 6.10, 7.20, 8.10, 9.25, 11.30,
12.50, 2.25, *3.40, 4.55, 6.35, 7.55, *10.30.
Leave Long island 7.55,11.15, 3.15, 0.30.
H1JIVDAV TRIPS.
Leave Portland 7.30, 9.10, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15
1.45, 2.45, 3.00, 4.00, 4.45, *5.15, 6.10, 7.30.
Leave Portland for Great aud Little Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's Landings 7.30, 9.00,
10.30, 12.15. 2.00. *3.15, 4.30, *6.10, 7.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.15, 5.45.
Leave Peaks' 8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,11.40,1.10,
8.30.
2.10, 4.15, 3.30, 4.45, 5.15, *5.35, 6.30,
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40,1.05,2.40, *3.55,
8.10.
5.10, 6.50,
Leave Great Diamond 7.50,9.20,11.35,1.00,2.20,
*3.35, 4.50, 6.30, 7.50.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30, 11.25, 12.55,2.30,
*3.45. 5.00, 6.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 12.50,2.25,
*3.40, 4.55, 6.35. 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15, 3.15, 6.30.
The 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip to Long Island, touching Peaks' both ways.
*0n stormy and foggy weather starred (*) trips
will not be run.
FAKES.
$ .20
Single tickets with admission
15
Children, tickets with admission
1.00
admission
Twelve rides without
3.0 J
Sixty rides without admission
25
Long Island and return
B. J. WILLAKD, Manager.
Jy28dti'

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
On

and after Monday,
until farther

Jeiue

14tli, ami

notice,

THE STEAMER ISIS
will run as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnliam's Wharf at 6, 7, 9, 10.15 a. ui.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30. 5 and 6.15, p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30.
and
7.45,9.30, 10.40, a. in. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45,
6.45, p. m.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be nade around
the Island touching at Diamond C'ov at 11 a. m.
and 4.05 p. in. and at Farm Lam ing at 11.1a
a. m. and 3.50 p.m.
can be
Arrangements for evening sailing parties
jel9dtf
made with the Captain on board.

u»ij

»v

c

liuox nud liiut-oln Β. K., G.45 a. m., 12.35
6.15 p. m.;
p. m.; and où Salurdays only at
An! urn and Lewiwton at 83.0 a. m., 12.30,
5.10 p.m. ; Ijewi»ton via ItruoNuiiU, 0.45
a. m., $11.15 p.m.. Variuin^ton, ITloBinouth,
Winthrop and ûlarauncook vH.30 a. m. and
12.30 p. m.; Oafcland and North An»on,
12.30 p. m. ; farmington via Brunswick,
G.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

m.

one

steam heat; stable on the premises.
SHAW 48VÎÎ Exchange Street.

Ο.ίυ

Trains Leave Bridgton

§.

STEAMER HAIDEE,

SHA1VI,
ton a
warded by

I.ET-One front room in Franklin Block
St. Enquire of A. 1Î. STEV25-1
ENS,

/\1NT6C<Î^

β

ter, New York, &c.

Till further notice, the
SUNDAY ΤIII I'M
steamers of this line will leave Portland and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
J. B. COYLK. Jb. Manager.
je2i)tf

DIRECT

ami until further notice Passenger Trains will
tinte Portland as follows:
8..'{3 n. in., loi No. Conway, Jackson, Gleu
Crawford's,
Faybans, Bethlehem, Prollli
House,
Sf
House, Littleton, Wells' Kiver, Montpeuer,
Johnsbury, Newpjrt, Montreal, Burlinjtou
Swauton, Ogdensburg and West.
1'J. IO p. in.. Express to Fabyan's, Summit lit.
Washington, Hethlehem, Profile House, Littlec·»
ton, Frauconla, Lancaster and Jefferson,
St.
»
necting via Wells' lîiver for Montpeller and ιι·ι
train will
This
alternoon.
same
Johnsbury
Hiram.
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin or
0.13 1». in., Local, Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Stages for LimingtoivSebago, Kezar Falls, Porter
Denmark and Lovell connects with 12 40 p. m.
m.
Stage for No. Windham connects with 6.16 p.
train.
TminM Arrive in Perllnnd:
8.45 a. in., 'rom Bartlett and way stations.
White Mountali.
p. η·., Express from all
Kesorts.
and way.
Bartlett
from
train
5.15 p. in.. Mixed
1.13 p. m., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogde·»
West.
burg and
J. HAMILTON, Snpi
CHAS. 11. FOYE, G. T. A.
je26tf
June 25, 188ti.

Restaurant.

WILSON,
SPECIALIST,

Ο'Λ

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day evening at 7 o'clock ; arriving πι season for connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces

Header, always m stock; catalogues free. E. S.
PENDEXTER. with I. A. Merrill & Co., No. 230
21-1
Middle street, Portland.

a

il.,·:·
N* Wj*

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

—

OR MALE—A new canvas gunning float;
about 100
will carry two persons and
one
pounds ; rigged with sail, oars etc. Apply for
week to R. P. SCALES, corner of Free and South
24-1
St.

DR.

Wholesale

ΤΠΕ FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

Farm of 260

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL

-MIDDLE
STHEE^rr
aug24

SOimEB ARRANCSEMENTÛI:

R. R.

Commencing Monday, June 28, 1886,

BOSTON AND

STEAMERS.

OK

Γ

dtf

CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,
will leave Bnrnham's Wharf, Portland, daily (Sun-

MALE.

a

Ml.,

BonIou·

jelO

24-1

MALE—$1500 for

Broad

ι»ν

OK MALE—Suburban residence ; to settle the
estate of the late Thomas Kandall, one of the
most attractive houses in Deering; finished in
modern style at a cost of $10,000. ; fine stable:
one acre of land ; set with fruit and ornamental
trees; in fine taste; full view ol the city, will be
sold at a great sacrifice. Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St., or F. Ο BAILEY & CO,
18 Exchange St. Examine by calling at house
25-1
Ocean St.

OK

m.
or

Tneiiraiipft

IIA VIS

F

JÉs

'hiladelplila,
îiiiau^ipiiiu) at

terms.

eases

tioning this paper, SOW
by all druggists. Applied
jby experts at

S0Eastl01hSt.,N.Y.City.
eod&wlynr'n

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

General Managers for New England lortne
Celebrated

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye.

(Sundays and holidays excepted.)

Portland and Bid-

people
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
WANTED—The
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of

LOST—Saturday

cod2m
I

Batchelor's

WANTED—All

HEBBOLINE
Is

auglO

jlyl3

11-2

required,

orders for collecting city offal
Teleto be left at our office after this date.
& CO., 261 and
980.
G.
M.
STANWOOD
phone
3-8
265 Commercial St.

Safety,

the

both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it. 51 per package.
dnrm6mcTli

coottjjhg.

75 VAUGHAN'ST., capable
work ; also capable

WANTED—At
girl for general house
references

for sale—soie Agent for

ΟΟΝβυΐ.ΤΛΤΙΟΝ FREE. He would wish
the public to know that the following testimonial
came to him unsolicited and the patient in question was under his treatment but three weeks.
Poktland Me., August 12tli. 1880.
We, the undersigned, Charles II. Brewer, and
Emily J. Brewer, wife of said Charles H., residing
at No. i>2 Paris St., in said Portland believing itto
be but an act of justice, aud in gratitude to Dr.
F. E. Baxter, desire to make public the following
Our daughter Lillian Brewer, now about
facts.
birth with
eighteen years ot age suffered from her
a scrofulous affection of the throat and tongue,
causing lier for a large part of lier life the most Incredible suffcriug; lier tongue being at one time
so swollen as to measure 8 inches in circumference
outside of lier lips. Many eminent physicians and
surgeons, both in Portland and iu Massachusetts
lier case incurable; others said that
pronounced
was ever
help was possible tliey thought, but none
rendered her until l>r. Baxter came to this city in
the fall of 1884, and our daughter became one of
By his skill she is
his first patients ill this city.
knowledge
now|cured,and it Is within our personal
that lie lias wrought other most remarkable cures
and we shall be pleased to give all imformatiou to
friends
parents and others who have children or
suffering. Any question asked of us by letter will
to the
are
We
answered.
grateful
be promptly
mail who cured our suffering child, and we desire
that others may have the advantage of the skill
that did so much for us and ours.
CHAULES II. BREWER.
EMILY J. BREWER.
aug20dlw*

.·

.il

18-1

the Victor, American, Champion, Challenge.
WEEKS, Bicycles
Ideal Bicycles. Footes Anti
and

Acute Cases.

Hundreds of physicians testify to its great value.
It will be retained when even lime water and milk
is rejected by ihe stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it has proved the most nutritious and palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For an infant may be
made

ii» Warranted

year returns to

COiYGRESS ST.,
DURANT 1IOUSK
where he will receive patients between the hours

the
may be used with confidence, when
mother is unable to nurse the child, as a safe and
natural substitute for mother's milk.

•rfcTiT

one

FOR A FEW

PORTLAND

Fishermen.

saw.

dly

marlO

Ar at Port Mulgrave 24tli, sch Robt D Rhodes,
from North Bay for Portland.
Ar at Port flawkesbury 24tli, sell Minnesota,
from Cape North, with 1000 qtls cod for Portland.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FltANClSCO—Ar 10th. ship Mt WashingTacoma.
from
ton, Fox,
Chartered 24th, sliip John Currier, for Havre,
6d.
at
27s
wheat
with
GALVESTON—Cld 24th, sch Walter L PluniPensacola.
111er, Pluuimer,
PENSACOLA—Cld 24th, sell Almeda Wiley,
Young, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 24th, schr Penobscot,
Carter, Belfast.
DARIEN—Ar 23d, brig J L Boweu, Nelson,
New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 23d, schs Catliie C Berry,
Smith, Boston ; Jas A Garfield, Woodbury, Coo-

YORK.

HEW

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.

in either Chronic

STREET,

18 BEAVER

It

anj South America and Mexico.

CITY OF PARA.,sails Wednesday, Sept. 1, noon·
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal St., North
River, for Nan Francisco via The l»ihusu» of
Panama,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan nnd ('liiua.
CITY OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday, Sept. «Il,

MISCELLANEOUS.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

The Most Successsul PREPARED FOOD

California, Japan, Chin- Central

in.

bottles, $5.

No other food answers so perfectly In
cases. It causes no disturbance of digestion
will be relished by the child.

boys, 15 years of
STAND, Custom House

smart

Wharf. City.

■

WOLFE'S

tommStpS

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP MMPAO'S

WANTED—Highest

SHOWN
SVHϋΰ13ΜαΟΜ
jètl "SNOHVliM
il
il---- iè»y
■■■■■■■
jweim* ^maja

and

Vine,

STEAMER».

woman,

Cash prices paid for cast
off clothing also exchanges for Smyrna ltugs
M.
DE.
GROOT, Perry House
Please send postal to
18-2

girl;

Fall*

GHAS. H. FOYE, (i. T. A.

jy22dtf

WANTED—A

nurse

—

Mountain

PORTLAND A\D 0GDE1MRG R. R.

young man in a drug store,
Address DRUGS,
with some experience.
19-2
Press office.

of !>

a renew ixu trient iur

middle

WANTED—Three
age, at NEWS

THE

leaving Portland every week «lay at 8.3Γ> a. m.,
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars attached. Tickets and aillnformation to be had at Waldron's, 40
Exchange street, ]j£rtlaiid, and at ticket office of

aged, capable
to do general housework ill a small family.
WANTED—A
19tf
Press Office.

FOB

Arrived.

Sch Ε C Gates, Freeman, New York—molasses
to Shaw, Hammond Si Carney.
Sch Thos Hlx, Hall, Rondout, (ar 22d)—cement
to L C Cumuiings & Co.
Sell Col Miillken, Duntou, Boston for Kennebec.
Sch Mattie A Franklin, McDonald, Boston for
Kennebec.
Sch Agricola, Gilley, Bostau.
Sch Grey Parrot, (Br) Parrshoro, NS, with coal
to Maine Cent RK.
Sch R M Brookings, Dunton, Kennebec for New
York.
Sch Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship.
Sch Arrival, Stevens, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Sch Isaiah Κ Stetson, Trask, Wilmington, DelIce
Co.
&
Clark
Chaplin
sell Elva Ε l'ettingill, Dodge, Philadelphia—J S
&
Co.
Winslow
Sch J Nickerson, Winslow, Tenant's Harbor, to
load for New York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Clara Ε Colcord Colcord, Kennebec, to load
for Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
SAILED—Sclis J Β Ogden, Isaiah Κ Stetson,
and Henry D May.

WANTED—A

STEWAKT. 207 Federal St.

Steamer Allentown, Swazey, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for

Eastport and St John, NB.
Seamer Novelty, Jeyce, Boston.
Borque Gem, Bray, Pensacola (July 24) with
Vessel to
hard pine to Deering & Richardson.
Chase, Leavit) & Co.
Sell John Price, Wright, Pi:iladelphia—chalk
to C M Bailey.

rent of six or seven rooms, in
central part of the city. Address No. 9
19-1
MOULTON STREET.

ly attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.

ÎAGf&ted

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Portland,
Niagara

WANTED—A

soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
it proven its efficacy in curing
pecially has or
Salt-rheum
Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease. Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
'*
Liver
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
Antl.
DR. PIERCE'S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a rial, by druggists.

AND

—

While

Ogdensburg

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

—

ALL POINTS WEST

tenement of 7 or 8 rooms, with
modern improvements, and centrally locat19-1
ed. Address B.. Box 634. city.

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and

Portland and

Falls !

AND

—

Address, HELP,

after an absense of

NEWS!

ui.jviwu.tu

LIVE

TT&Sly

febl

en

Αίνο LET LIVE—Old clothes made
to look new ; clothes cleansed, dyed and repaired. Prices to suit the times. Orders prompt-

&

Sold by Druggists. Price $1;

4in

—

Τ

corner

Vigor,

six

a

ANTED
Everybody to know that I shall
at a discount of
stock «.υ
In ουυνιν
article Hi
sell
OCllCVCIJ
every ailRlO
10 lier cent for 10 days;
every article marked in
of
Trunks,
Traveling
consisting
plain ligures;
Bags, Ladies' Shopping Bags, and all goods pertaining to the traveling public. No. 122 Exchange
l'J-1
street. G. B. BROAD.

w

J. M. Todd's,
NOTICE-LEWIS

Sarsaparilla,
Ayer'sDr. J.C.
Co.. Lowell, Mass.

AUGUST 26.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
*
8unrises
Sun sets
Length of day
Moon rises

2
3

20-1

WANTED—By

POWDER
Pure.
This powder never varies.
strength and wholesomeness.

BANK

person situation as
mothers help, companion or maid; to a lady
to
Europe. Highest references. Ailtravelling
20-1
dress M., I'. O. Box 1717, City
a young

Streets.

to the system, more surely and speedily
than any tonic yet discovered.
For six months I suffered from liver
and stomach troubles. My food did not
nourish me, and I becamo weak and
very much emaciated. I took six bottles
of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and was cured.
—J. M. Palmer, Springfield, Mass. tt

—

room

a 5-i

If you are suffering from debility
and loss of appetite; if your stomach is
out of ordei', or your mind confused;
take Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This medicine
will restore physical force and elasticity

New York..Havana
Aug 28
New York.. Rotterdam..Aug 28
New York.-Bremen
Aug 28
Boston
Liverpool...Sept 2

ni. at

a.

I

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers.

Aug 25

New York..Hamburg...Aug 20
ltugia
York.. llar&VCruz Aug 20
City Washington.New
New York..Laguayra...Aug 20
Valencia
New York.. Hayti
Athos
Aug 20
Vancouver
Liverpool.. .Aug 26
Quebec
Boston
Pavonia
Liverpool ...Aug 26
.New York..Liverpool....Aug 20
Britanic
Circassian
Liverpool. ..Aug 27
Quebcc
City of Richmond .New York..Liverpool...Aug 28
New York..Kingston ...Aug 28
Alvo
New York..Hamburg ...Aug 28
Polaria
New York..Glasgow
Anchor! a
Aug 28
Saratoga
Leerdam

Hair

Ayer's

Niagara

ΚΑΙΙ.ΚΟΛΟΜ.

—LINE FOR—

the largest and best stock of Boots
and Shoes east ofBoston, and will sell them at
very low rates ; also on hand a stock of odds and
ends, misfits, and shop worn boots, at half price
and less. M. G. PALMER, 541 Congress street.

I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor for a
long time, and am convinced of its
value. When I was 17 years of age my
hair began to turn gray. I commenced
using the Vigor, and was surprised at
It not
the good effects it produced.
only restored the color to my hair, but
so stimulated its growth, that I have
now more
hair than ever before.—
J. W. Edwards, Coldwater, Miss.

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

for gen10 and

or

BUILDING.

and impart
to it the lustre and freshness of youth.

GO® 70

good
girl
eral housework. Apply
WANTED—A
20, FIRST NATIONAL
12

rapid and vigorous growth,

CO
45
40

T. H.
21-1

on

between

a natural and healthy condition of the scalp, and of the glands
through which nourishment is obtained.
When, in consequence of age and disease, the hair becomes weak, thin, and
gray, Ayer's Hair Vigor will strengthen
it, restore its original color, promote its

50
30
50
30
40

address

Call

Protestant

Indicates

6@ 5Vs

Saleratus

good capable girl to do general

PKATT, Boston Steamers.

Perfect Hair

6@ 7%
4V2®51/!i

...

Baierait·*.

or

24-1

Situation by au experienced
girl, to do general housework. Apply at 81
21-1
STREET.
WASHINGTON

Aug. 21, lat 45 20, Ion 43 49, barque Western
ChiefT fiom Pillau lor Portland.

Kicr.
lb....

experienced

an

cooking.

for Boston.

—

---

—Situation, by

...

Ο in'll

FOR

American woman for general housework
WANTED
for
Apply 19 MERRILL STREET.

BOSTON—Ar 12th, sells Sarali & Ellen, York,

Julia

to know that MHS. DR,
\\Γ ANTE©—Ladies
South St..
π
SHERMAN has returned to 42
and is now ready to treat corns, bad nails, outresidence
visit
Will
grow ing joints li specialty.
If desired. Corns 25 cents ; outgrowing joints
24"1
50 cents.
received at
will bo
Mc. Gowans & Youngs until Sept. l.for
furnishing refreshments at theonOrphan 1.Asylum
COMSept.
Excursion at Diamond Island
-4-1
MITTER
ANTED—A competent drug clerk; also
must come well
one of some experience ;
recommended. Apply at K. F. SHAW'S, junction
24-1
streets.
York and Pleasant

w

Philadelphia; Franklin Nickerson, Scott, Wee
hawken; Μ Ε Eldridge, Kelley, Hoboken; Nellie,
Driukwater, Hoboken; Odell, Wade, Belfast;

Bangor.

railroads.

WANTED—Proposals

Lymi.

Metropolis, Brown, Vinalhaven.
Below 24th, sell Maggie Ellen, Littlejolin, from
Amboy for Portland ; Sadie Willcut,
Ar 2ûth, barque Hattle G McFarlaud, Dodge,
Baltimore; schs Emelme GSrwyer, Rogers, Weeliawkeu: Frank Maria, Woodward, Koudout; M
C Hart, Murphy, Hoboben ; Orrie V Drisko, Smith
do; AL Mitchell, Cole, Port Johnson; Alfala,
Thurston, and Matilda, Barter. Deer Isle; Nevada, Judkins, po; J Β Stinson, Stinson, do; Wm
Mc Loon, Bradley. Kockland; H H Havey, Blair,
Sullivan; Flora Grindle, Sawyer, Mt Desert; Gen
Scott, Rich, Calais; Niger, Adams, Wiscasset;
Sarah Hill, Bobinson, Eockport ; Emily A Staples,
Goodwin, Saco; Hannah D, Campbell, Westport;
Lake, Johnson, and Polly. Perry, liockland.
PLYMOUTH —Sld 24th, sell Frank Pierce,
Greenlaw, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 24th, sell Geo W Browu, Johnson,

WANTED.

JIISCELLASEOIS.

Sill fm Hart Island 23U, brig Stacy Clark. YVllit
ney, from Port Johnson for Batli.
PERTH AMBOY-Sld 21st, sell Mattle Holmes
Jordan, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE-Skl 24th.schs Louisa A Board
man. Tinker, New York ; Julia, Strout, Koeklaud
Sid 23d, sells Sarah &
VINEYAKD-HAVEN
Ellen, from Philadelphia for Boston; Orr'e V
Driske, Hoboken fordo; Ε C Gates, New York
for doj Hume. Newport for Rockland; Percy
New York for Eastport.
Also sld, sells Com iTucker. fm Elizabethporl
for Kennebuukport; Ulrica It Smith, WeeliawKeu
forNewburyport; Mopang, do for Scituate ; Nautilus, Tollman, Amboy for Portland ; Petrel, New
Bedford,for Bangor ; Geo Nevinger, Hoboken foi
Bangor; Thos Borden, Clinton Point for Portland;
Alexandria, Hoboken for Castlne.
Also sld, schs Emeliue G Sawyer, fin Wee! awken for Boston ; Izetta, Amboy for Caindon.
EDUARTOWN—Sld 23d, schs Silver Spray, fill
Amboy for Waldoboro; S J Lindsay, New York
for Bangor; Ellen Perkins, Newark for Saco;
Nellie, from Newark for Boston; Yankee Maid'
New York for Bangor; Ε Arcularius, Amboy for

...

M

**·

7ya®8

Sheet
Pipe
Pig...

7Vs@8

Pilot Sup
do s<i

—

Market.

By Telegrapb.J
CHICAGO, Ane. 25. 1886—Cattle—Keceipts
:
10,000 shipments 2000 ; lower ; shipping steers,
4 50.®6 15 ; stockers and feeders at 2 o0@3 60 ;
at 2 25®
cows, bulls anil mixed 1 00®3 60; bulk
2 70; through Texans 2 50@3 60.
lower;
3000;
Hogs—Keceipts 15.000jshipments
rough and mixed 3 9 >®4 65; packing and ship
at
70
3
skips
4
00
;
at
70'®5
70g4
; lights
ping
2 60g3 60.
lower;
—;
shipments
Sheep—Keceipts 4400;

16^

|0
85

2 50
[I in

—

,n

m

74

*;>A
183

are

27 50
4 00
22 00

Coal

Colorado

12@14
Ocnusn·
KK8··
Florida
(Φ
extras ,.17@18
.Eastern
Valencia
17
Can & Western..
Messina and Ρ i*
17
lermo ψ bx.6 50® 7 001

...

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Au*.25,1886.—The following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

14®15

Good
Store

Malagers....

.lava

27·%

pre
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific

MoHfo

Persons

At

9

20V4

αο

Now York

Pilgrims landed, what did they
more precious than home and

a

109ya

»—

Morris^&

friends?"

Liver Pills. One

140

Keaainu:—
Hock island
St Louis & San Fran
do i»rei
1st prel
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
st. Pau;, id Inn. |& Man
>:naha
St Paul Si

WIT AND WISDOM.
Said

19V2
42%
108Y2
53V2
27
®8%
113 y«

Mum. est. Louis

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY
For Bangor, Ε 11mworth and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bums
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunbut not to
days included, through to liar Harbor to
Belfast
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or
and Dexter or beyonu Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains arii.· due in Portland as follows: The morna. m.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; the afternoon train:
tromWaterville, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at
5.35p.m., Flying \ankee at 5.45 p.m.; the
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket»*, tlrel and necoud cla»·, ίο»
all point» in the Province» on sale at reduced

rate».

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACnIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY OF itlC'll τιολ l> makes two

Portland anr
trips per week on the route between
Maclnasport, leaving Portland at 11.00 p. ni..
at 4.00 a
and
and
Machiasport
Fridays,
Tuesdays
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agi.
je25tf
Portland, June 25.1886.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Poi .mud & Rochester R. it.

arrangement"df
i
—

trains.

and after Monday, J une
I 88β· Passenger Trains will Lear
On

"""Portland:

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nanhua, Windham and Fpping at 7..Ί
a. in. and l.lO p. ui.
For JIanche»ter, Concord, and points Nortl·
at l.lO p. in.
For KoeheMter, Npringvnle, Alfred, Water·
boio, anil Saco Kiver at 7.JO a. ui., 1.1(1
and (.mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. ui.
For <«orhaui at 7..'JO a. ni., 1.10, β.'^Ο, fû
(mixed) at 0.30 p. ui.
For Maccarappa, Cumberland Γ?1 ill·, IV· tt*
brook Junction and Woodford'· at 7·Μ)
and 10.00a. m., I.to, :i.OO, 6.40 ar..·
(mixed) *β.30 p. m.
For

For Forent Avenue (Deering) lO OOa.ih.
,'liOOand 6. JO p. ni.
The 1.10 p. in. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jlunct. with lloonac Tunnel Boute for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fo»
New York via Norwich liine, and all rali
via Springfield, also with Ν. V. Α Ν. Κ. Β. B.

("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia
Baltimore, WuMhington, and the Kouth, and
with Bo»ton A: Albany Β. B. for the We»t.
Close connection made at Wenthrook J η ««·
tion with through trains of Maine Central R.li. aj.1
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and SouJi
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Peru
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Sui>L
je26dtf

iPRïCSS.

τι I K

!

THURSDAY MOENING. AUG. 26.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
Wi\v

iO-I>AV

ADTEBTMBllGKTN

SPECIAL NOTICES.
poster's Forest City Dye House.
AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre —Thatcher, Primrose & West.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Velyets ami Plnsees—Owen, Moure & Co.
City of Portland.
Silk Gloves—Hines Brothers.
Wanted—Girl.
Victor Electric Train Signal Company.
Wanted—Farm.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Wanted—Agents.
For Sale—Paper Hanging Store.

Wanted—Tenement.
For Sale—Grocery Business.
Girl Wanted.
Portland Medical Institute.
To Let—Kent.
Foster's Forest City Dye House—2.

Tonique Angelique.

of sick headache, biliousness, constipation, &c., can be cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter's
l.ittle Liver Pills, than by any other means,
d&wlw
aug 23
More eases

COURT.

MUNICIPAL

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Wednesday—Jamc E. Cady. Search and seizure, 2d oltence ; fined #100 and costs and six
months In the county jail. Appealed.
Andrew Lang and Kate Lang. Search and seizure; each tinea £ 100 and half costs. Appealed.
Thomas Burke. Search and seizure. Dis-

charged.

Thomas Burke. Search and seizure. 2d olfenee
Fined $100 and onc-tliird costs and six months in
the county jail.
John
Feeney. Search and seizure. Dis-

charged.

amusements.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Conaut, of the Boston Post, is in the

city.

Mr. V. G. Eaton, of the editorial staff of
the Boston Globe, was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Holmes, of the firm of Strout &

Holmes, lawyers, and family, are at Kineo
for a three weeks' sojourn.
A daughter of the late Rev. A. H. Gould
has decided to fit herself for work in the
forfeign mission field, and goes to Hebron for
study at the opening of the fall term.
Iiev. Dr. Pepper, President of Colby University, has been preaching every Sunday
this summer to the people of Swan's Island,
where he is spending his vacation.
Miss M ircia F. Bliss of Bangor will go to
Japan next month as a missionary. She
goes under the auspices of the Congregationalists.
Mr. George Uphain, fermerly of this city,
now in the Pension service of the government and located at Columbus, Ohio, is
visiting Portland.
Mr. Blaine received many callers at the
Falmouth yesterday morning. He left for
North Berwick on the noon train, and returned to the city in the evening. Today he
will speak at South Palis.
Miss Cuba Independence Post, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Post of Burlington, Vt., is at the Falmouth Hotel, visitMrs. Thos. N. Doutney. Miss
sister of Mrs. Doutney, was
born during the attempt of Cuba to gain her
independence, hence the name given Miss
Post.
Hon. Alfred Putnam, ex-member of the
Dominion Parliament, from Maitland, N. S.,
is in the city.
Mr. Putnam is a large ship-

ing

Mr.

and

Post, who is

Stephen's bell lias not struck since
Monday and the neighbors request that the
alarm may be mended.
The first annual dinner of the Falmouth
Ilotel waiters will take place at Cape Cottage September 11th.
A vessel arrived from the 15ay of Chaleur
ut this port Tuesday night with 400 barrels
of mackerel.
A very largo excursion from Saecarappa
The
went to Peak's Island yesterday.
St.

He went to Sebago Lake Tuesday,
and heard Mr. Blaine speak. He was delighted with the speech, which he considered
a great effort, and evinced great thought and
study, and was quite surprised at what he
considered its conservatism.

stores at the

village

were

closed.

Don't forget the great concert to be given
under the auspices of Mr. and Mrs. Doutney
in the great tent to-night.
The Seventh Day Adventist campmeeting
will be held in Deering's Oaks September
lîeduced rates on all the Maine
1st—7th.
railways centering into this city.
The Maine Coast News says the plans for
riMnire

to be erected for Col. Dunn

tliH

new

on

Cushing's Island

are

being drawn by

John Calvin Stevens ; it will be a very handsome structure and cost $5,000.
Rev. Ezra Tinker, pastor of Congress St.
Δ1. ii. church, spoke on temperance in the
Doutney tent last night and endorsed Mr.
Dautney and his temperance work, having
known him nine years.
There will be a special steamer leave Custom House wharf at 1.30 p. m. to-day for the
express purpose of carrying the Irish American Relief Association to Long Island. The
return trips will be made at 0.30 and 9 o'clock
p. m.
A horse attached to a carriage, in which
were two young ladies, took fright Tuesday
afternoon and ran down Congress street at a
When nearly opposite the
violent pace.
Cathedral the carriage was overturned and
the ladies thrown out but fortunately sustained no further injuries than a few bruises.

While coming into her dock yesterday
morning the steamer Tremont accidentally
collided with the New York steamer lying at
the other side of the wharf. The New York
boat received a bad blow in the bow making
quite a break, but the workmen had the in-

jury nearly repaired by night.
In the pool match between Eben Ross and
Flop Sawyer, Ross .was victorious, score
stood six to two in favor of Ross. The
friends of both contestants were present in
full. Geo. Robinson was chosen referee and
served in that capacity to the delight of
Sawyer's friends. The friends of Ross carried him from the room to the street on their
shoulders amid great cheers.
The United States letter sheet envelopes
will prove very useful to travellers or business men.
They are arranged in extended
sheets on a pad, and after one is wiitten upon it needs only to be folded twice and seal·
ed, when it presents the appearance of an
envelope. On the outside is a stamp bearing
the portrait of General Grant and at its right
a "return" notice and words "United States
Letter Sheet
shield.

Envelope,"
A Fine

with the American

How the Town Was

in 1810.

Lighted

In 1810 the population of Portland was
7109. The
settlement extended from the
ιυυι υι
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south of Back (Congress) street, with a few
scattered houses in other parts of the 11 wn.
Previous to this year the town was not
lighted at night, but at a meeting of the inhabitants held at the court house November

5,1810, it

was voted "to see if the town will
make provision for lighting up and keeping
in repair as many lamps, to be set in the

of the town, as individuals
will furnish at tlnir own expense for the use

piineipal streets

of the town."
This vote was referred to the fir s wards, a
body of twenty men, selected from various
districts, for action. They appointed a subcommittee of five "to call on individuals and
.ascertain the number of lamps they will give
and put up in proper places in the town for
the use of the same, also say where and in
what streets it will be proper to have said

lamps placed."
On the 9th of November this committee

reported "that they had obtained subscribers for thirty-three lamps fr< e of expense to

the town, and are fully convinced that the
number would have been forty if they had
hada longer time to attend to the service."
The committee further recommended that
the lamps should be placed as follows:
Three for Back (now Congress) street, thirteen for Middle and Maine (Congress west
from Middle) street, eight on Iwe street,
three on Pleasant street, one on Spring
street, three on Free street, and two on Danforth street.
The estimated cost of maintaining these
lamps was as follows : The committee being
of the opinion that it will not be necessary
to light them more than one hundred nights
in a year :
J87 gallons of oil at $1.25 a gallon
$233.75

Expense of lighting
Expense of wicks

Building.

3.00

H. K. Sargent. Portland.

ton ; Frank Stanley, Dixfleld.
Secretary—Edwin C. Milliken, Portland.
Treasurer—John L. Ham, Lewiston.
Executive Committee—The President and Secretary, cx-oMcio, and John D. Anderson ol Gray,
Henry C. Houston and Thomas P. Beals of Portland.
A committee of one from each company
was chosen to assist the secretary in obtaining the addresses of all comrades, the several members of such committee

being

as

fol-

Alvin Littlefield, Keunebunk, Co. A. ; Frank W".
Barker, Effingham, Ν. H., Co. B. ; Henry C. Houston, Portland, Co. C. ; John M. Jackson, Lewiston, Co. D. ; —.
Brackley, Eockland, Co. E.; O.
H. Townsend, Cornish, Co. F. ; E. W. Spinney,
Portland, Co. ti. : Silas F. Hallow, Portland, Co.
H. ; Joseph A. Hobbs, Waterboro, Co. K.
—.

No formal speeches were indulged in, but
brief remarks were made by several of the
comrades present, and an excellent clambake was given the consideration which it
deserved, and the boys returned to the city
much pleased by the opportunity of meeting
old comrades again.

will be some three feet above the level
of the stores. In the rear of the building
will be two offices, with private offices and
fire-proof vaults. A broad, easy staircase

The Nation of last Thursday (the weekly
edition of the Tost) contains the following
account of Mrs. Clara Barnes
Martin's

Mrs. Martin's Work.

case

the front of the

building. Each suite will
have a fire-proof vault, and all the rooms
will be supplied with water.
The fourth
floor will have six large offices in suites of
two, with vaults, etc., and there will be on

this floor good quarters |for the janitor and
family. The building will be heated by
steam.

The front of the building will be entirely
unlike anything else in the city. The lower
story will be of rock-faced red freestone,
with a handsome arched entrance in the
centre. The store openings will be spanned
by iron girders, leaving a clear space for the
show windows. The upper #tories will be
of brick with

stone

and

terra cotta trimmings, and the building cannot fail to be
an ornament to the street. It will be named
the "Oxford Building" in honor of Oxford

county, the birthplace of the owner, Cullen
f1

f'hanmnn

P!sn.

The architect is Mr. John Calvin Stevens,
and the design reflects great credit upon his
taste and

good judgment.

The

granite

work

will be furnished by the Union Granite Co.
The freestone will be furnished by llr. John
Daley, and the stone used will be from
Snow's Quarries, Xova Scotia, and is a finegrained handsome stone of deep reu color.
The
iron
girders will be furnished by
Megquier & Jones. The masonry will be
done by Messrs. Blackstone & Smith, under
the immediate charge of Mr. Smith. The
carpenter work will be done by Mr. Rogers,
with Mr. Joseph Pettingill as foreman. The
bricks are from the kiln of Mr. Melvin Hamblett, and the terra cotta is from II. A.
Lewis of Boston.
William R. Mitchell.
The many friends of the late Captain William R. Mitchell, agent of the Boston itMaine and Maine Central railroads in this
city, will hear with great regret of his decease last evening, at his residence in Deering, from cancer of the stomach. Capt.
Mitchell had been out of health for some
time, suffering severely from nervous prostration, and Mr. Tucker sent him on a vacation two months ago, hoping ho would gain
benefit by the change, but without avail.
Capt. Mitchell was born in August, 1823,
and was for many years—from 1850—conductor on the Portland & Kennebec railroad, before it became the Maine Central. About
twelve or fifteen years ago he was captain of
the steamer Ella, plying between this city
and the islands.
Then he went to Florida
for a short time.
For many years Jhe has
been station agent for the Boston & Maine,
and Maine Central roads, and after Mr. S. II.
Stevens, he was made gentral agent. Capt
Mitchell was a member of the Citizens'Relief.
In the death of Capt. Mitchell, the two
roads have lost a most valuable servant, and
his friends a generous, truc-liearted man.
He leaves a widow, bnt his two children—a
son and daughter—died some time ago, the
former being killed on the Maine Central.lie
leaves also three brothers, John B., Charles
R., James S., and two sisters, Mrs. Chadwell
and Mrs. Greeley.

literary

work :
Mrs. Martin was for eight years one of the
most constant and valued contributors to the
Nation. Her contributions were very miscellaneous, but she was early engaged to
write collective reviews of novels, and to
this rather thankless task she brought the
utmost conscientiousness, diligence, and
sound and independent judgment.
In our
last issue we printed her final criticism in
this or any iield.
It was composed on her
bed, in full view of her approaching dissolution, and she ended it only to begin the painful struggle with death which was to endure
Mrs. Martin's acquaintance
a week longer.
with current Continental literature was
fresh and extensive, and she was one of the
few Americans of either sex who have acquired a literary knowledge of the Russian
language. An article from her pen, about a
year ago, on Turgeneff's private correspondence will be remembered with pleasure by
not a few of our readers.
She also, in her
journeys, wrote admirable letters from the
South and from England.
She was the auil.

J
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for dinner and reached Old Orchard Beach
about 8 o'clock in the evening.
There they
will spend each of the three nights away
from home at the Seashore Hotel. For today
there is no formal mode of enjoyment prescribed. Friday the battalion visits Portland
and is received by the Mechanic Blues, and
the same day there is a sail down the harbor
and a performance at the theatre on Peaks

Island. Saturday the party starts for home,
dines at Worcester and reaches home about
5 p. m. The company on their trip to Old
Orchard were accommodated by a special
train.
The Board of Trade

Clambake

On Saturday next the business men
Portland will meet at Ckebeague Island,

of
to

enjoy

one of Jenks' inimitable clambakes,
and those who do not fancy clams will find
ample provisions for a good dinner aside
from the bake, for Jenks promises to lay
himself out to tickle the appetites of every

elaborate spread, all to be includnamed in the advertisement, and if the day is pleasant there
will be a good turn out. All who are going
should secure their tickets at once to facilitate ample arrangements for their accommoone

by

an

ed in the

price of tickets

dation

Alleged Smuggling.
Thomas Hughes and John F. Hoyt, charged with smuggling, were before CommissionIt was shown
er Rand yesterday morning.
that the defendants sold cigars and liquors

pay-before-work

men.

Tomorrow afternoon six prizes for the
be given, consisting of guns,
swords and a full rigged schooner.

boys will

THE

STATE.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Robert Miles of Bucksport, dropped dead
Monday afternoon as he was about to enter
the office of J. N. Tillock's livery sîaWe in
v,
Bangor.
A handsome lithograph of Hon. J. R Bodwell, Hepublican candidate for governor,liai

peck's bad boy
will appear at Portland Theatre Saturday
night. The Boston Sunday Gazette says :
"The situations are funny. The movement of the piece is brisk and bustling, and
there is but little in it to which objection can
betaken. It is an amusing bit of nonsense,
and is thoroughly mirth-provoking."
NOTES.

The Ilaydns will commence rehearsals
Sept. 13th with the Elijah. It is understood
the Messiah will be given in the Stockbridge
uuuise «tuuui viuisuiuis wiui me

ui-niiaiiuun

for orchestra.
Robson and Crane and Denman Thompson
will appear at Portland Theatre in Sep-

tember.
The John E. Ince Comedy Company, after
a successful season of eight weeks at Peaks'
Island, closed Saturday night, and opens at
Saccarappa for one night tonight ; then to

Weirs for the rest of the week for the edification of the Grand Army encampment.
Mackerel

The

Market

in Boston was somewhat excited Tuesday,
owing to the high prices paid for two North
Bay trips at Gloucester en Monday. One of
350 barrels and one of 360 barrels were sold

by auction

at $9.75 per barrel, sea packed, an
advance of $3.50 per barrel over last cargo
sales.
Receipts from the Provinces by
steamer sold at $9 per barrel, Dealers have
not had time to adjust their prices for small
lots, but higher rates all around may be expected. The steamer Novelty's cargo of
about 80,000 fresh mackerel was disposed of
at $7 per 100. Dealers are almost out of desirable stock, and new arrivals of both salt
and fresh will be eagerly sought after.

Invited to Resign.
Mr. Thomas McCleary, the janitor, and
Mr. Jones, the messenger of the Custom
House, it is reported, have been invited to

resign.

been made by Samuel S. Smith's Son, lithographer and printer, of Bangor. Mr. Smith
The
is the only lithographer in this State.
picture is 20x24, printed from stone in two
colors, and it is an elegant likeness. The
pictures are sold at 25 cents each.
At the reunion of the First Maine Heavy
Artillery at Oldtown, Tuesday, just at the
close of the business meeting, Lieut. E. 'S.
Wardwell of Co. G, asked for the privilege
of saying a few words.
He told them how
he had been dismissed from the service in
July, 1864, and that he had found a very imwitness in his case in the person of
>r. Lincoln; and he called upon him to vinDr. Lindicate his honor before the boys.
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Interesting
Money Saved by

Some

toes—Cost of

Comparisons—
the

Pension

Plants and

Ve-

Flowers

for the White House.

computation has been made of the an"saving" effected by the 102 vetoes of
pension bills. The amounts granted to pensioners by 78 of the vetoed bills ran from
$2-1 to $861 a year, a total of $11,853, or an
nual

of $152.
Besides these 78 cases
14 cases now in the hands of the
Senate committee on pensions, which at the
same average would amount to $2,128, makThere are ten cases
ing a total of $13,984.
in which the vetoes made no difference, as
average

there

are

+1,..

same

Only

ι.,Λ.ν,

LINCOLN COUNTY.

It is said that the arrival of the North Atlantic squadron last Sunday seriously disturbed the usual staidness of the seventh
day at Squirrel Island.

pensions as the new act gave to them.
of the bills covered arrears.
This

\va3 in the case
rears which he

of T. S. Hopkins, and the arwould have received aggre-

gated $3,379.

The "saving" therefore is equal to about
twice the sum to be expended this year "for
repair of conservatory of Executive Mansion." It is more than three times as great
as the amount to be used "for care and necessary repairs of green-houses," also for the
use and pleasure of the Executive, which is
a separate and additional item of $4000 ; it
is not so great as the item of $16,000 "for
care, repair and refurnishing of the Executive Mansion," which does not include the
item of $3,000 "for fuel for the Executive
Mansion and green-houses."
The Executive Mansion items above mentioned foot
up
$29,000, and they do not include
the appropriation
"for
the
lighting
Executive Mansion," which amounts to several thousand dollars a year.
Neither do
they include the appropriations for the compensation of a private secretary, an assistant

secretary, seven clerks, an usher, a steward,
four messengers,five doorkeepers, one watchman and one fireman, which amount in all to
$33,804 ; nor do they include items which aggregate $8,000 "for contingent expenses of
the Executive office." The total of these various items is $70,864, or more than five times
the amount "saved" by the 102 pension

vetoes.
It will be seen that by appending his signature to messages vetoing sixty-six pension
bills, the President "saved" enough of the
public money to repair and care for the conservatory and greenhouses of the Executive
Mansion during a whole year, barring the
cost of keeping them properly heated and
lighted. The President is said to derive
much pleasure from the conservatory.
Of
course it would cost the country a great deal
more were it not for the fact that this is an
era of Jeffersonian simplicity.
The widows
whose claims were vetoed and who are subsisting by the charity of friends who own no
greenhouses, or are spending their last years
in almshouses to which no conservatories belong, ought to rejoice when they know that

grateful Republic provides so generously
for the comfort and pleasure of its faithful
and vigilant Chief Magistrate.

Point.

WALDO COUNTY.

Mattie H. Welch, wife of M. W. Welch of

was fearfully burned Saturday afternoon by the explosion of an oil stove.
She may lose both of her hands.
Mr. Fred L. Banks is making good progress in indexing the records in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds. He is now making a
copy of the last volume. The work includes
the deeds recorded from 1830 to 1860, inclusive, and covers nearly fifty volumes of records.

Belfast,

Roswell S. Dow of Biddeford, was knocked
insensible Monday night by the collision of
his team with another team, on the road to
the city farm. He recovered soon.
The latest tea-table luxury for hot weatHaf
-Iced tea served iu tumblers without milk
(a la Russe), with .Lactart in place of lemon,
delicious and exhilarating. Try it. Druggists and Grocers.

MARRIAGES.

In Farmington, Aug. 17, Albion F. Smitli of
Lewiston and Miss Sarah E. Elwell of Farmington.

June.
GlOSS

1886.

§265,101
140,834

Expenses

1885.
§247,865

151,343.

Net
®115,267
§90,522
Jan. 1 to June 30.
Gross
§1,363,258 §1,293,707
880,158
Expenses
844,412
Net

§483,100

§449,295

Increase.
§17,236
«1,509

§18,745
§60,551
35.746

§33,805

•Decrease.
A NEW MOUNTAIN

liOUTE.

It is proposed to construct a narrow guage
railroad through the Carter and Pinkham
notches, following very closely the line of
the present cariiage road and forming a connecting link between the Grand Trunk and
the Portland & Ogdensburg roads. The carriage road to Jefferson from a point of a few
miles distant from the Glen House on the
Gorham road, is then to be improved and a
line of line Concord coaches put on to run in
connection with the railroad.
This road
will ran very nearly north and south, an d

from Glen station it is proposed to extend it
in a westerly direction to Woodstock, the
terminus of the Pemigewasset Valley railroad, and from there to Woodville, where
the Boston & Lowell, the Passumpsic and
the Connecticut River lines unite for the
mountain traffic.

STATE

POLITICS.

REPRESENTATIVES NOMINATED.
The Republicans of Auburn have nominated David P. Field and George G. Gifford as
candidates for the Legislature.
REPRESENTATIVE NOMINATED AT

M ATT A

WAMKEAG.

The Republicans of the Winn, Medway

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS AT IIAItPSWKLL.
At a Republican caucus held in Harpswell

Saturday, August 21, George R· Ilersey
of East Harpswell, was nominated as candidate for the Legislature.
Mr. Hersey has
on

been

of the selectmen for three years,
His
and made a good and efficient officer.
friends will be pleased if he shall be promoted to the Legislature, and think that the inone

gestion. and promotes sleep.
Beware of worthless "gingers" offensi»ely urged
for
by mercenary druggists, on those who call

iMTTh&wnrm

EASTMAN BR0S.4 BANCROFT
We shall open today one of the finest lines of FANCY VELVETS ever brought into this market.
These goods are from the first importations and are exclusive styles which cannot be duplicate?-lSfT«ir."",Xh ^Bvcrs of
RICH and ARTISTIC DESIGNS in Trimming Velvets should
not fail to see these goods.
We have also a complete stock of PLAIN VELVETS in all
the different shades and qualities from SI to $2 per yard.

SILK GLOVES 5 CENTS PAIR !
300
These

pairs Small Size

Silk Gloves 5c per

eoatI

y

Sarsaparilla

FOR

our

counter for these.

50
100
100
60
100

dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen

the month of

August
p.

BUSINESS

Extra Nice 50c Lisle Gloves
$ .39
.75
Long Mousquetaire Wrist Gloves
Ladies' 4-Button Tan Kid Gloves
.50
Ladies Embroidered Back Tan Kid Gloves .69
Extra Fine $1.50 Kid Gloves
1.00
are

all

as

good bargains

as we ever

RINES BROTHERS.
aug26

Nitrous Oxi île Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
Vapor administered when desired for the painless
extraction of teeth.
jel6d3m

WANT

WE

Ρ rintinG

180 MIDDLE

Headache,yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally

HEAD

tliey would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little
pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

ACHE

many lives that here is where we
boast. Our pills cure It while

Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
vse them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Bold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

Ca^_\f"il^)rcî

tects No. 'J3 Ex i'ban go street, when al1
tlonui regard to the work to be periormed can be
obtained. The committee reserve the rlfcht to re

|„< «IIot·»
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OLOTHING

oOlce.

Ira S. Locke.
dtf

JSJSTTD

FRENCH FANS

FURNISHING

The

LONDON PERCALES

GOODS,
j

181 Middle Street.

PARASOLS
One of the

largest

assortments in the

city

aligns

PORTLAND RAILRCAO.

popular

at

CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.

prices.

TONIQUE

ANGELIQUE!

«Γ

Notice of

DRESS
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Hearing.

Loetli Rich and eighty-four other»
WHEREAS
of Long Island. have petitioned the City
Council of the
of
to

Portland,
City
lay out a public
way on said Long Island, within the City of Portland, commencing at or near the house of George
Fowler, on the westerly side of said Long Island,
and running by the school house, aud by or near
the liead ofllarbor de Grace, called "Little Harbor," by or near the store of Loetli Rich, to the
easterly end of said Long Island, to connect with
the Long Island Avenue, already laid out.
Notice is hereby given to all parties Interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the proposed way on
the third day of September, 1886, at three o'clock
the afternoon, at the head of Ponce's Wharf, so
called, on said Long Island, and will then and
there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the public convenience require» said street or way
to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twentyflfth day
of August, A. D. 1886.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor, 1
V. C. WILSON,
in

—

FOR

—

and all Disorders Resulting from an Abnormal
Condition of the Stomach.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

the Most Eminent Physicians
in New England.

for Distress after Eating; will reAppetite in a few days ; contains all the
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form ; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will find in this an invaluable companion;
Aged
People in a debilitated condition will find tills a
mild Tonic and gentle Stimulant; purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the nnest
California Angelica Wine, it is the best Tonic in
the market.
Do not confound the Tonic with ''Bitters", but
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within the reach of all.

—

PREPARED

BY

—

WHITMAN SAWYER,
ANSEL G. DEWEY,

HENRY P. COX,
PATRICK O'NlîlL,

The best assortment to select from at reduced prices

and Pressed

Ready for
Every Day, at

Rogers and Bros^AI Table Ware.

KNIVES, SPOOlS, FORKS, k.
I am ode ring special inducements in Rogers &
Bros.' A 1 Taille Ware, as every one >vill be convinced by giving me a call, that my priées are tlio
lowest.

"OUR OWN"

BOSTON, MASS.

CARPET BEATING ROOMS
—AT—

FOSTER'S

Wear

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 PltEBLE STREET.

ForestCityDyeHouse
IS PREBLE STREET.

A. M. WENTWORTH,
eodtf

CHÏCKERING
PIANO !

Business For Sale.
CENT.

the sales of my Cough Drops last
year, and
larger Increase expected this year
from the present quantity of orders pouring in for
future delivery, necessitates the
sale of my
Grocery business. A large cash business can be
done under our new State law compelling
weekly
payments. Largest store in the city ; good location ; very low ren. Stock can be reduced so
that about $2,000 will buy stock, teams and fixtures. Address

LITTLE USED.

Λ GREAT BARGAIN.

CALL AT

in

(PATENTED)
all newton· of the year and iu nil kind·
of weather.
eodlw
aug2C
few
and

experienced agents in
Portland
vicinity to engage in
"Labor and Capital,"
the sale of a work 011
issued at immense expense, and written by the
leadiug men of the day. Canvassers pronounce it
iunerior to Grant's Memoirs in point of sales.
For full particulars, terms &(... address A. M.
BH1DGMAN & CO., 13 Doaue Street., Boston.
State experience.
aug26dtf

WAMTBD-A

THURSTON'S.
Also Second-Hand CONCERT GRANO
a

at a Lo*

ure, if sold at on:c,

RICHARDSON,

aug26

>nfe28dtf 'a"t EU1a"Î?KWMAS. tient Manager.
TRADE PltOCESSIOJi
—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !
Fine views made of (lu; procession July 6th, and
of tlio Drummers on tlielr clam bake July 7tli, for
sale at the studio of

"

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.dtf

to

m.

26-1

no·

WANTED—Farm
WANTED—A

IIKI; WANTED—For general Housework
VT Good references required. Apply at 37
PLUM STREET.
26 1

LET-Nice rent western part of the City,
C. P. WALDRON.
26-1

TO
eight rooms. Enquire of
Street.
40
Excnange

A.

JR..

NOTICE.

-A_.

There will be a Npecinl Mienuu-r leave CusHouse Wharf «« 1.30 p. in. on Tbunil»;.
Aug. 'J6, for the express purpose of carrying the
Irish American Relief Association party to Long
Island. The return trips will be mu de at «.30 and
Members who have
0.00 o'clock in the evening.
not received tickets from the committee can get
them at the boat, or at Β. E. McDonough's and
James Connellan's stores on Congress street.
Tickets will be good on all the regular boats
Per order,
throughout the day.
Committee of Arrangements.
aug2Cdat
tom

ι

III 11—Ifci

Artists' Materials!
for Oil and Water Color Painting, Crayon^nd Pastel
Work, Charcoal and Lead Pencil Drawing Porcelain
and China Decoration, Mathematical Instruments for
Arbhitects, Engineers and Draughtsmen, Artists' One
Brushes and Pencils, and Materials for Scene and
Fresco Painters. MR. JOHN F. GOULD, formerly with
Cyrus F. Davis, has charge of th s department.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

persons are hereby cautioned against liarIjorinK or trusting any of the crew of the
Norwegian Bark "( arsten Boe," Dannevig, master, lately arrived at this port from Trapaui, as no
hills of their contracting will be paid by captain or
consignee.
OIIaSE, LKAVÎTT & CO.
au24
gat

ALL

CAUTION.
persons are hereby cautioned against liar
ALLboring
of the Nor
trusting any of the
or

I.

situated within eight miles
of Portland. Address with particulars L.
To Letter Carrier No. 5 Portland Me.
2G-1
medium sized rent in central
location about the middle of September.
A.
1Î.
Press
office.
Address
26-1

ίΙιιι»

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
dtt
JlyO

eod3t&wlt

do second work. Apply
687 CONGRESS ST., between the hours of

WANTED-A
6 aud 8

6·1®
5.24
with all Inward trains excepts

CAUTION.
Fig-

Refer toFoss, Deerlng & Baker, Portland, Me.

p.

at

Cars will

connect

PAINTS AND DRUGS,
itlAHKET HQt'ABK.
aug-teodlm

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

girl

13.38
12.43
12.48

at the newly established prices.

eodlw

€. H.

"<5o

12.10

Watclics, Ci.oeks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

a

aug2Geod2m

8.20

8.00
*'M'

4.10

509 CONG 1{ESS ST.

PERT

AM.
°·49

745

eodtf

ap!5

800

A.m.

A.M.
(1.1 Ν

511 CONGRESS STREET.
JelO

c»r.

Leave
Leave
Connect <ηκ with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains l -av nK ConFrunklln Wharf,
Bress f>t· SUtion at

J.M.Dyer&Co.

DYED WHOLE

Increase

|

θα nud after MONDAV, June iMMh.
ronnertins » iih Maine t""»1 "
outward li aiux will leave an follow»!

dlw

FADEDGARMENTS

Tlte Rogers Manufacturing Co., Grocery
380 ATLANTIC AVENUE,

DSi

GO

Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and llnisli has few equals and no
superior In the w jrld.

au26

aug2G

"""".sax

lARLÈ PERRY,

for Dresses and Shirtin? sat 1? 1-2 cents, worth 20
cents. Style sconced tous.

For Sale by All First-Class Pharmacists.

valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also
correct
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

(&y

COL,

for Weddings. Parties and Graduating Exercises.
best variety and lowest prices.

A sure relief
store Lost

SICK

fJitv

STREET,

Joseph A. Locke.
feb27

ana

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilioue state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
Pain in the Side, &c.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

τ Fi")

►S Committee ou

have removed to

Attention is called to a 19 inch Silk Velvet, in desirable line of colors, which we
are selling at $1.25.
Plushes in all desirable shades for fancy
work and Dress Trimmings $1.60 per yard.

anil

CURE

PROPOSALS will be received by the
®
Public Buildings
T^yo*
inst.,
Building. imtil Monday, the «îOth
*it 12 m
fcr furnishing materials and
ainibor reouired in the erection and l^^orming
furnishing
Sl the exterior of a brick school building for the
of Portland, on the corner of
streets according to plans and specifications pre
oared bv Fassett & ïompson, Architects. TChe
he ex^mined on
said plans and specifleailons
c^otilce oiine arciu
and after Monday next, at the
fs if &

3VE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Three door* west of l

IjiO
paper hanging store in lively manufacturing
Used with Great Success by Many oi
A. lî. K. ; between Boston and
town
Boston

PILLS,

TO CONTRACTORS.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

VELVETS AND PLUSHES.

A,'I'5o*

CITY ADVERTI8EWSÎVTN.

^

to do YOt a

«· W·

F. O. BAILS*"·
marl4

LOCKE & LOCKE,

A

Hiver

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

II. If. liny & Son'* Drug Slave. Junction of Free and Middle Mtrecte:

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, IVte.

VICTOR ELECTRIC TRAIN SIGNAL COMPANY.

■PlTTLE

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

A»VEKTÏSBMEJ*Te.

CARTERS

F. Ο- BAILEY & CO.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,
over

eodU
AVCTVON BALfCM.

CARDS.

dit

d&wlynrm

Worcester. Willbe sold at Appraisal
(about
$1500. This is a rare chance for a practical painer or paper hanger.
BKITTAN & PHELPS,
Auctioneers, 339 Washington Street Boston Mass
26-2

the store will be closed at 6.15

Saturdays.

m.

DENTIST,

offered.

100 Doses One Dollar.

Materials

FOUND.

PER

CBJVTS

aug3

chiefly hiçh colors and small sizes, but
good quality. Only one pair will be sold to one
customer, so that we may see 300 purchasers at

(ANGELICA TONIC).

MEETING of the stockholders of the Victor
Electric Train Signal Company will be held
at the office of Ν. & H. B. Cleaves, No. 30 Exchange street, Portland, Maine, on the third day
of September, 1888, at 4.80 o'clock p· m., to consider the expediency of selling the property and
assets of said company, and to transact other business which may properly come before said meet.10IIN F. HANLEN,
ing.
Assistant Clerk.
aug2Cd3t

THAT

FINE CREAM NOTE PAPER

are

Cil'I

Sold by all druggists, $1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass-

LOT

LARGE

are

Peculiar Medicine

Is the banc of so
make our great
others do not.

PORTLAND,;

208 MIDDLE STREET,

myl

During

pair.

Sarsaparilla

Peculiar in the confidence it gains among all
classes of people, one bottle always sells another.
Peculiar in the originality and effectiveness of
its advertising, its methods are continually being
copied by competitors.
1)0 not be induced to buy other preparations.
But be sure to get "the Peculiar Medicine,"

Achc

The Clothier and Furnisher, under Falmouth Hotel,

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

Peculiar in its medicinal merit, Hood's Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures hitherto unknown, and
lias won for itself the title of "The greatest blood
purifier ever discovered."
Peculiar in its "good name at home"—there is
more of Hood's Sarsaparilla sold in Lowell, where
it is made, than of all other blood purifiers.
Peculiar in its phenomenal record of sales abroad
no other
preparation has ever attained such popularity in so snort a time. It really

on

NEW STORE.

OPENING SALE OF KID GLOVES I FRANK B, CLARK, 915 CONGRESS ST.

Peculiar

ΚΑΙ,Ε—Paint. Artist

goods.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

Closing Ont SA of Summer Glows.

many important points, Hood's Sarsaparilla is
different from any superior to other medicines.
Peculiar in combination, proportion and preparation of ingredients, Hood's Sarsaparilla possesses the full curative value of the best known remedies of the vegetable kingdom.
Peculiar in strength and economy—Hood's Sarsaparilla is the only medicine of which can truly
be said,"100 doses one dollar." Medicines in larger
and smaller bottles require larger doses, and do
not produce as good resnlts as

Κ

very tine line

B. THURSTON &

South Gardiner, Aug. 22, Capt. Peter Waite,
years G months.
Gardiner, Aug. 23, Olive C., wife of Ν. B.
Norton, aired 73 years 10 months.
In Gardiner, Aug. 19. Fannie Merrick, wife ot
E. F. Maddocks, aged 39 years.
In Phipsburg, Aug. 22, William Sprague, aged
G7 years 10 months.
In North Haven, Aug. 14, Vincent T. Meserve,
of Portland, aged about 60 years.

NEW

for same kind of

23

I»

Hood's

a

OF

In

a

Also

of SPRING OVERCOATS at lowest prices to ho found in the city

dtf

aug26

aged 69

Is

My stock is all new, and selected from the best manufactures,
and a perfect Ht and well made
garments are always to be fonnd
on my counter.
Also all the late
styles in NECK WEAR, COLLARS
and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES,
&c.

I am uow showing some very
handsome Suitings in this department, both in Fancy Checks and
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and

EASTMAN BR0S.&BANCR0FT ANOTHER

private.

Hood's

CLOTHING ! MING !

FANCY VELVETS.

In this city, Aug. 25, Elizabeth T. Sumner, aged
84 years G months.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from her late residence, 108 Neal street. Burial

In

MEN'S; YOUTHS'

CHILDREN'S

Diagonals.

DEATHS

apl

The earnings of the Maine Central railroad
company for the month of June are thus reported:

the aged.
For the nervous, sleepless, and mentally and
physically overworked or worn out, Sankord's
It eradiGinger is a pure and safe invigorator.
to
cates a craving for intoxicants in those addicted
ditheir excessive use, allays nervousness, assists

l>ruggi*t*

by

I*

These Cloves

WhitefleTd.

THE SHOliE LINE.

early day.

As a healthful summer drink,'with water, milk,
iced water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and
mineral waters, It is the best.
Mothers worn out with the cares oi maternity or
the household, or when weak, nervous and hyster.
ical, should take a dose of this delicious invigorant. No other remedy is so wholesome, palatable
and safe for delicate women, young children, and

SANFORD'S GINGER, SANFORD'S GINGER,
The Delieioua Summer Medicine.
all
aud Grocers.
Sold

In Gardiner, Aug. 18, John McKenua ot Cheland Miss Augusta Wells of Pittston.
lu Wliicelleld, Aug 4, Dr. Edward E. Hopkins of
Cambridge and Miss Annie Louise Tullock of

RAILWAY MATTERS.

at an

Time of Danger

sea

a

A few days ago Hon. Arthur Sewell, près"
ident of the Maine Central, made a hurried
trip by steamer to Machiasport. thence to
Lubec by land and return.
The visit is
thought by the people in that region to indicate the construction of the Shore Line road

a

Dangers, in the shape ot alarming ills, threaten
the household at this season, which, if neglected,
become prostrating diseases. To guard against
tlieui requires vigilance, abstinence, and Sanford's Gingeb.
This unrivalled household panacea and delicious
Imsummer medicine Is an original combination of
and French
ported Ginger, Choice Aromatics,
Brandy, vastly superior to all other "gingers" and
household medicines known to physicians.
It instantly relieves cramps and pains, speedily
checks all forms of summer complaint, prevents
Indigestion,destroys disease germs in water drunk,
restores the circulation and digestion when suspended by a chill,—a frequent cause of cholera
morbus,—breaks up colds and fevers, and wards
off malarial, contagious, and epidemic influences.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Hon. J. R. Bodwell has consulted a civil
engineer as to the advisability of building a
narrow gauge railroad from Bath to Small

nlrnn.lv

one

This is

yci-

sonal knowledge of Lieut. Wardwell's ease
he knew a great piece of injustice bad been
done. He was not called upon to testify in
the case on the field, much to his surprise.
He considered himself the most important
witness. He was glad to say that Lieut.
Ward well was a most efficient and brave
officer. Col. Z. A. Smith then arose and in a
most impressive manner said he knew all
about the case, he had had a great deal of
correspondence on the case, and knew more
of its origin and its merits than perhaps any
other person living, and he considered that a
most gross injustice had been done Lieut.
Wardwell, and he wished to testify to his effiency and bravery. Lieut. Morgan and others spoke in behalf of the Lieutenant.

YOKK COUNTY.

FACTS FOR THE SOLDIERS.

miaCEIjLANJEOlIH-

NEW ADVEBTISElIEKTi·

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

DOUTNEY CONCERT.

of duty.
They were ordered to
in the sum of $500 each for their
appearance before the U. S. District Court.

John Sullivan's store on Fore street was
broken into from the rear yesterday morning early, or during Tuesday night, and
twelve pounds of tobacco taken.

CONVENTION.

In addition to the talent which will be
present from New York and Boston at the
concert in the Doutney tent tonight, Chandler's complete orchestra has been engaged
to furnish instrumental music. The proceeds will go to help defray the expenses of
the free meetings. The concert takes the
place of the temperance meeting tonight.

upon the International boats, and were accustomed to transport their goods from New
Brunswick to the United States without the

Burglary.

REPUBLICAN

of the

and Patten class have nominated I). G. Parker of Mattawamkeag, for representative to
the Legislature.

payment
recognize

WASHINGTON

Senators—Edward C. Gooduow of Calais, and
Augustus Wallace of Mtllbridge.
Sheriff—Henry A. Baleom of Calais.
Register of Deeds—Henry R. Taylor of Machias.
Treasurer—Ignatius Sargent of Machias.
County Commissioners—JethroB. Nutt of Perry, and Saunders E. Spooner of Prineeton.
Senator Frye made an interesting address.

ets, the following being the numbers which
:
Nos. 9. 8, 36, 15, 7 and 25, and the
following the lucky holders of the numbers :
Lucy Carter, Jennie Boucher, Mamie Ilood,
Lottie Carter, Edith Greenhalgh, and Etta
Young.
Today Billee Taylor will be produced, and
several new singers williarrive on the boat
from Boston this morning to take the place

MAINE CENTBAL.

terday morning at 9.45 by the New England
road on its trip to Old Orchard Beach and
Portland. The party stopped at Worcester

ANDK08C0GGIN DEMOCRATS.
The Democrats of Androscoggin county
held their convention at Auburn on Tuesday·
Ex-Governor Alonza Garcelon addresssed the
assembly with a speech in which he charged
the Republican party with great iniquities.
The following ticket was nominated :
Senators—D. J. McGillicuddy of Lewlston, and
Horace C. Haskell of Turner.
Sheriff—John French of Lewlston.
Clerk of Courts—I,. W. Daly of Lewlston.
Register of Deeds—C. C. Jordan of Auburn.
Attorney—Tascus Atwood of Auburn.
Treasurer—Daniel Lara of Auburn.
Commissioner—Harrison Rose of Green.
Mr. McGillicuddy secured the nomination
as Senator after a severe factional fight.

drew

Outing.

The Putnam Phalanx left Hartford yes-

Joshua Robinson.

The largest and most enthusiastic Republican convention in Washington county for
years, met at Machias Wednesday. The following nominations were made:

ir

Desert.
Whatever she wrote was marked
by excellent qualities of style, great refineand
elevated moral tone. We deeply
ment,
regret that so cultivated and true a woman
should have been cut oft' in middle life,
though the loss of her husband and of their
only child had long ago robbed existence of
its charm, and left only high ideals of duty
and usefulness to sustain lier.
The Phalanx

su-

to that of Mr. Byrne is putting it
mild. Mr. Fred Kendall as Fish-Tush was
seen to advantage, his rich baritone voice
being a great addition to the choruses. Mr.
Slattery took the part of Ko-Ko in an excellent manner, and Mr. Wilkinson was the
same excellent Mikado as of yore.
Between the first and second acts the dolls
were given to the lucky holders of the tick-

perior

A

32d Maine Reunion.

The threatening weather yesterday morning prevented as large an attendance at this
reunion as had been anticipated, but between fifty and sixty comrades were present
and passed an enjoyable day.
At the business meeting, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year :

Presidenty-Capt.

was

and to say that her performance

$336.75
This report ras accepted by the town and
the fire wards were appointed a committee to
G. C. B.
carry it into effect.

with all the modem improvements. On the
ground floor will be two stores, having a
depth of some 73 feet, witli large show windows of plate glass. A fire-proof vault will
be provided for each store. The entrance for
offices will be in the center of the front,
through an arched opening, and the corridor
leading back to the elevator, and the stair-

will give access to the upper stories, and an
elevator will run in the well of the staircase.
The central portion of the building will be
lighted by very large skylights with openings through the vnrious floors. On the second and third floors will be four suites of
two large rooms each, and a single office in

was
refused to accede to their demand, and
Miss
Wilkinson.
Mr.
seconded
by
ably
Sanderson assumed the role of Nanki-Poo,

100.00

lows :

The new building to be erected near the
corner of Middle and Exchange streets by
Mr. C. C. Chapman will be an office building

until within a short time of the commencethen dement of the entertainment, and
had perthey
before
manded this week's pay
formed their work. Mr. Knowlton firmly

a

owner.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

gbeenwood GARDEN.

was caused at
change of characters
the abrupt
Greenwood Garden yesterday by
Giadwell and
Byrne,
Messrs.
of
leave-taking
allowed to
Cutter, because they were not
waited
draw their salary in advance. They

A

terest of the town would be well looked after
by him.
The new town committee consists of five
members, C. L. Skolfield, J. B. Pinkhaiu,
George L. Randall, Sidney Watson and

wegian Bark

crew

"Klsoer," Jorgenscn. master, at
this port from Aracibo, P. li., as no bills of their
contracting will be paid by captain or consignees.
au24d3t
CHAS I·'I LKAVITT & CO.
Notice of Adjourned I?Icelii>s·
of the Portland A Ogdensburg
STOCKHOLDERS
Hallway are hereby notified (hat the meeting
of said corporation held .June 8, 1880, and_ adjourned to the tlrst Tuesday in September, will be
lield, pursuant to said adjournment, at Its office.
No. 517 Commercial street. Portland, iMaiue, ou
TUESDAY, seventh day of September, 188*!, at
10

o'clock

in

the forenoon.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
au24d2w

Aug. 24,1886.

